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1

2

3

Victorian yellow metal pearl, diamond and
turquoise enamel pendant/brooch with glazed
locket compartment to the reverse, 28mm
diameter, together with a Victorian gilt metal and
turquoise enamel anchor locket (2) £80-120

14

Victorian gold sovereign, 1893, in 9ct gold
pendant mount on 9ct gold chain, 47cm long
£300-400

15

Two 9ct gold gem set dress rings to include a
pear cut faux Alexanderite, size N and synthetic
orange stone cluster, size Q½ £50-70

16

9ct gold wedding ring (London, 1975) size W½
£60-100

17

Victorian 15ct gold emerald and diamond chip
cluster ring, size Q and a gem set eternity band
(stamped 9ct), size N £30-50

18

Ladies Cartier Must de Cartier silver gilt tank
wristwatch with quartz movement, rectangular
gilt dial and blue cabochon winding crown on
replacement blue leather strap, case 20mm x
28mm £150-200

19

Mappin & Webb 9ct gold cased quartz
wristwatch with oval gilt dial, baton markers and
blue cabochon winding crown on replacement
brown leather strap, case 22mm x 26mm £60-80

20

Italian black leather three draw watch display
box with glazed hinged lid. 28cm high x 36cm
wide x 25cm deep £40-60

21

Group various stainless steel wristwatches to
include three Skagen, one boxed, Accurist,
Limit, Laurens, Lorus, Christin Lars and Rennie
Mackintosh bangle watch with black enamel
floral decoration (9) £60-100

22

Two Continental silver dishes mounted with
coins, 11.5cm diameter £50-70

23

Seven 9ct gold gem set cluster rings, sizes O Q½ £120-180

24

9ct gold three stone opal ring, size O½ and
Victorian style 9ct gold gem set ring, size O £4060

25

9ct gold diamond single stone ring with diamond
set shoulders, size U½ and 9ct gold synthetic
white stone half eternity ring, size R (2) £60-100

9ct gold link chain, 52cm long and three 9ct gold
cross/crucifix pendants £150-200

26

Three 9ct gold signet rings £100-150

27

18ct gold knotted ring, size X½ £120-180

Garrard 9ct gold cased quartz wristwatch with
silvered dial, gold baton markers, date aperture
and presentation inscription to back of case,
34mm diameter, on brown leather strap £100150

28

18ct gold diamond cluster ring, size N and 18ct
gold diamond single stone ring in platinum
illusion setting, size N½ £100-150

29

Antique and later jewellery to include early 20th
century citrine pendant necklace, miniature
Victorian gilt padlock and key, silver and
enamelled butterfly brooch, other silver items,
cameo brooch, glass bead necklace and silver
gilt Masonic medal £60-100

30

Ladies 9ct gold Cyma wristwatch on 9ct gold
double strand bracelet £100-150

Diamond single stone ring with a brilliant cut
diamond, estimated to weigh approximately
0.25cts, in platinum setting on 18ct yellow gold
shank. Size L½ £80-120
Group of gold jewellery to include 22ct gold
wedding ring, size M½, Victorian 18ct gold
keeper ring, size N, four 9ct gold rings, eternity
ring and pair dark grey cultured pearl earrings
and pendant £150-250

4

9ct gold chunky curb link chain bracelet, 20.5cm
long £180-220

5

Victorian 9ct gold double chain bracelet set with
six turquoise cabochons £100-150

6

Pair Victorian white metal mourning earrings,
each set with oval agate cabochon and
enamelled decoration "in memory of", 37mm
long £40-60

7

8

9

10

11
12

13

Platinum princess cut diamond solitaire ring,
estimated to weigh 0.20cts, in four claw setting,
with agi gem certificate. Ring size J½ £100-150
Clogau 18ct gold cased limited edition
wristwatch with gold textured round dial and
bezel with engraved Roman numeral markers,
case 32mm diameter, numbered 008 of 2000,
on brown leather strap. Boxed with certificate of
authenticity £200-300
Four Swatch wristwatches including Melody by
Peter Gabriel, all cased as new, and two old
mobile phones £40-60
Collection of gold jewellery to include 9ct gold
curb link bracelet, 9ct gold Avia wristwatch, 9ct
gold and silver single stone ring, 9ct gold
earrings, pair yellow metal Gemini earrings and
two yellow metal broken chains £200-300

Collection of pocket and wristwatches including
silver cased fob watch, gold plated full hunter,
Ingersoll, Accurist, Antim, Allaine, Lonstar etc
and pair gold plated cufflinks £40-60
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31

Diamond ten stone half eternity ring with ten
graduating brilliant cut diamonds, weighing
approximately 1ct in total, on yellow gold shank,
size R £200-300

32

Swarovski crystal fish brooch, boxed, two silver
bracelets, various gilt metal chains, paste set
brooches, other costume jewellery and
wristwatches £30-50

33

Ladies Excalibur 9ct gold cased wristwatch on
plated expandable bracelet and two 9ct gold
rings £30-50

34

Collection of silver and plated military related
teaspoons, WWII pocket watch marked with
crows foot, G.S.T.P. T 30749 XX, white metal
watch chain, two silver fobs, silver bangle and a
compass £60-100

35

Jewellery box containing a collection of vintage
costume jewellery to include a raw amber
necklace, other bead necklaces, silver bangle,
micro mosaic panel bracelet, coin bracelet, pair
malachite bead earrings, paste set buckle and
other bijouterie £60-80

36

Collection of ten old Chinese silver/white metal
pendant necklaces with embossed panels
depicting figures riding horses/dragons, with
bells suspended from chains £100-150

37

Ten green jade/ hard stone polished bangles,
7cm- 8.5cm diameter £200-300

38

Five Chinese green hard stone and carnelian
polished bead necklaces, all with silver gilt
clasps. Four measure 76cm long and one 68cm
long £100-150

39

Five Chinese carnelian polished bead necklaces
with silver clasps. 62cm- 65cm long £100-150

40

Gentlemen’s Omega Automatic Chronometer
Constellation wristwatch with silvered dial and
gilt baton markers in stainless steel case, 34mm
diameter £100-150

41

Longines Quartz wristwatch with gilt dial, Roman
numeral markers and subsidiary seconds dial in
stainless steel case, 32mm diameter, on brown
leather strap and a silver cased pocket watch
(Birmingham, 1929) £50-70

42

Collection of Chinese carved carnelian tubular
beads depicting figures and animals, largest
bead measures 35mm long - smallest 18mm
long, together with some other beads and curios
£100-150

43

Edwardian 15ct gold peridot and seed pearl
open work pendant, 4cm long, on 9ct gold chain,
45.5cm long £80-120
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44

Early 20th century 9ct gold RAF sweetheart
brooch, 4.5cm long, and a rare Hindenburg
Zeplin brooch, 4cm long £50-70

45

Cinque Ports silver medallion and a silver
Masonic cross jewel, both on red ribbons (2) £40
-60

46

Diamond and synthetic sapphire eternity ring in
white gold setting, size P £80-100

47

Group of vintage costume jewellery to include a
silver enamel and marcasite orchid brooch,
Edwardian silver watch chain, two miniature
silver photograph frames, two silver coin
pendants, bead necklaces and costume
jewellery £80-120

48

Ladies Omega 9ct gold cased wristwatch with
silvered dial, gold baton markers and engraved
inscription to reverse, 22mm diameter, on gold
plated expandable bracelet £100-150

49

22ct gold wedding ring (Birmingham 1921), size
O½ £100-150

50

Two vintage 9ct rose gold wristwatches both on
gold expandable bracelets, boxed £150-200

51

Victorian 9ct rose gold link chain with gilt metal
enamelled locket fob and an additional piece of
9ct rose gold chain £120-180

52

Victorian 15ct gold bar brooch, two other 9ct
gold bar brooches, 9ct gold ring, yellow metal
cameo brooch and hair work glazed brooch
£100-150

53

Scottish agate panel bracelet and five Scottish
silver brooches £60-100

54

Group silver and white metal jewellery including
enamelled brooches, vintage, two bangles,
paste necklace, lapis lazuli necklace and screw
back earring set etc £100-150

55

Amber bead necklace, 43cm long, green hard
stone bead necklace and other vintage beads
£60-100

56

Group vintage costume jewellery including micro
mosaic brooches, Miracle brooches, gold plated
bangles and bijouterie £50-70

57

22ct gold wedding ring (Birmingham 1933), size
P £100-150

58

Group of gold rings to include three 18ct gold
diamond set rings, six 9ct gold dress rings and
9ct gold cross on 14ct gold chain £200-300

59

Jewellery box containing vintage costume
jewellery, silver full hunter pocket watch and
bijouterie £30-50
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60

Victorian red leather jewellery box containing
silver, vintage costume jewellery and bijouterie
£50-70

79

18ct gold wedding ring, size M½, 18ct gold chain
link ring, size Y and two pairs 18ct three colour
gold earrings £300-500

61

Group 9ct gold jewllery to include rose gold
watch bracelet, one cufflink, one earring, one
stud, tie pin and fine chain bracelet £150-200

80

62

George V gold half sovereign, 1926, in 9ct gold
pendant mount on 9ct gold chain, 61.5cm long
£200-300

Group 9ct gold jewellery to include seed pearl
bar brooch, pair pearl earrings, gem set ring,
pendant, vintage gold wristwatch and pair Irish
14ct gold earrings £150-200

81

Victorian gilt metal guard chain, cameo brooch,
gem set enamelled white metal ring and other
costume jewellery £50-70

Ladies and gentlemen's Raymond Weil gold
plated tank wristwatches on black leather straps,
cased £40-60

82

Simulated cherry amber bead necklace, other
jewellery, watches, coin penknife, Dunhill gold
plated lighter and one other £50-70

83

Vintage Planet Apple 2011.1 Apple Watch, circa
2002, in original box with booklet £60-100

84

Collection of vintage jewellery and bijouterie
including 1920s coral beadwork sautoir
necklace, 78cm long, glass bead necklaces, pair
silver cufflinks, Stanley drawing instrument in
orignal case and other items £100-150

85

Large quantity of watch and pocket watch parts
including cases, dials, glass and accessories
£60-100

63

64

Two silver gem set pendants, Wedgwood
Jasperware pendant on silver chain, vintage
bead necklaces, brooches, two wristwatches,
sovereign holder, compass and Police medal in
case £30-50

65

9ct yellow and white gold twisted bangle and
one other yellow metal torque bangle £180-220

66

Edwardian gold seed pearl brooch and two 9ct
gold chains with gem set pendants £60-100

67

Silver salver with pie crust border and four hoof
feet, 26cm diameter (Chester 1919) £200-300

68

Silver toast rack (Sheffield 1926) together with a
silver shell butter dish (Sheffield 1909) £50-70

86

Group vintage and contemporary wristwatches
including 1958 Snoopy tennis watch £80-120

69

Three silver mustard pots, pair silver salts, two
silver pepperettes, one silver salt spoon and
three plated, together with a pair of silver dwarf
candlesticks £60-100

87

Vintage 9ct rose gold wristwatch, group vintage
silver cased wristwatches, silver cased fob
watch and two Victorian glazed photograph
pendants £60-100

70

Pair 9ct gold rectangular panel cufflinks with
engine turned decoartion £80-120

88

71

Group vintage bead necklaces, silver topped
crumb brush, two compacts, other costume
jewellery and bijouterie £30-50

Set twelve German silver (800) teaspoons,
sifting spoon and pair sugar tongs in fitted case,
six India souvenir spoons stamped sterling
silver, other Continental silver spoons, some
plated teaspoons and a mother of pearl dish £60
-80

72

Large silver capstan inkwell with engraved
initials to lid, 17.5cm diameter. (Birmingham
1916) £40-60

89

Victorian parquetry inlaid work box containing
vintage costume jewellery and bijouterie £80120

73

Victorian silver salver with engraved scroll
decoration, 24cm diameter (London 1856) £150200

90

74

Seven various silver napkin rings £30-50

Collection of approximately 40 Victorian and
Edwardian silver handled button hooks including
a novelty 'Punch' button hook, within glazed
display case, 62cm x 41.5cm x 7cm £80-120

75

Quantity various silver spoons and pair silver
sugar tongs £250-300

91

9ct gold rope twist necklace, 62cm long £180220

76

18ct gold charm bracelet with various 18ct, 14ct
and 9ct gold charms £800-1,200

92

77

Three colour gold (stamped 750) articulated cuff
bracelet, 19cm long £800-1,200

9ct gold novelty poodle brooch and gold
(stamped 585) pendant set with a single cultured
pearl £80-120

93

78

Three colour gold (stamped 750) fringe style
necklace, 42.5cm long £500-700

Group antique jewellery including Victorian
mourning brooches, seed pearl and purple glass
brooch, 9ct gold oval mount, carnelian seal fob,
gilt metal locket and a stick pin £60-100
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94

Group silver jewellery set with semi precious
gem stones including large cross pendant with
red cabochons on chain, agate pendants and
brooches, pink quartz brooch, Danish silver
brooch, others and a Continental silver claw ring
with interchangeable stone spheres, size N,
boxed £100-150

95

Group silver marcasite jewellery including Art
Nouveau style necklace set with synthetic opals,
ear clips, brooches, other silver and white metal
brooches and three snake chains £50-70

96

Three Eastern white metal necklaces set with
lapis lazuli, one other agate/ hard stone
necklace, Egyptian necklace and a metal box
with floral decoration £40-60

97

Four silver cased pocket/ fob watches, 1960s
silver bangle by Charles Horner, two silver
pendant/ brooch mounts, silver backed hand
mirror and a silver and mother of pearl fruit knife
£100-150

98

Silver pedestal dish, silver backed three piece
dressing table set and two silver topped glass
bottles £50-70

99

Two silver pin dishes each set with a
commemorative Churchill coin and Britannia
coin, together with two silver ashtrays £100-150

100

Two contemporary silver Armada dishes, largest
measures 13cm diameter (Sheffield millennium),
other measures 10cm diameter (London 1973)
£50-70

101

Two contemporary silver quaiches, largest
measures 15cm wide (Birmingham millennium),
other 14.5cm wide (Edinburgh 1978) £80-120

102

103

Silver jewellery box raised on four feet (Sheffiled
1913), contemporary silver egg shaped ring box
and white metal box with carved mother of pearl
insert to lid £60-100
Set six Goldsmiths & Silversmiths silver coffee
spoons in fitted case (London 1935), miniature
silver spill vase, silver propelling swizzle stick,
silver topped cut glass jar and plated flatware
£30-50

104

9ct gold synthetic green stone cluster ring, size
M £30-50

105

18ct gold diamond set thick band ring with
twenty nine brilliant cut diamonds in millegrain
setting, size K½ £150-200

106

18ct white gold six stone diamond and synthetic
blue sapphire split band ring, size N½ £50-70

107

18ct white gold diamond cluster ring, size L and
18ct yellow gold sapphire and diamond cluster
ring, size P £100-150
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108

18ct gold diamond single stone ring with a
brilliant cut diamond estimated to weigh
approximately 0.13cts, in four claw setting, size
M½ £80-120

109

9ct gold gate bracelet with padlock clasp £100150

110

Edwardian 15ct gold seed pearl and turquoise
pendant on yellow metal chain set with seed
pearls, 41m long, together with Victorian
cultured pearl and pink coral stick pin £100-150

111

18ct white gold diamond single stone ring, with a
brilliant cut diamond estimated to weigh
approximately 0.25cts, in six claw setting, size O
£100-150

112

Group 9ct gold jewellery to include RAF
sweetheart brooch, swallow bar brooch, signet
ring and pair cufflinks £100-150

113

Yellow metal bangle with engraved scroll
decoration, 19.5cm inner circumference, (clasp
detached) £250-300

114

Group vintage costume jewellery including paste
set, beads, silver fob watch, WWII military
pocket watch, collection of cigarette cards and
other bijouterie £40-60

115

Diamond ring with three brilliant cut diamonds
interspaced by four small old cut diamonds,
estimated to weigh approximately 0.75cm in
total, in gold scroll claw setting on 18ct yellow
gold shank, size N½ £400-600

116

22ct gold wedding ring (London 1918), size O½
£100-150

117

9ct rose gold thick band wedding ring, size O½
and one other 9ct gold wedding ring, size R (2)
£100-150

118

18ct gold sapphire and diamond three stone ring
with a central round mixed cut blue sapphire in
claw setting, flanked by a brilliant cut diamond to
each side, estimated to weigh approximately
0.10cts in total, in platinum illusion setting on
18ct yellow gold shank, size O £100-150

119

Group 9ct gold gem set rings to include emerald
cluster, garnet cluster, amethyst, orange stone,
cameo and Victorian style opal and synthetic
ruby ring £180-220

120

1920s 9ct gold ladies wristwatch with engraved
inscription to reverse dated 1927, on 9ct gold
bracelet £100-150
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121

Vintage costume and silver jewellery including
ingot pendant, Charles Horner blue enamelled
pendant, curb link bracelet with padlock clasp,
various silver chains, ladies paste set watch,
compacts, Victorian micro bead work bracelet
and other bijouterie £80-120

122

Finely carved shell cameo depicting Greek
Goddess Hera, within brooch mount, 52mm x
47mm £50-70

123

Pair vintage Chanel gilt metal clip on earrings
each with a gold coloured simulated mabé pearl
to the centre, 27mm £40-60

124

Art Deco silver and yellow guilloché enamel four
piece dressing table set and one other silver and
mint green enamel set (10 pieces) £100-150

125

1930s six piece silver backed dressing table set
with engraved initials and a similar comb (7) £60
-100

126

1930s five piece silver and light blue enamel
dressing table set with applied floral carving to
each centre and navy blue enamelled borders,
within a leather case £100-150

127

Group silver including gravy boat, cup, dwarf
candlestick, pusher, four silver butter knifes with
mother of pearl handles in fitted case and plated
flatware £80-120

128

Set of eleven Victorian Glasgow silver
teaspoons (Glasgow 1883), one other Victorian
set of eleven silver teaspoons (London 1858)
and six other silver spoons £180-220

129

Set six silver egg cups (Sheffiled 1940, Viner's
Ltd) and silver Christening set comprising of an
egg cup, spoon and napkin ring (Birmingham
1936), both in fitted cases £50-70

135

Victorian parquetry inlaid work box containing
costume jewellery including silver brooches,
earrings, silver pencil, various wristwatches and
Rotary pocket watch £80-120

136

Three 9ct gold wedding rings to include plain
gold band, size T½, engraved band, size R½
and eternity ring set with synthetic white stones,
size N½ £100-150

137

9ct gold J.W. Benson cased wristwatch on 9ct
gold bracelet £100-150

138

9ct gold fancy link panel bracelet with padlock
clasp £180-220

139

Antique 18ct gold opal three stone ring
interspaced with four rose cut diamonds in
carved scroll setting, size O (Chester 1907) and
18ct gold diamond gypsy set ring, size Q½ £120
-180

140

Two 22ct gold wedding rings, size P
(Birmingham 1936) and size M (London 1965)
£150-200

141

Group antique and later jewellery to include two
9ct gold brooches, Victorian yellow metal
enamelled mourning brooch with hair work
glazed compartment, oval agate brooch, gilt
metal locket and buckle brooch £60-100

142

Silver watch chain, 49cm long, group silver and
plated fobs and a silver heart shaped bookmark
£30-50

143

18ct gold diamond single stone ring, with a
brilliant cut diamond estimated to weigh
approximately 0.20cts, in claw setting, size L½
£60-100

144

9ct gold diamond single stone ring, with a
brilliant cut diamond estimated to weigh
approximately 0.20cts, in claw setting, size O
£60-100

130

Art Deco silver cigarette case and a silver
powder compact £40-60

131

Seven various silver napkin rings, celluloid
napkin ring with applied silver initial and a silver
spoon with mother of pearl handle in fitted case
£60-100

145

18ct gold diamond single stone ring, with a
brilliant cut diamond estimated to weigh
approximately 0.10ts, in platinum illusion setting
(Birmingham 1969), size O £60-100

132

Eastern white metal cream jug with floral scroll
and bird decoration and a snake handle, 9.5cm
high, together with similar pair of pepperettes,
7cm high £80-120

146

Diamond single stone ring, with a brilliant cut
diamond estimated to weigh approximately
0.30cts, in platinum illusion setting with further
diamond set shoulders, size K £100-150

133

Dutch silver cream jug with embossed figure and
scroll decoration (London 1902 import marks),
9.5cm high £30-50

147

Large silver cigar box (Birmingham 1900),
20.5cm x 13cm x 7.5cm £100-150

148

134

Georgian silver sugar basket with pierced
windmill, house and cow decoration, swing
handle and replacement blue glass liner, on
three scroll feet (London 1775), 12.5cm overall
height £40-60

Silver sauce boat (Birmingham 1901), Arts &
Crafts white metal milk jug, two silver cased
watches, silver mounted coin brooch, other
coins and plated items £100-150

149

1930s 9ct gold cigar cutter (Birmingham 1938),
5cm long £60-100
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150

18ct gold pearl bar brooch, 9ct gold bar brooch,
Victorian stick pin and two 9ct gold mounted
glazed charms containing bank notes £60-100

151

9ct gold gate bracelet with articulated fancy links
£120-180

152

Victorian 15ct gold seed pearl floral spray
brooch, 54mm long £80-120

153

154

165

Vintage 9ct rose gold ladies wristwatch on 9ct
rose gold bracelet £150-200

166

Two vintage 18ct gold cased wristwatches, both
on plated expandable bracelets £100-150

167

Edwardian 9ct gold seed pearl and purple stone
brooch and 9ct gold garnet circular brooch £5070

Silver cased fob watch, two ladies vintage
marcasite cocktail watches, gold plated Ingersoll
Gem, Tissot Seastar Automatic, Nevi, Omega
watch clasp and pair silver Mappin & Webb
cufflinks £60-100

168

Victorian style 18ct gold ruby and diamond five
stone ring with three round mixed cut rubies
interspaced by two brilliant cut diamonds in gold
carved scroll setting (London 1966), size J £100
-150

Jewellery box containing 1970s silver bangle,
Wedgwood Jasper ware silver mounted brooch,
silver locket on chain, two large gem set Scottish
brooches, two smoky quartz rings and other
costume jewellery £60-100

169

9ct gold rope twist necklace, 48cm long, two
gold plated full hunter pocket watches and gold
plated watch chain with 9ct gold T-bar fitting £80
-120

170

Breitling Chronometer Superocean wristwatch
with a circular blue dial, date aperture,
subsidiary seconds dial and rotating blue bezel
in stainless steel case, 38mm diameter,
numbered on back A37320, 975375, on blue
leather Breitling strap. Outer box, case and
paperwork all present £1,900-2,100

171

Vintage amber necklace with a string of
graduated butterscotch amber beads,
approximately 70cm long £150-250

172

Group 9ct gold jewellery to include fancy link
bracelet, amethyst and diamond Celtic design
bracelet, similar pendant on chain, cross
pendant on chain, spanner ring, eternity ring,
thin wedding ring, pair hoop earrings and
costume jewellery in silver plated jewellery box
£400-600

173

9ct gold charm bracelet with various 9ct gold
novelty charms to include animals, carriage,
bus, shell, fob seal and enamelled trinket box
pendant £400-600

174

9ct gold identity bracelet and 9ct gold bracelet
with padlock clasp £120-180

175

Six 9ct gold fancy link bracelets £180-220

176

Nine 9ct gold curb link, serpentine link etc
bracelets £180-220

177

Group 9ct gold and yellow metal earrings, pair
pearl studs, 15ct gold stud and 18ct gold stud
£100-150

178

Three 9ct gold cross pendants on 9ct gold
chains £100-150

179

Three 9ct gold St. Christopher pendants on 9ct
gold chains £120-180

155

Edwardian 18ct gold ruby and seed pearl flower
head cluster ring (Birmingham 1908), size K £50
-70

156

22ct gold wedding ring (Birmingham 1907) £5070

157

Charles Horner silver bangle, various silver
brooches, two Continental silver (800) bracelets,
gold plated Sheaffer pen, WWI compass
engraved with crowfoot, F. Dalton & Co London,
No 77575, 1916 and other costume jewellery
£50-70

158

159

Seiko Solar Chronograph stainless steel
wristwatch, boxed with booklets, one other Seiko
watch, Accurist stainless steel wristwatch in
case, 14ct gold cased vintage Le Phare watch
and a nurse's watch (5) £100-150
Omega Seamaster De Ville wristwatch with
silvered dial, applied gilt baton markers, date
aperture and gilt bezel in stainless steel case,
34mm diameter, on black leather replacement
strap £100-150

160

Two 22ct gold wedding rings, size N½
(Birmingham 1890) and K½ (London 1923) £100
-150

161

9ct rose gold curb link bracelet with padlock
clasp £150-200

162

Group 9ct rose gold jewellery to include two
pairs of cufflinks, bar brooch, stick pin and
wedding ring, size K½ £100-150

163

18ct gold signet ring and two 18ct gold chains
£180-220

164

Group 9ct gold jewellery to include rope twist
bracelet, 19.5cm long, gem set spider pendant,
rose pendant, bar brooch, cameo ring, one other
ring in silver setting and yellow metal stick pin
£120-180
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180

9ct gold coin mount on 9ct gold chain, two 9ct
gold disc pendants, one on 9ct gold chain £100150

181

Gold Dos Pesos 1945 coin in 9ct gold pendant
mount on 9ct gold chain and similar coin ring,
size O½ £100-150

182

Three 9ct gold chains in original packets, two
other 9ct gold chains (broken) and yellow metal
multi hoop pendant £100-150

183

Four 9ct gold pendants to include two hearts,
oval locket and enamelled boy and girl, all on 9ct
gold chains £120-180

184

9ct gold belcher chain, 40cm long and 9ct gold
mounted cuboid red stone pendant on 9ct gold
chain £100-150

185

22ct gold wedding ring, size L½ and 18ct gold
wedding ring, size N £80-120

186

1970s 18ct white gold wedding ring with textured
line decoartion to the band (London 1978), size
K½ £100-150

187

18ct gold emerald and diamond cluster ring with
a central brilliant cut diamond surrounded by
four round mixed cut emerald in white gold
flower head setting on yellow gold bark effect
shank stamped 18ct, size N½ £80-120

188

Five 9ct gold wedding rings, various sizes £150200

189

Three 9ct gold gem set rings to include sapphire
and diamond cluster, size N, diamond and
synthetic ruby cross over, size M½ and eternity
style band set with synthetic white stones, size P
£100-150

190
191

192

193

Three 9ct gold rings, yellow metal twisted band
ring and one other (5) £80-120
Group of silver jewellery to include ingot
pendant, St. Christopher pendants, heart locket,
various chains, charm bracelet, Maltease ring,
and some other costume jewellery £100-150
Ladies Omega Constellation wristwatch with
gold coloured dial, dot markers and gilt bezel
with Roman numerals in stainless steel case,
numbered 53077783, 22mm diameter, on bimetal bracelet. Outer box, box and extra links
present £150-200
Ladies Longines bi-metal wristwatch with
circular white dial, applied gilt Roman numerals
in stainless steel case, signed and numbered L4
135 2, Le Grande Classique de Longines,
29232440, 24mm diameter £60-100
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194

18ct gold cased pocket watch with gilt dial and
Roman numeral markers in gold vase with floral
scroll decoartion, 36mm diameter, with silver
brooch fitting, 9ct gold clip and winding key £200
-300

195

Hugo Boss stainless steel wristwatch on brown
leather strap, boxed, pair Charles Tyrwhitt silver
knot cufflinks, other cufflinks, three Police
badges, gold plated Parker fountain pen and
Waterman 'ideal' fountain pen with 18ct gold nib,
boxed £50-70

196

Edwardian 9ct gold peridot and seed pearl bar
brooch, 9ct gold tie pin, Victorian hair work
morning brooch, other vintage brooches, pair
silver cufflinks and four compacts £60-80

197

Contemporary silver photograph frame, set six
1950s enamelled silver coffee bean end spoons
in fitted case and silver mounted glass scent
bottle £50-70

198

22ct gold wedding ring (Birmingham 1923), size
O £100-150

199

9ct gold signet ring, size U, ladies Sekonda
wristwatch and a crucifix £50-70

200

Edwardian silver tray with Reynolds angels
decoration (Chester 1901), 30.5cm x 20.5cm
£100-150

201

Edwardian silver sugar bowl on three hoof feet
(London 1904), 13cm diameter £60-80

202

Pair Victorian silver column candlesticks
(London 1898), 13cm high £60-80

203

Group silver backed dressing table items to
include brushes, hand mirror, comb, button hook
and shoe horn £40-60

204

Victorian silver cylindrical trink pot and cover
(London 1898) together with five silver topped
glass vanity jars £60-80

205

Set six Liberty & Co coffee spoons with
terminals mounted with semi precious stones, in
fitted Liberty case (Birmingham 1925) £80-120

206

Four early 20th century silver photograph frames
(various dates and makers), three measure
approximately 15cm x 10cm and the other
approximately 14. 5cm x 10.5cm £40-60

207

Edwardian silver bachelors teapot with ebony
handle and knop, 14cm high, and matching
silver milk jug (Birmingham 1906) £100-150

208

Group Georgian and later silver teaspoons,
silver tea strainer spoon, three silver salt
spoons, pair silver sugar tongs and two plated
spoons £60-80
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209

Group silver to include cigarette box, Mappin &
Webb three piece cruet set, Eastern white metal
beaker and other items £100-150

210

9ct gold fancy link necklace, 43cm long £250300

211

14ct gold rainbow pendant on chain with a row
of various square cut gem stones surrounded by
a circular border on diamonds on 14ct gold
chain, with certificate, together with and a three
colour 9ct gold diamond set hoop pendant on
9ct gold chain £100-150

223

Three Georgian fiddle pattern table spoons,
together silver napkin rings, other silver flatware
and quantity of plated flatware, 16oz of
weighable silver. £150-200

224

1960's silver cigarette box of rectangular form,
(Birmingham 1966), 14.6 x 8.7cm £60-100

225

George V silver christening mug, (Chester
1910), together with a silver cigarette case, pin
dish and trophy cup, (various dates and
makers), all at 6.5oz £60-100

226

Victorian silver combination sovereign and vesta
case, (Birmingham 1897), 8cm in length £60100

227

Late Victorian combination Vesta case and
cheroot holder with engraved inscription,
(Birmingham 1900), 6cm in width £50-70

228

Edwardian silver ink stand of rectangular form
with pierced decoration, and two silver topped
glass inkwells, (Birmingham 1906), 15.5cm in
length, 4oz of weighable silver £60-100

212

Two Swarovski Crystal bracelets in boxes £5080

213

Two silver cigarette cases, together with a pair
of dwarf silver candlesticks and assorted silver
flatware (various dates and makers), 15.5oz of
weighable silver £150-200

214

Pair of early George III silver salts of cauldron
form, (London 1763), all at 3oz £40-60

215

Ladies Vertex 9ct gold wristwatch, together with
a ladies Consul wristwatch and a Gentlemen’s
Accurist watch, 2.2 grams of 9ct (3) £60-80

229

Pair of Victorian silver fish servers with pierced
and engraved decoration, (Sheffield 1856), in
fitted case. £80-120

Five George II silver fiddle pattern forks,
(Edinburgh 1757), maker William Marshall, all at
9.5oz. £100-150

230

Set of six Victorian silver Desert spoons,
(Edinburgh 1873), maker MacKay and
Chisholm, all at 6oz £60-100

231

Two Victorian silver forks, (Edinburgh 1873),
together with three other silver forks (various
dates and makers), all at 5.5oz £60-100

232

Three silver King's pattern forks, together with a
silver King's pattern table spoon, a silver toddy
ladle and other silver flatware (various dates and
makers), all at 19oz £200-300

233

9ct gold propelling pencil, (London 1913), maker
Goldsmiths & Silversmiths Company Ltd, 10.6
grams £100-200

216

217

Set of twelve George V silver tea spoons,
together with matching sugar tongs, (mostly
assayed Sheffield 1924), in fitted case, all at 6oz
£60-80

218

Collection of silver and white metal items to
include Russian silver spoon, Dutch silver caddy
spoon and others, all at 8.5oz £120-150

219

Good quality 1950's silver cigarette box with
engine turned decoration and engraved
inscription 'C.G.C. Captain's Prize 1953'
(possibly Colchester Golf Club, (Birmingham
1952), 16.3 x 10.2cm £60-100

234

George V silver bonbon dish on pedestal foot,
(Birmingham 1922), together with a silver
cigarette case (Birmingham 1920) and a silver
sugar bowl (Sheffield 1911), all at 11oz £100150

Victorian silver combination vesta and sovereign
case, (Birmingham 1897), maker William Neale
& Co, 8.5cm in length £50-70

235

Edwardian novelty pin cushion in the form of a
seated Rabbit, (Chester 1908), 6.5cm in length
£150-200

221

1930's silver sauce boat on hoof feet, (Chester
1936), 7.5oz £80-120

236

222

Two Georgian Old English pattern table spoons,
converted into berry spoons, together with other
flatware, a silver compact and a silver plated
presentation trowel with ivorine handle, various
dates and makers, 8.5oz of weighable silver £80
-120

Edwardian novelty pin cushion in the form of a
standing Elephant, (Birmingham 1905), maker
Adie & Lovekin Ltd, 4cm in length £150-200

237

George V novelty pin cushion in the form of a
standing Pig, (Birmingham 1919), 4.8cm in
length £100-150

238

George V novelty pin cushion in the form of a
seated Chick, (Birmingham 1910), 4.5cm in
length £100-150

220
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239

Early 20th century novelty pen wipe in the form
of a Pig, (London, date letter rubbed), maker
Goldsmiths & Silversmiths Company Ltd, 8.5cm
in length £100-200

240

Victorian Sampson & Mordan silver propeling
pencil in the form of a flintlock pistol, the barrel
stamped S. Mordan, July 6 1840, 6.5cm in
length £80-120

241

242

254

George V silver box of circular form with hinged
cover with embossed decoration and engraved
'with compliments of The Royal Mail Steam
Packet Company', (Birmingham 1925), maker
Elkington & Co. 7.5cm in diameter all at 2.9oz
£40-60

255

Victorian silver gilt combination cranberry glass
scent bottle and vinaigrette, (London 1866), 9cm
in length £150-200

Pair of George V silver twin handled bonbon
dishes, (Birmingham 1925), maker Docker &
Burn Ltd, each 13.6cm in diameter, all at 5.6oz
£60-100

256

Late Victorian silver box with embossed
decoration, domed hinged lid and interior
containing miniature playing cards, (Chester
1899), 5.5cm in height. £100-150

Edwardian silver sugar bowl, raised on three
feet, (London 1903), maker Frederick William
Hentsch, 13.5cm in diameter, all at 8.2oz £80120

257

Late 19th century Continental 18k gold fob
watch in engraved case, 3.5cm in diameter £200
-300

258

George V silver double sovereign case with
engraved decoration. (Birmingham 1913), maker
William Hair Haseler £60-80

243

Edwardian 9ct gold sovereign case,
(Birmingham 1901), 15.3 grams £100-200

244

Victorian 9ct rose gold sovereign case,
(Birmingham 1900), 11.3 grams £100-150

245

Late 19th century Continental 9k gold fob watch
in engraved case, 3.4cm in diameter £100-150

259

246

Late 19th century Continental 14ct gold fob
watch in engraved case, 3.4cm in diameter £150
-200

George V silver cased travelling desk clock, with
Swiss 8 day movement, (Birmingham 1917),
maker Synyer and Beddoes, 10 x 10cm £80-120

260

Victorian 18ct gold fob watch in engraved case,
(London 1873), movement signed John Walker,
in original leather travelling case, watch 4cm in
diameter £250-350

Unusual Edwardian silver vesta case with
hinged portrait frames to the front and rear,
(Chester 1907), maker Smith & Bartlam, 5.7cm
in length £80-120

261

9ct yellow gold rope twist necklace, 52cm. £200300

262

Edwardian-style 9ct yellow gold watch
chain/necklace, 47cm. £150-200

263

9ct gold charm bracelet with eight 9ct gold
charms £200-300

264

Pair of George VI silver bonbon dishes with
pierced decoration, (Sheffield 1940), maker
Mappin and Webb, all at 5.5oz £60-80

Eight gold and gem-set dress rings various £300
-400

265

George V silver double sovereign case of oval
form, (Birmingham 1912), maker M. Emanuel,
6.5cm in length £60-80

Pair of ruby and diamond earrings, each with a
tassel style drop with a ruby and two brilliant cut
diamonds in 18ct gold setting, 25mm. £80-120

266

Group of 9ct gold jewellery to include torque
bangle, four bracelets, two 'Russian' wedding
rings, four other rings, ingot and various pairs of
earrings £600-1,000

267

Two Citizen Eco-Drive gentlemen’s
wristwatches: Citizen Eco-Drive GN-4W-S
Titanium wristwatch and a Citizen Eco-Drive
WR100 stainless steel wristwatch, one boxed.
£80-120

268

Group of ladies wristwatches to include a
Longines 9ct gold cased wristwatch on plated
bracelet, Swarovski wristwatch, Radley and
others £50-70

247

248

Late 19th century Continental 14ct gold fob
watch in engraved case, 3.5cm in diameter £150
-200

249

Pair of George VI silver 5 bar toast racks in the
Art Deco style, (Sheffield 1937), all at 4.9oz £5070

250

251

252

253

Unsual George V silver vesta case modelled as
a First World War shell, (Birmingham 1915),
maker William Hair Haseler, stamped Rd. No.
6507, 5.5cm in length £60-80
George V Art Deco silver travelling time piece,
mounted in a folding easel stand case with
engine turned decoration, (Birmingham 1932),
maker A. Cox, 5cm in length £100-150
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269

Ladies Gucci 1500L wristwatch with pink mother
of pearl dial in rectangular stainless steel case
on stainless steel bracelet with signature clasp,
in original box £40-60

285

Victorian silver open faced pocket watch,
(London 1874) with a silver albert chain,
together with a Swiss silver open face pocket
watch, retailled by Kendal & Dent (3) £50-70

270

Miscellaneous group of costume jewellery to
include a Lalique glass heart pendant, Lalique
cross pendant, Swarovski Crystal charm
bracelet, and sundry jewellery £60-100

286

271

Costume Jewellery selection of bead, stone,
glass, shell, faux pearl necklaces, brooches
including paste, marcasite, Scottish, silver,
English black suede vanity handbag etc. £30-50

Pair of gentlemen’s 9ct gold oval cufflinks, with
badges for Motor Cycling Club, Founded 1901,
one engraved London - Land's End 1928 Walr
Brun Solo, (Birmingham 1927), 15.31 grams.
£150-200

287

Naval Interest- George V silver gilt annointing
spoon, engraved D.H.J. H.M.S./M L33 29 May
1919, (London 1910), maker Reid & Sons, in
fitted case, together with interesting letter of
provenance. £60-80

288

George V silver miniature chair engraved
Raleigh 1552 - 1618, (Birmingham 1910), maker
Levi and Salaman, together with another
engraved Napoleon 1769 - 1821, (Birmingham
1917) and a third miniature silver chair
(Birmingham 1916), maker Levi and Salaman
(3) £60-100

289

Edwardian silver and mother of pearl fruit knife,
(Sheffield 1909), together with five other silver
and mother of pearl fruit knives, various dates
and makers (6) £50-70

290

Edwardian silver and mother of pearl fruit knife,
(Sheffield 1901), together with five other silver
and mother of pearl fruit knives, various dates
and makers (6) £50-70

291

George V silver and mother of pearl fruit knife,
(Sheffield 1927), together with four other silver
and mother of pearl fruit knives, various dates
and makers (5) £40-60

292

George V silver travelling inkwell with engine
turned decoration (London 1911), maker
Goldsmiths and Silversmiths Company Ltd,
together with a late Victorian tortoiseshell and
silver travelling inkwell (London 1899), maker
Mappin & Webb (2) £80-120

293

Victorian silver scent bottle of rectangular form,
with engrarved decoration, hinged lid with glass
stopper to interior, (London 1887), maker
Sampson & Mordan, 5.5cm in overall length £60
-100

294

Edwardian silver dish with planished decoration,
(Birmingham 1906), maker George, Nathan and
Ridley Hayes, together with a George V silver
topped scent bottle (London 1916), a George V
silver two handled bonbon dish, (Birmingham
1923) (3) £60-100

272

Group to include silver greyhound, two pairs of
novelty silver golfing cufflinks, Tiffany pen, silver
and gold bangle, DuPont lighter, and a silver
mounted penknife £60-80

273

Raymond Weil wristwatch and various
wristwatches £40-60

274

Quantity of costume jewellery £20-30

275

Four gold and gem-set rings to include an 18ct
gold diamond ring, 18ct gold ruby and diamond
cluster ring, 18ct ruby and diamond half hoop
ring and a 9ct gold gem-set dress ring (4) £200300

276

Two early 20th century 18ct gold sapphire and
diamond rings with platinum settings on 18ct
gold shanks, sizes L and N½. £100-150

277

Edwardian gold and seed pearl pendant on a
modern 9ct gold chain £40-60

278

Diamond three stone ring in platinum claw
setting on 18ct yellow gold shank, ring size N.
£60-100

279

9ct yellow gold signet ring, eternity ring, Valex
9ct gold cased wristwatch on plated bracelet,
two crystal necklaces, two simulated pearl
necklaces and a Rotary wristwatch £80-120

280

Edwardian amethyst and seed pearl pendant
necklace, Victorian 15ct gold brooch, multi-gem
set bracelet and two diamond rings £150-200

281

Group of 9ct gold and yellow metal jewellery to
include a ring, bracelets and chains £300-500

282

Ladies Rodania 9ct gold wristwatch on 9ct gold
bracelet in box, two pairs of Christian Dior
earrings and various costume jewellery £60-100

283

Set of six George VI silver and enamel
teaspoons, (Birmingham 1937), maker Liberty &
Co, in original Liberty & Co fitted case. £100-150

284

George IV silver pair cased pocket watch,
(London 1827), movement numbered 7467. £60
-80
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295

296

Collection of silver virtu items to include a
George IV travelling inkwell, (London 1821),
maker Thomas Dick, a George VI powder
compact (Birmingham 1946), silver vesta case,
a silver handled magnifing glass, white metal
extending tooth pick, silver collar stiffners and a
French silver mounted glass trinket box. £150200
First World War Royal Flying Corps 15ct gold
and enamel sweetheart brooch, 5.2cm in length,
4.3 grams £60-100

308

Victorian Aesthetic movement silver brooch
Birmingham 1894, Chinese carved green jade
brooch, two Chinese mother of pearl brooches,
heart shaped locket, 9ct gold articulated novelty
bartender charm (London 1959), pair of 9ct gold
and Mabe pearl earrings £80-120

309

George III silver vinaigrette with pierced gilded
grille and reeded decoration, Birmingham 1806,
37mm £80-120

310

Victorian silver ladies fob watch with enamel dial
in engraved silver case Birmingham 1877 with
key in original fitted leather box, together with a
Victorian gentleman's silver pocket watch (2)
£60-100

297

First World War Royal Engineers 15ct gold and
enamel sweetheart brooch, 5.2cm in length, 5
grams £60-80

298

Edwardian Royal Artillery 18ct gold and enamel,
diamond set sweetheart brooch, 3.4cm in length,
4.8 grams £60-80

311

Victorian portrait brooch in gilt metal mount
containing a daguerreotype portrait of a
gentleman, 41mm. £50-70

299

1920's Royal Navy Mural Crown 15ct gold
sweetheart brooch, 4.5cm in length, together
with a 14ct gold and enamel Royal Navy
sweetheart brooch, 2.5cm in length and a 9ct
gold and enamel H.M.S. Champion sweetheart
brooch, 3.7cm in length (3) £100-150

312

First World War period Royal Artillery 9ct gold
and enamel sweetheart brooch, 5cm in length,
together with a 9ct gold and enamel Royal
Fusiliers sweetheart brooch, 5cm in length and
another similar (3) £100-150

313

300

French yellow gold and white metal leaf and
beetle brooch, French control marks, also
marked Alopa, 67mm. £80-120

1960's silver backed hand mirror, brushes and
comb set, with engine turned decoration,
(Birmingham 1967), in fitted case £40-60

314

301

Art Deco simulated cherry amber bead
necklace, 59cm. £50-70

302

Antique 14ct gold cased combination propelling
pencil and dip pen by Butler & Co c.1920,
together with a Victorian yellow metal propelling
pencil with engraved foliate decoration (2) £100150

Victorian Scottish silver gem set brooch
depicting thistles, set with pink stones, together
with a circular Scottish silver and hardstone
brooch, stamped Medlock Inverness and a
Victorian Scottish gem set yellow metal pin, with
lozenge mark to reverse (3) £100-150

315

Gentlemen’s Citizen Eco Drive Chronograph
wristwatch in original box, together with a group
of watch parts. £30-50

316

Group of four 19th century Italian stick pins to
include two micromosaic stick pins, carved
hardstone cameo stick pin and a pietra dura
stick pin (4) £200-300

317

Group of six Victorian cameo stick pins to
include a cameo depicting a jockey on
racehorse, three carved hardstone stick pins
and two further carved shell cameo stick pins (6)
£100-200

318

Group of six antique stick pins to include an Art
Nouveau 9ct gold and turquoise snake by Murrle
Bennett, one other Victorian snake stick pin with
gold snake and turquoise glass cabochon,
Victorian coral and diamond stick pin, two
Victorian glass 'agate' stick pins and Blue John
stick pin (6) £150-200

319

9ct gold signet ring, 9ct gold bracelet with heart
shaped padlock clasp and other gold and yellow
metal jewellery. £250-300

303

304

Edwardian gold circular locket engraved 18831908, gothic monogram to the front, marked
'18c' and tests as 18ct gold. 22mm diameter.
£150-200
Pair of 9ct white gold diamond set hoop earrings
£30-40

305

Pair of Edwardian silver mustard pots with blue
glass liners by the Goldsmiths and Silversmiths
Co, Sheffield 1901. £60-100

306

Victorian sapphire and diamond cluster ring with
a round mixed cut blue sapphire surrounded by
eight diamond in gold setting, size L½. £80-120

307

Five gold and gem-set dress rings to include a
sapphire and diamond three stone ring on 18ct
gold shank, Victorian 9ct gold and seed pearl
lucky horseshoe ring, a gold and briolette cut
green quartz ring, cultured pearl ring and an
eternity ring (5) £150-200
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320

Continental 14ct gold necklace, stamped 585,
18.3 grams. £350-450

321

First World War period silver trench wrist watch
with white enamel arabic numeral dial with
subsiduary seconds, (import marks for
Birmingham 1911), on leather strap. £50-70

335

Thirty Eight pairs of Victorian and early 20th
century silver sugar tongs, various dates and
makers, all at approximately 21oz, (38) £200300

336

Very extensive collection of Victorian and later
silver plated sugar tongs (qty) £50-70

337

George V silver stamp case in the form of an
envelope, (Birmingham 1916), maker Deakin &
Francis, together with an Edwardian silver
stamp case, (Birmingham 1901), maker Levi &
Salaman (2) £80-120

322

Collection of nine Contemporary silver (925)
dress rings (9) £60-100

323

Vintage silver bangle with engraved decoration,
together with silver gate bracelet and other silver
and costume jewellery £40-60

324

Group of contemporary silver (925) earrings,
and other silver and white metal jewellery. £3050

338

Art Nouveau 9ct gold and peridot pendant by
Murrle Bennett on a later 9ct gold chain £100150

325

Three Georgian silver fiddle pattern table
spoons, together with a quantity of silver
flatware, napkin rings and other silver. £200-300

339

326

Nine pairs of Georgian and Victorian silver sugar
tongs, most with bright cut engraved decoration,
various dates and makers, (9) £100-150

Five 9ct gold novelty charms, novelty domino
charm (possibly Russian) and an Art Nouveau
brooch, together with three 9ct gold chains.
£200-300

340

327

Eleven pairs of Georgian and Victorian silver
sugar tongs, most with bright cut engraved
decoration, various dates and makers, all at
approximately 10oz, (11) £100-150

Victorian silver stamp case, (Birmingham 1898),
together with an Edwardian silver stamp case,
(Birmingham 1902) and an unusual Victorian /
Edwardian Vesta / Seal box (marks rubbed) (3)
£50-70

342

Victorian silver Vinaigrette with bright cut
engraved decoration, (Birmingham 1841), maker
Nathanial Mills. £100-150

343

William IV silver Vinaigrette with bright cut
engraved decoration, (Birmingham 1833), maker
Thomas Shaw. £100-150

344

Pair of Victorian silver fiddle pattern forks,
together with a Georgian fiddle pattern dessert
spoon, silver table spoon and other silver and
plated flatware, various dates and makers. £5070

400

G.B. - Gold Half Sovereign George V 1913 AEF
(1 coin) £120-160

401

G.B. - Silver four coin maundy set Elizabeth II
1969 AU (N.B. Cased) £80-120

402

G.B. - Mixed coins and AE medallions to include
silver Crowns, Victoria JH 1891 AEF, George V
1935 AEF, AE medallions Diamond Jubilee of
Queen Victoria 1897 EF (N.B. Ref: Eimer 1817a
- Dia: 56mm - not cased) and early 19th century
'Best Shot at Ball Practice, given by The Society
For The Defence Of The Country' (N.B. Cleaned
and unnamed) otherwise F (2 coins & 2
medallions) £70-100

403

World - Mixed coinage to include Russia Peter II
silver Rouble 1729 (N.B. Obv: Edge bruise at 9
o'clock) otherwise AVF, Austria Maria Theresa
silver Thalers 1780 x 4 VG-GF, a copper coin
and medallion in poor condition (6 coins & 1
medallion) £200-300

328

Ten pairs of George III silver sugar tongs, most
with bright cut engraved decoration, various
dates and makers, mostly circa 1800, all at
approximately 10oz, (10) £100-150

329

Ten pairs of George III silver sugar tongs, most
with bright cut engraved decoration, various
dates and makers, mostly circa 1800, all at
approximately 10oz, (10) £100-150

330

Ten pairs of George III silver sugar tongs, most
with bright cut engraved decoration, various
dates and makers, mostly circa 1800, all at
approximately 10oz, (10) £100-150

331

Eleven pairs of George III Old Sheffield plate
and other sugar tongs, some with bright cut
engraved decoration, (10) £30-40

332

Five pairs of Chinese and Japanese silver and
white metal sugar tongs, to include Wang Hing,
Yat Sun and others, all at approximately 4oz,
(10) £50-70

333

Eight pairs of George III, filigree and other silver
sugar tongs, various dates and makers, all at
approximately 6oz, (8) £60-100

334

Twenty pairs of Victorian and early 20th century
silver sugar tongs, various dates and makers, all
at approximately 10oz, (20) £100-150
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404

G.B. - George V silver raised-edge proof Crown
1935 (N.B. Some obv: staining and other minor
field marks) otherwise AU and uncased (1 coin)
£200-300

405

World - Mixed coinage to include silver issues,
AE U.S. Indian Head Cent 1873 VG, Ancient
Roman North Africa AE Tetradrachm x 2 GF and
others (Qty) £70-100

406

407

World - Mixed coins & medallions to include
silver Edward VII Coronation 1902 UNC and
cased (Dia: 31mm, Ref: Eimer 1871b), World
War One 'R.M.S. Lusitania' AE Medallion AU
(N.B. In box of issue) and others (Qty) £60-100
G.B. - Silver medallions issued by Turner and
Simpson Ltd, Birmingham commemorating The
Investiture of The Prince of Wales at
Caernarvon Castle 1969, designed and
modelled by Ernest Fey (N.B. Both with different
reverse designs each Dia: 50mm and cased) (2
medallions) £70-100

408

U.S. - Mixed silver Dollars to include 'Morgan'
1881s UNC 1887 (N.B. Obv: Scratch, reverse
edge bruise) otherwise GF, 1921 x 7 generally
VF-EF, 'Peace' 1922 x 2, 1923 x 2, 1925 & 1926
various grades VG-VF (15 coins) £200-250

409

U.S. - Mixed coinage to include Washington
silver Quarter Dollars x 25 (N.B. Various dates &
grades) and other issues (Qty) £60-80

410

U.S. - Gold Liberty $20 (Double eagle) 1852
(N.B. Obv: Reverse field marks & scratches
noted) otherwise AVF (1 coin) £1,100-1,250

411

U.S. - Gold Liberty $20 (Double eagle) 1891S
(N.B. Minor field marks noted) otherwise GVFAEF (1 coin) £1,100-1,250

412

U.S. - Gold Saint-Gaudens $20 1924 EF (1 coin)
£1,100-1,250

413

South Africa - Gold Krugerrand 1974 GEF set in
9ct gold ring mount (Total wt. 36.9gms) (1 coin)
£1,100-1,250

414

World - Mixed coins to include U.S. silver
Dollars x 6 (N.B. Various dates & grades), G.B.
silver George III Crowns x 3 (N.B. Poor) and a
China gold panda 'Temple of Heaven' 1996
UNC (N.B. 24ct gold, wt. 1.56gm) (10 coins)
£150-200

415

World - Mixed coins and medallions to include
Royal Mint issued Tower of London 'The White
Tower 1078-1978' commemorative medallion
UNC (N.B. Cased but without Certificate of
Authenticity), Cuba MDM issued cupro-nickel
coloured six coin set 1994 UNC (N.B. Cased
with Certificate of Authenticity) and other silver
issues etc (Qty) £70-100
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416

World - MDM issued silver Olympic Games
commemorative coin collection to include 43
(No.) coins (N.B. Mostly Crown sized, cased
with Certificates of Authenticity) (1 coin set)
£400-500

417

G.B. - Royal Mint silver proof piedforts to include
Crown 'Entente Cordiale' 100th Anniversary
2004, £2 'Steam Locomotive' 200th Anniversary
2004, £1 2000, 20p 1982, 10p 1992 & 5p 1990
(N.B. All cased with Certificates of Authenticity
with the exception of 10p 1992 missing
certificate) (6 coins) £120-180

418

G.B. - Royal Mint silver proof Britannia four coin
set 2001 (N.B. Lighty toned, cased with
Certificates of Authenticity) (1 coin set) £80-120

419

G.B. - Royal Mint silver proof four £1 coin sets x
2 to include pounds dated 2004, 2005, 2006,
2007 (N.B. One set noted to be piedfort, both
cased with Certificates of Authenticity) (2 coin
sets) £120-180

420

G.B. - Royal Mint silver proof piedfort £5 coins
celebrating the official 'London 2012
Paralympics' x 2 (N.B. Cased with Certificates of
Authencity) (2 coins) £120-180

421

G.B. - Royal Mint silver (0.999 Fine)
commemorative Twenty Pounds to include 'A
Timeless Past' 2013 x 3, 'World War One
Outbreak' 2014 x 5, 'Sir Winston Churchill' 2015
x 4, 'The Longest Reigning Monarch' 2015 x 5
and 'The 90th Birthday of Her Majesty The
Queen' 2016 x 2 (19 coins) £150-200

422

G.B. - Royal Mint silver proof '80th Birthday'
thirteen coin set 2006 (N.B. Includes Maundy
coins) (N.B. Cased with Certificates of
Authenticity) (1 coin set) £120-180

423

G.B. - Royal Mint silver proof piedfort seven coin
set 'The Royal Shield of Arms' 2008 (N.B. Cased
with Certificate of Authenticity (1 coin set) £100150

424

G.B. - Royal Mint proof sets to include 1970,
1971, 1972, 2000, 2002, 2004, 2005, 2006,
2010 (N.B. All cased with Certificates of
Authenticity) (9 coin sets) £120-180

425

G.B. - Royal Mint proof set 2009 to include 'Kew
Gardens' Fifty Pence (N.B. Cased with
Certificate of Authenticity) (1 coin set) £120-150

426

G.B. - Royal Mint proof sets to include 'Prince
Philip 90th Birthday' fourteen coin set 2011 and
premium 'Diamond Jubliee £5 etc ten coin set
2012 (N.B. Both sets cased with Certificates of
Authenticity) (2 coin sets) £100-150
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427

World - Mixed coinage to include G.B. Royal
Mint silver Britannias x 3 Isle of Wight Mint 1oz
silver Bullion coin 2010, U.S. 'States Quarter
Sets' (N.B. To include some silver) and other
issues (Qty) £150-200

428

Australia - The Perth Mint gold coin and nugget
set issued in Celebration of The Gold Rush
150th Anniversary to include 1/20th oz (.9999
Gold) coin 2001 and one half gram gold nugget,
found by a prospector (N.B. Sealed in flatpack
with relevant information) (1 coin set) £80-120

439

G.B. Charles II copper farthing 1672 (N.B. Better
than average but Obv: scratch noted at 1 o'clock
and verdigris spots on reverse) otherwise AVF
(1 coin) £20-30

440

Austrian - Gold 4 Ducat 1915 (restrike) UNC (1
coin) £500-700

441

G.B. - Mixed coinage to include cupro-nickel and
bronze £40-60

442

G.B. - Copper Pennies George IV 1825 AEF and
1826 GEF (2 coins) £150-200

429

Portugal - The Portuguese Mint issued gold
Moeda 'Escudo Em Ouro' 2001 (N.B. 22ct gold
wt. 4.6gms) (N.B. In case of issue, with
Certificates of Authenticity) (1 coin) £150-180

443

G.B. - Copper Pennies Williams IV 1831 GVF
and 1837 (N.B. Obv: Scratches and field marks
noted) otherwise GVF and rare (2 coins) £150200

430

G.B. - Royal Mint gold proof Half Sovereign
Elizabeth II 1980 (N.B. In case of issue with
Certificate of Authenticity) (1 coin) £140-180

444

G.B. - Copper Penny Victoria 1841 (N.B. No
colon) EF (1 coin) £60-80

445

G.B. - Copper Pennies Victoria 1843 (N.B.
Reverse error D.F.F in legend instead of D.E.F)
VG-AF and 1844 GVF (2 coins) £70-100

446

G.B. - Copper Penny Victoria 1846 EF (1 coin)
£120-150

447

G.B. - Copper Pennies Victoria 1847 AEF and
1848/7 AEF (2 coins) £70-100

448

G.B. - Copper Pennies Victoria 1854/3 GF-AVF
and 1854 (Plain trident) GEF (2 coins) £70-100

449

G.B. - Copper Penny Victoria 1856 (Plain
trident) (N.B. Obv: Scratches to cheek)
otherwise GVF (rare) (1 coin) £100-150

450

G.B. - Copper Pennies Victoria 1855
(Ornamental trident) GVF - AEF and 1857 (Plain
trident) GEF-AU (2 coins) £70-100

451

G.B. - Copper Pennies Victoria 1858-7 GEF-AU
and 1858 GVF-AEF (2 coins) £80-120

452

G.B. - Mixed copper Victoria coins to include
Pennies 1851 GF, 1857 Ornament trident (N.B.
Minor edge bruises) otherwise GVF, 1859 F,
Half Pennies 1852 GVF, 1853 AVF, 1854 EF,
1855 AEF and 1856 VF (8 coins) £50-70

453

G.B. - Mixed copper coins to include Soho Mint
George III 'Cartwheel' Pennies 1797 x 2, 1806 x
3, 1807 x 2, Half Pennies 1799 x 2, 1806 x 6,
1807 George IV Pennies 1826 x 2 and Half
Pennies 1826 x 2 (N.B. Various grades but
generally good to fine) (20 coins) £40-60

454

G.B. - Mixed copper Half Pennies to include
William III 1697, 1699, George I 1720, 1724,
George II 1734, 1736, 1739, 1740, 1742, 1749,
George III 1771, 1773, 1774, 1775 x 2, George
IV 1825, 1827 and William IV 1831 (N.B.
Various grades G-VF) (18 coins) £80-120

431

432

433

434

G.B. - Royal Mint gold Quarter Sovereigns
Elizabeth II to include proof 2009 and
uncirculated 2011 (N.B. Cased with Certificate
of Authenticity) (1 coin) £140-180
Spanish Netherlands - A gold coin of Philip II
(N.B. Wt. 3.5gms, Dia: 25mm) circa 1556-1598
with Obv: Legend D G Hisp. Rex. Hol. (N.B.
Obv: Has been polished and is partially double
struck, whilst the reverse appears water
damaged) otherwise GF/AF (1 coin) £300-500
Portugal - Gold 400 REIS of John V 1721 (N.B.
Coin has been slightly creased in antiquity)
otherwise GF-AVF (1 coin) £60-100
Byzantine - Gold Solidus of Heraclius and
Heraclius Constantine, struck at the mint of
Constantinople circa 610-641 AD (N.B. Coin has
been slightly creased in antiquity) otherwise EF
(1 coin) £250-350

435

G.B. - Gold Quarter Noble of Edward III - treaty
period (circa 1361-1369 AD) (N.B. Coin slightly
creased with attempted piercing above reverse
shield) otherwise AF (1 coin) £150-250

436

G.B. - Silver Crown Charles II 1663 (N.B.
Regnal year on edge in Roman figures) G-VG (1
coin) £70-120

437

World - Mixed coinage to include G.B. silver
Crowns Victoria JH 1889 (N.B. Edge bruised)
otherwise AF, 1892 AF, U.S. 'Barber' silver
Quarter Dollars 1911 AVF, 1915D AVF and
other issues (Qty) £80-120

438

France - Gold 5 Franc coins of Napoleon III circa
1856-60 x 4 formed into cufflinks with adjoining
9ct gold links (Total wt. 7.5gms) (4 coins) £200250
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455

G.B. - Three Whitman folders containing bronze
Victoria Pennies collection No.1 1860-1880 x 2
complete sets to include rare dates 1869, 1875H
etc and collection No.2 1881-1901 (N.B. Many
coins in better than average condition) (Qty)
£300-400

469

G.B. - Silver Victoria JH 1887 seven coin set to
include Crown AU, Double Florin AU, Half
Crown GEF, Florin AU, Shilling EF, Sixpence EF
and Three Pence (N.B. Obv: Scratch) otherwise
GEF (N.B. All with light rainbow toning and
uncased) (7 coins) £200-250

456

G.B. - Two coin albums containing Victoria YH
bronze Pennies in better than average condition
with scarcer dates noted (77 coins) £100-150

470

G.B. - Silver Three Pences George V 1927 GVF
(Ex proof - very scarce) and George VI 1944
GEF (N.B. Scarce) (2 coins) £80-120

457

G.B. - Mixed Victoria OH bronze coinage to
include Pennies 1897 x 2 AU and 1901 x 2
UNC/A. UNC (N.B. All with much lustre) (4
coins) £100-150

471

458

G.B. - Mixed Edward VII bronze coinage to
include Pennies 1902 x 2 UNC, 1903 x 2 UNC &
1907 UNC (5 coins) £150-200

G.B. - Mixed silver Shillings to include George III
1787 GEF, Victoria JH 1889 AF (N.B. Small
head rare), Edward VII 1905 (N.B. Obv:
Scratches) otherwise AF-GF (rare) and 1907
GEF-AU (N.B. Light rainbow toning) (4 coins)
£180-240

472

G.B. - Mixed coinage to include silver George III
Crown 1821 (Secundo) (N.B. Some minor edge
bruises) otherwise VF, Victoria YH Six
Pence1887 GEF, Three Pences YH 1887 AEF,
OH 1893 AU, bronze Farthing YH 1895 GVF
(Scarce), Edward VII Six Pences 1902 AU, 1903
EF and Three Pence 1902 GEF (8 coins) £200250

473

G.B. - Mixed silver coinage to include Half
Crowns George V 1925 GF, 1931 AU, Florins
1925 (N.B. Rev: dark toned) otherwise GF-AVF
and 1932 GF-AVF (4 coins) £70-100

474

G.B. - Celtic gold Stater Class B 'Chute' type
circa 65-55 BC AVF (Ref: Spink 22) (1 coin)
£300-400

475

G.B. - Silver hammered Calais Mint Groat Henry
VI Leaf Mascle Issue (N.B. Reverse: Leaf below
MEVM) mint mark - Cross Patonce circa 14321433 GVF-EF and scarce (Spink ref: 1890) (N.B.
Reverse: Error in first quarter 'missing three
pellets', which could be as a result of a damaged
die!?) (1 coin) £120-180

476

G.B. - Silver hammered London Groat Edward
IV Second Reign, mint mark - Heraldic
Cinquefoil, rose on breast circa 1480-1483
(Spink ref: 2100) (N.B. Obv: Small loss to edge
of flan at 5 o'clock) otherwise EF (1 coin) £120180

459

G.B. - George VI bronze Pennies 1951 x 4 AVFGVF (N.B. Very scarce) (4 coins) £60-80

460

G.B. - George VI bronze Pennies 1950 x 8 AVFAEF (N.B. Scarce) (8 coins) £50-70

461

G.B. - Elizabeth II Bronze Pennies 1953 x 21
GF-GVF (21 coins) £40-60

462

G.B. - Seven Whitman folders containing mixed
bronze Pennies, Half Pennies and brass Three
Pences to include scarce date Pennies 1950 x
2, 1951 x 2 etc and other coinage, some in
better than average condition (Qty) £80-120

463

G.B. - Four Whitman folders containing mixed
silver coinage to include Six Pences and Three
Pences with some in better than average
condition and scarcer dates noted (Qty) £100150

464

G.B. - Five Whitman folders containing mixed
silver coinage to include Florins and Shillings
with some in much better than average condition
(Qty) £200-250

465

G.B. - Two Whitman folders containing mixed
silver Half Crowns with some in much better
than average condition (Qty) £150-200

466

G.B. - A coin album containing mixed silver
coins pre 1920, pre 1947, George V Crown 1935
VF, copper George III Two Pences 1797 x 2 AFF and Pennies x 2 poor-fair £200-250

477

World - Mixed coinage to include Isle of man
copper Half Pennies 1758 F, 1813 VF, Channel
Islands, G.B., Victoria copper & bronze Pennies
and Half Pennies and other issues (Qty) £100150

G.B. - Silver hammered London Groat Henry VIII
2nd coinage, laker bust D, mint mark LIS circa
1526-1544 (Spink Ref: 2337E) (N.B. Obv: Cut to
flan below Kings ear) otherwise AF (1 coin) £5070

478

G.B. - Silver 'Fine Issue' hammered Shilling
Edward VI circa 1551 (Southwark) (Spink Ref:
2482) (N.B. Obv: Weakness in striking to Kings
portrait) otherwise AVF-VF (1 coin) £80-120

467

468

G.B. - Mixed coinage to include early 19th
century silver issues, pre 1920 and pre 1947
silver George VI cupro-nickel 1952 Six Pence
GF and others (Qty) £150-200
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479

G.B. - Silver hammered Six Pence Elizabeth I,
mint mark Castle 1570 GVF-VF (Spink Ref:
2562) (1 coin) £70-100

480

G.B. - Silver hammered Half Crown Elizabeth I,
mint mark 1, 1601 F-VF (Spink Ref: 2583) (1
coin) £500-700

481

482

G.B. - Silver hammered London Pennies to
include Edward II Class 15c circa 1307-1327
AVF (Spink Ref: 1463) and Edward VI Pinecone
Mascle Issue circa 1431-1432 (Spink Ref: 1878)
(N.B. Some slight clipping noted) otherwise GVF
(2 coins) £70-100
G.B. - A large quantity of bronze Pennies to
include scarcer types Edward VII 1902 low tide
Pennies, George V 1918 and 1919 H (Heaton
Mint) and others (Qty) £70-100

483

G.B. - Gold Sovereign George V 1912 EF (1
coin) £270-320

484

Switzerland - Gold 20 Francs 1930 x 3 GEF-AU
(3 coins) £600-750

485

Switzerland - Gold 20 Francs 1930 x 2 GEF-AU
(2 coins) £400-500

486

Switzerland - Gold 20 Francs 1927 x 2 GEF-AU
(2 coins) £400-500

487

Switzerland - Gold 20 Francs 1927 x 2 GEF-AU
(2 coins) £400-500

488

Switzerland - Gold 20 Francs 1935 x 2 GEF-AU
(2 coins) £400-500

489

Switzerland - Gold 20 Francs 1935 x 2 GEF-AU
(2 coins) £400-500

490

World - Mixed coins and banknotes to include
Switzerland currency (Qty) £30-50

491

G.B. - Early 19th century folding coin scales in
wood case (coin scales) £70-100

492

G.B. - 20th century brass Sovereign scales in
cardboard case (coin scales) £30-50

493

World - Mixed coins, banknotes and medallions
to include a small quantity of G.B. pre 1947
silver coins, G.B. banknotes and others (Qty)
£200-300

494

World - Mixed coins and banknotes to include
G.B. Henry VI Calais silver Groat (N.B. Holed at
5 o'clock) otherwise VG, Victoria silver
commemorative medallion 'Diamond Jubilee'
1897 GVF (N.B. Small diameter), Guernsey
silver £5 'History of The Royal Air Force' 2008
UNC, a small quantity of silver and others (Qty)
£130-180
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495

U.S. - The Morgan Mint commemorative issue of
'The Complete Elvis Movies' coloured U.S. Half
Dollars set of 30 and one other uncoloured (N.B.
In case of issue with Certificate of Authenticity)
(1 coin set) £40-60

496

G.B. - Silver medallion x 43 'The Kings and
Queens Collection' and stamp first day covers
'Kings and Queens of England' (N.B. In books of
issue) (1 medallion & 1 stamp set) £300-400

497

World - Mixed coins and medallions to include
Westminster Gibraltar cupro-nickel 'Peter
Rabbit' six coin Crown set 1993, silver 'Great
Britons' medallic first day covers x 4 1974, G.B.
cupro-nickel, brass issue and others (Qty) £100140

498

G.B. - One Pound banknotes signature John
Bradbury Third Issue (Jan 1917) x 2 prefix's D1
and D12 in generally AF-AVF (2 banknotes) £70
-120

499

G.B. - Ten Pound white banknote signature K.O.
Peppiatt, London 16th August 1937 (N.B. Minor
folds and edge damage to right noted) otherwise
GF-AVF (1 banknote) £70-120

500

G.B. - Five Pound white banknotes to include
signatures K.O. Peppiatt, London 3 November
1945 prefix K68 (N.B. Minor folds noted)
otherwise AVF and P.S. Beale, London 15 July
1949 prefix N89 (N.B. Cellope marked on two
edges, with minor folds and pin holes noted)
otherwise GF-AVF (2 banknotes) £100-150

501

G.B. - Five Pound white banknotes to include
signatures P.S. Beale, London 4 February 1952
prefix W93 (N.B. Minor folds and creases)
otherwise AVF and L.K O'Brien, London 24
August 1956 prefix D76A (N.B. Minor folds and
small stain) otherwise AVF (2 banknotes) £100150

502

G.B. - Mixed banknotes to include signatures
L.K. O'Brien £5 series "B" (February 1957)
Helmeted Britannia issue prefix A32 UNC and
J.B. Page £10 prefix M05 (N.B. Replacement
note) series "D" (February 1975) AU scarce and
three recently issued notes to include £20, £10
and £5 UNC (5 banknotes) £120-180

503

World - Mixed banknotes to include issues from
China, Germany, Japan, Russia and others, in
two folders (122 banknotes) £120-180

504

G.B. - Gold Sovereign Victoria YH 1872 GF-AVF
(1 coin) £260-320

505

G.B. - Gold Sovereign Victoria JH 1892M AVF
(1 coin) £260-320

506

G.B. - Gold Sovereign Elizabeth II 2002 UNC
(N.B. Cased) (1 coin) £260-320
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507

World - Mixed coinage to include a small
quantity of silver and G.B. bronze Pennies etc
(Qty) £40-60

508

World - Mixed coinage to include silver issues
and G.B. bronze (Qty) £70-100

509

World - Twenty drawer coin cabinet (N.B. With
broken lock) containing mostly modern coinage
but also includes G.B. pre 1947 silver issues
£250-350

510

G.B. - Mixed coinage to include Royal Mint proof
sets 1970 x 2, 1971 and other issues (Qty) £3050

511

World - Mixed 19th - 20th century AE Medallions
to include G.B. Victorian, with some scarcer
issues noted, various grades but generally FGVF (29 medallions) £80-120

512

513

World - Mixed coins to include G.B. Whitman
folders x 4 containing Farthings, Indian States
19th century AE coinage, Victorian Apothecary's
weights and other issues (Qty) £60-100
World - Mixed coinage to include G.B. Royal
Mint proof sets 1975, 1982, 1998, Westminster
gold plated coins x 12, U.S. 'States' Quarter
Dollar collection and others (Qty) £60-100

514

G.B. - Royal Mint uncirculated flatpacks to
include 'Rugby' 1999, 'London Olympic Games'
2008, 'Emblems of Britain' 2008, 'Royal Shield of
Arms' 2008 and other issues (Qty) £50-70

515

Ancients - Mixed Greek and Roman coinage,
mostly field finds in generally poor-good
condition (Est. 250+ coins) £30-50

516

Accessories - To include coin albums, cases,
banknotes frames, capsules, books, with some
coins noted and other items (Qty) £30-50

517

G.B. - Gold Half Sovereign Edward VIII 1906
GF-AVF (1 coin) £140-170

518

G.B. - Gold Half Sovereign Edward VIII 1910
GF-AVF (1 coin) £140-170

519

World - Mixed coins to include G.B. Coronation
Coin Case dated May 12th 1937 containing the
following six silver coins:- George V Crown 1935
GEF, 1936 Half Crown, Shilling, Sixpence,
Threepence AU-UNC, George VI Florin 1937
AU, Royal Mint proof set 1970, silver
Threepences, U.S. silver 'Peace' Dollar 1923
(N.B. In ring mount with chain) and other issues
(Qty) £100-150

520

521

G.B. - Mixed coinage to include silver William
and Mary Half Crown 1689 GF-AVF, Crown
George III 1819 LIX (N.B. Minor scratches to
Obv: fields, reverse small edge bruise)
otherwise VF, Shilling George II 1758 GVF,
Sixpences 1757 AEF, William III 1696Y (York)
GVF and copper 'Cartwheel' Twopence George
III 1797 (N.B. Minor edge bruises) otherwise VF
(6 coins) £200-300

522

G.B. - Mixed Victoria silver coins to include
Florins 'Godless' 1849 GF, 'Gothic' 1883 GFAVF, Victoria JH Crown 1889 EF, Double Florin
1889 AEF, Half Crown 1889 EF, Florin 1887
AEF and Sixpence (N.B. Wreath type) 1887
GEF (7 coins) £180-240

523

G.B./Ancients - A coin album containing G.B.
milled silver, copper, hammered silver and
Ancient Roman coins (Qty) £200-300

524

World - Mixed silver bullion coins to include G.B.
'Britannia's 1999 UNC x 2, Canada 'Maple' 2002
UNC, U.S. Dollars 'Morgan' 1886 UNC, 'Peace'
1922, 1923 AU-UNC and 'Liberty' 1993 & 2003
(8 coins) £120-180

525

World - Mixed 1oz (fine silver) bullion coins to
include G.B. Britannia's 2002, 2003, 2005 x 2,
2006, 2007, 2008, 2013 and Australia
'Kookaburra' 2008 all UNC and encapsulated (9
coins) £150-200

526

G.B. - Royal Mint cased four coin maundy set
Elizabeth II 2007 toned BU (1 coin set) £80-120

527

World - Mixed coinage to include flatpacks,
silver and others (Qty) £100-150

528

World - Mixed coinage, banknotes, medals
within two aluminium cases to include Ancient
Roman coins G-AF, G.B. Elizabeth I hammered
silver Sixpence (poor), Earls Colne, Essex 20th
century Coop Society one pint milk tokens, 19th
century copper tokens, modern Fifty-pence
coins to include 'Peter Rabbit Series', 'Sherlock
Holmes', Paddington Bear' etc, coin related
books, medals to include U.S. 'Vietnam Service'
and others (Qty) £80-120

529

World - Mixed coinage to include cupro-nickel
and bronze coinage (Qty) £60-80

530

G.B. - Mixed coinage to include pre 1947 silver,
cupro-nickel, bronze Pennies etc (Qty) £200-250

G.B. - Mixed coinage to include Royal Mint proof
set 1971, cupro-nickel, brass, bronze, base
metal wristwatches, silver 'Albert' chain, charm
bracelet and other issues (Qty) £60-80
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531

World - Mixed coins to include G.B. Royal Mint
proof sets 1970 x 3, silver proof Crowns
'Elizabeth & Phillip' 1972 x 4, Jubilee 1977 x 2,
medallions 'To Mark The End of Production at
Tower Hill' 1975 x 2, Iceland 1000 and 500
Kronur two coin set 1974, Sierre Leone One
Leone 1974, St Helena 'Tercentenary of The
Granting of The Royal Charter to The East India
Company' 25 Pence 1973 (N.B. All cased with
Certificate's of Authenticity) and a small quantity
of G.B. cupro-nickel and bronze (Qty) £200-250

700

First World War pair comprising War and Victory
medals named to 124811 GNR. G. Warner. R.A.
together with another pair named to G-31288
PTE. A. Scorgie. R. W. Kent R. (4 medals). £5070

701

First World War pair comprising War and Victory
medals named to 139520 BMBR. E. L. Smith.
R.A. together with another pair named to 15581.
CPL. M. Chapman. R.F.A. (naming partially
erased) and another pair named to 81763
BMBR. D. Johnston. R.A. (6 medals). £60-80

532

World - Mixed coinage to include Westminster
gold plated coloured Diamond Jubilee Crowns x
10, U.S. silver Dollars 1885 EF, 1922 EF, G.B.
UNC, flatpacks and others (Qty) £120-180

702

533

G.B. - Gold Half Sovereigns Edward VII 1905
and 1908 GF-VF (2 coins) £250-300

First World War pair comprising 1914 - 15 Star
named to K. 21835. F. Tanner. STO. 1. R.N. and
Victory medal named to 21835 F. Tanner. L.
STO. R.N., a Jutland commorative medallion
and three coronation / jubilee medallions (6
medals). £30-50

534

World - Westminster 'The Millenium' coin
collection to include twenty coins spanning the
1st to 20th century (N.B. Cased with Certificate's
of Authenticity) (1 coin set) £120-180

703

First World War 1914 'Mons' star named to SS3610 PTE. J. Richardson. A.S.C. together with
another named to 93707 DVR. G. Nelson.
R.F.A. (2 medals) £30-50

535

World - Mixed coins to include Isle of Man gold
1/20 oz Fine Angel 1986 and other issues (Qty)
£100-120

704

536

World - Mixed coinage contained in a fourteen
drawer cabinet to include some silver issues and
G.B. George III 'Cartwheel' Twopence 1797
(N.B. With edge bruises) otherwise AVF (Qty)
£200-250

First World War pair comprising 1914 - 15 Star
and Victory medals named to 645289 DVR. G.
Bennett. R.A. together with another pair named
to 1007. DVR. F. Hatch. R.F.A. (4 medals). £4060

705

Collection of First World War campaign medals
comprising x2 1914 - 15 Stars, named to 9046
PTE. G. T. Barnes. Staff. R. and 106194. GNR.
W.H. Babbage. R.F.A., and x5 Victory medals
named to 397514 PTE. J. Dixon. North'D. Fus.,
12555 PTE. H. Ferneyhough. K.S.L.I., 212567
PTE. W. Balson. Labour Corps., 4480. PTE. T.
H. Thomas. R. War. R. and 37998 PTE. A. E.
Milne. R. Scots. (7 medals) £70-100

706

First World War Victory medal named to
415221. PTE. J. P. G. Moorres. 13 - CAN. INF.
£30-40

707

First World War pair comprising War and Victory
medals named to 3005. PTE. J. Ward. Durh. L.
I. £30-50

708

Collection of seven First World War War medals
named to T4-059380 DVR. A. E. Carman.
A.S.C., T4-110713 PTE J. Kenyon. A.S.C., L13280 PTE. J. T. Wheeler. R. Fus., 19784 PTE.
P. Bennett. Devon R., 140894 PTE. J. Ward.
A.S.C., 163220 GNR. J. Palmer. R.A. and
206108 DVR. A. H. Selby. R.A. (7 medals) £70100

537

G.B. - Royal Mint issued brass coin weights to
include 1821 George IV Sovereign, Half
Sovereign and five other grain weights in fitted
mahogany case (One set of coin weights) £4060

538

World - Mixed coinage to include G.B. pre 1947
silver (Estimated face value £1.02½p), India
20th century bronze 1/12 Anna's, Ancient
Roman AE's and others (Qty) £60-100

539

G.B. - Royal Mint silver proof coins 'Countdown
to London 2012' three £5 coins 2009, 2010 and
2011 (N.B. Part of four coin set), The Official
London 2012 Olympic £5 and three brilliant
uncirculated cupro-nickel £5's 2009, 2010 and
2011 (N.B. All cased with Certificates of
Authencity) (7 coins) £120-180

540

G.B. - The Royal Mint Issued silver proof £10 The Official London 2012 (Olympic Games) U.K.
5oz coin in case of issue with Certificate of
Authenticity (1 coin) £80-120
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709

710

Collection of seven First World War War medals
named to 90468 GNR. S. Law. R.A., 80064
DVR. E. Broadley. R.A., 272138 SPR. E.
Howard. R.E., 44288 DVR. E. Swann. R.A.,
292595 PTE. F.W. (naming partially erased),
144163 GNR. S. J. Verlander R.A and 85180 A.
CPL. A. R. Carey. A.O.C. (7 medals) £70-100
Collection of Second World War campaign
medals comprising 1939 - 1945 Star, Atlantic
Star, Italy Star, Burma Star, France and
Germany Star, Pacific Star, Africa Star x2, one
with 8th Army clasp, Air Crew Europe Star
(replica), Defence and War medals (11 medals).
£80-120

719

Second World War period canvas webbing belt,
mounted with various allied cap badges to
include Polish, New Zealand, Canadian and
British, together with a Post War German leather
cigarette case. £50-70

720

Second World War Nazi Air Force Flak War
badge, together with a Coastal Artillery War
badge (2 badges) £60-80

721

Second World War and later medal group
comprising 1939 - 1945 Star, Burma Star,
Defence and War medals, together with a
George VI General Service medal with Malaya
clasp, named to 21005033 SJT. J. R. Woodville.
R. Sigs. and Elizabeth II Army Long Service and
Good Conduct medal named to 21005033 W. O.
CL 2. J. R. Woodville. R. Sigs (mounted on bar)
together with miniature medals and dog tag.
£100-150

722

First World War pair comprising War and Victory
medals named to 25-718 SJT. J. Welsh. North'D
Fus. together with another Victory medal named
to 12825 CPL. H. Carabine. Durh. L.I., Second
World War medals comprising 1939 - 1945 Star,
France and Germany Star, Defence and War
medals together with an Army Temperance
medal and other military badges. £60-80

711

Victorian Khedive's Star dated 1882, together
with a Victorian Army Temperance medal,
Elizabeth II Coronation medal, British Gas light
company long service medal and a miniature
medal group. £60-80

712

Second World War Canadian Volunteer Service
medal together with an Africa Service medal
named to 115190. S. P. A. Myburgh (2 medals)
£30-50

713

Second World War Australia War Service medal
named to NX43664 E. M. Reilly together with a
New Zealand War Service medal (2 medals)
£30-50

723

714

First World War 1914 - 15 Star trio comprising
1914 - 15 Star named to 21761 SPR. E. E.
Percival. R.E, War and Victory medals named to
21761 A.2. CPL. E. E. Percival. R.E. £50-70

Second World War Defence medal together with
a silver ARP badge, an Elizabeth II Civil
Defence Long Service medal in box of issue and
a group of Army Temperance medals. £30-50

724

715

Crimean War Interest- Bronze medallion, 'Peace
& Plenty, in commemoration of the treaty of
peace signed at Paris, March 30 1856',
approximately 4.2cm in diameter. £50-70

Second World War British military mills bomb /
grenade cut away, the base stamped No.36M M,
40 PDG £60-100

725

First World War 1914 - 15 Star trio comprising
1914 - 15 Star, War and Victory medals named
to 11923 PTE. M. McGibbon. C. GDS, together
with ration coupons and a replica Second World
War Iron Cross. £60-80

726

Interesting brass candlestick constructed from
an Imperial German sword hilt, 28.5cm in overall
height £40-60

727

Second World War Army medal group
comprising 1939 - 1945 Star, Africa Star, Italy
Star and War medal together with box of issue
and soldiers service and playbook named to
Reginald John Forsdick and a mounted
photograph. £30-50

728

First World War Imperial German army belt
buckle with original leather belt, with makers
stamp and dated 1916 £60-80

716

717

718

First World War Princess Mary Gift Tin, together
with RAF, Royal Engineers, and other cap
badges together with a George V Special
Constabulary Long Service medal named to
Frank Riddleston. £50-70
First World War pair comprising War and Victory
Medals named to 40068 PTE. W. Rolfe. R. Fus.,
together with a George V Army Long Service
Good Conduct medal named to 12376 GNR. G.
Rolfe. R.G.A. and Second World War medals
comprising 1939 - 1945 Star, Italy Star, Atlantic
Star, Burma Star, Africa Star and War medal,
with box of issue also named to Rolfe. £80-120
First World War 1914 - 15 Star trio comprising
1914 - 15 Star named to 1326 DVR. W. Farrant.
R.F.A. together with War and Victory medals
named to 1326 CPL. W. Farrant. R.A. £50-70
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729

730

731

732

733

1940's Indian Army trophy depicting a Boar
mounted on an ebonised wood base with
applied plaques named 'Bihar Light Horse 1862
- 1947', 14.7cm in length N.B. The Bihar Light
Horse was an Indian Army Calvary Regiment,
disbanded following India's Independence in
1947. £40-60

740

Nazi Faithful Service medal / decoration (first
class), 40 years service £30-50

741

Collection of First and Second World War
French, Belgian and other European medal to
include a Croix de Guerre dated 1939, replica
Nazi Knights Cross of War Merit and Belgian
Order of the Crown (8 medals) £60-100

Second World War Jaeger Le Coultre open
faced military pocket watch, with black dial,
luminous hour markers and subsidury seconds,
rear of case stamped G.S.T.P. 227319,
approximately 5cm in diameter. £100-150

742

Collection of fourteen various Soviet
commemorative and anniversary medals (14
medals) £60-100

743

Victorian Scottish, The Queen’s Own Cameron
Highlanders, Victorian Officer’s shoulder belt
plate a silver Sphinx Egypt battle honour. Two
hooks and two studs to reverse. £100-150

Collection of ten various American First /
Second World and other medals to include
Distinguished Service Cross and Bronze star,
some replicas noted (10 medals). £60-100

744

Second World War ARP Air Raid Wardens bell,
together with a gas rattle, county of Essex,
wardens pass named to Leslie J. House,
whistle, badges and Wardens report form. £60100

Collection of ten various American First /
Second World and other medals to include
Distinguished Flying Cross and Berlin Airlift
medal, some replicas noted (10 medals). £60100

745

Collection of six various American First / Second
World and other medals to include Purple Heart,
Silver Star, and Harvard Athletic medal, some
replicas noted (6 medals). £50-70

746

Collection of various medals to include Kuwait
Liberation medal, Hong Kong Service medal and
others, together with military badges. £40-60

747

Victorian medal group comprising Afghanistan
medal with Kandahar clasp named to 508 PTE.
J. Bennett. 66 - Foot, together with Kabul to
Kandahar Star named to 508 Private J. Bennett
66th Foot and Egypt medal with no clasps
named to 508. PTE. J. Bennett. R. Berks. R. and
Khedive's Star dated 1882, Sold with original
Army discharge certificate dated 1883. (3
medals) £300-500

748

First World War and later Naval medal group
comprising War and Victory medals named to K.
29645 A. Bennett. STO. 1 R.N., 1939 - 1945
Star, France and Germany Star with Atlantic
clasp, War medal, George V Naval Long Service
and Good Conduct medal named to K. 29645 A.
Bennett. S. P. O. H.M.S. Nelson. and George VI
Coronation medal. Along with medals are
photographs of Alfred Bennett throughout his
naval career, a silhouette of him and file of copy
service records and other ephemera. £100-200

749

Second World War period Royal Navy cap by
Sanders & Brightman together with two Navy
veterans jackets with mounted medal ribbons
and navy buttons. £100-200

First World War and later medal trio comprising
War and Victory medals named to 9535 PTE. V.
B. Hinnells. Suff. R. together with George V
India General Service medal with one clasp
Malabar1921 - 22 named to 5819362 PTE. V. B.
Hinnels. Suff. R. and a Rawalpindi District
Boxing medal. (4) £60-80

734

Zeppelin Interest- 1930's German silver plated
plate, engraved 'Deutsche Zeppelin - Reederei,
G.M.B.H. Olympiafahrt 1. 8. 1936' 21.8cm in
diameter. £150-200

735

Victorian Honourable Artillery Company badge
together with a book of Infantry Bugle sounds
and Regimental calls, together with other
military badges and buttons. £30-50

736

Second World War British Military MKIII
prismatic compass dated 1943 and stamped TG.
Co. Ltd, No.B 274057, together with an unusual
combination stop watch / compass (2). £40-60

737

Battle of Britain 40th Anniversary
Commemorative Plaque, in brushed silver, with
image of a Spitfire and facsimile signatures of
Veterans, (Sheffield 1980), framed, 14.5cm by
24cm £50-70

738

First World War pair comprising War and Victory
medals named to OM2 - 118564 PTE. J. S.
Tandy. A.S.C. Together with boxes of issue. £30
-50

739

Victorian South Africa campaign medal named
to John Tastow 6th Regt. N.B. medal is worn
overall and has had suspension bar removed,
inverted and converted to a pendant £80-120
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750

Second World War 1939 - 1945 Star and Africa
Star, both mounted in glazed frames, together
with another 1939 - 1945 Star, an Africa Star, a
Defence medal and two War medals (6 medals)
£30-50

766

Russian night vision scope and accessories in
galvanised painted travelling case £80-120

767

Spanish private purchase army officer's parade
helmet, in green painted finish with royal badge
on front and leather liner. £60-80

751

Second World War Nazi Iron Cross (second
class) £50-70

768

752

Second World War Nazi Iron Cross (second
class) with paper dated 1939 £50-70

753

Second World War Nazi War Merit Cross (with
swords) together with a Japanese bronze
medallion £30-50

French M26 steel helmet bearing the badge of
the Defenc Passif (DP) Civil Defence
organisation of Vichy France, with khaki paint
finish, liner to interior and DP badge to front. £60
-80

769

Dutch M34 pattern steel helmet with Dutch
Royal coat of arms and Lion of Nassau badge,
in original factory green paint with liner and
chinstrap. £150-200

770

Contemporary bronzed resin figure of a First
World War Tommy, mounted on circular wooden
base, 24cm in overall height. £30-50

771

Collection of Edwardian and later military
photographs, mainly of the Royal Irish Fusiliers,
including portraits and parade scenes,
appoximately 22 photographs. £50-70

772

Early 20th century Royal Irish Fusiliers
regimental silk with battle honours up to the
Boer War, mounted in glazed oak frame. 72.5 x
67.5cm £40-60

773

Victorian Princess Victoria's Royal Irish
Fusiliers, Muster roll of the 2nd Bn. Princess
Victoria's Royal Irish Fusiliers who were present
at the presentation ceremony 3rd June 1889,
dated February 1890, 79 x 64cm overall £50-70

754

First World War Imperial German Iron Cross
(second class) together with two Imperial
German medals £50-70

755

First World War Imperial German Iron Cross
(second class) £30-50

756

Japanese bronze tsuba with pierced decoration
depicting Tigers, together with two other bronze
tsuba's (3) £80-120

757

Japanese bronze tsuba with decoration
depicting Storks, together with two other bronze
tsuba's (3) £80-120

758

Japanese bronze tsuba with decoration
depicting a Dragon, together with two other
bronze tsuba's (3) £80-120

759

Japanese bronze tsuba with decoration
depicting Carp, together with two other bronze
tsuba's (3) £80-120

760

Japanese bronze tsuba with figural decoration,
together with two other bronze tsuba's (3) £80120

774

Richard Canton - Woodville print- My brave Irish,
together with a group of other military pictures
and prints (qty) £30-50

761

Japanese bronze tsuba with later soldered stand
to reverse together with two other bronze tsuba's
(3) £80-120

775

762

Falkland Islands interest- brass trench art dinner
gong engraved 'Presented to The Musket Club
by members of 129 Dragon B by Royal Artillery,
Falkland Islands Nov. 82 April 83' together with
other trench art shell cases, and shell cases (1
box). £40-60

American M1 steel helmet complete with liner,
chinstrap and South Vietnamese camouflage
cover, used by the Army of the Republic of
Vietnam (ARVN) in support of US troops. £40-60

776

American M1 steel helmet manufactured circa.
1944 - 1945, as used in the Korean War, liner by
Westinghouse, with netting and hessian strips to
shell and liner and chinstraps. £120-150

777

Second World War British MKII steel helmet,
painted green with National Fire Brigades
Association badge to the front, with liner and
chinstrap, inscribed 'Miller'. £80-120

778

Victorian military comission dated 1839,
together with a group of various other military
comissions and service papers (qty) £60-100

763

Royal Artillery Captains Service Dress jacket
and trousers with mounted medal ribbons and
rank insignia and cap, together with three scrap
albums of cuttings of military aircraft and
armour. £40-60

764

Second World War U.S. Navy Spyglass scope,
dated 1942, 79cm in length £40-60

765

First World War Princess Mary gift tin, together
with a First World War brass trench art shell
case vase, 34.5cm in height (2) £30-50
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779

780

First World War British MK1 steel helmet worn
by 2nd Lieutenant Louis Anthony Loup (later
General Loup CBE), special reserve
Nottinghamshire and Derbyshire Regiment
(Sherwood Forester) with which he served on
the Western Front, thereafter serving with the
2nd Gurkha Rifles in 1917. The helmet complete
with liner and chinstrap. Sold with
documentation on the provenance. £200-300
Stephen Arch GAvA- watercolour study,
Bombers Moon, A Lancaster Skipper, mounted
in glazed frame, image 50 x 34cm overall £4060

781

Royal Irish Fusiliers Regimental wall plaque,
together with models of the Cenotaph and
Thiepval memorial and group of military badges
and buttons. £40-60

782

American M1 steel helmet with projectile
damage possibly Vietnam War era with earlier
shell and liner. £30-50

792

Pair of First World War British military binoculars
by J&B Green Ltd. Model Mark V special H
1918, in original case, both marked with
serviceman's number W14541 & Crows Foot.
New carrying strap £70-90

793

Aviation Interest - collection of books, several
signed, with a De-Havilland Gypsy Queen
workshop manual and the Royal Aeronautical
Society Centenary Journal 1966 (16 books)
£100-120

794

First World War Naval Distinguished Service
Medal namedto 164478. D. Jones. LG. Sea.N.
RFTAKO. Aux Patrol. 1915 - 6. £500-700

795

Collection of Cold War era ephemera and other
items relating to the Sherwood Forresters and
service in Germany to include two bottles of
wine from The British Military Train, Berlin. £4060

796

Second World War and later medal group
comprising 1939-1945 Star, Atlantic Star, Italy
Star and War Medal and together with an
Elizabeth II Imperial Service Medal named to
William Henry Frankling £40-60

783

Group of five Second World War Canadian bi tone helmet nets for the British and Canadian
MKII steel helmet £60-80

784

Second World War British MKIII steel helmet,
liner FFL 1944, painted with the granular brown
camouflage paint for D Day and Normandy.
Underside of brim inscribed SF Bradley, small
blue formation sign also pained underside brim
for Royal Engineers. £80-120

797

Two boxes containing various aircraft
photographs both military and civil to include
Avro, Douglas and Air Speed. £30-50

798

Two boxes containing various aircraft
photographs both military and civil to include
Miles, Lockheed and Focke Wulf. £30-50

785

British Lightweight paratroop helmet, c.1983
with webbing harness. £40-60

799

786

Second World War gask mask in satchel bag,
named to Chester City Police Officer Fred Lloyd.
£70-100

Two boxes containing various aircraft
photographs both military and civil to include
Westland, extensive Vickers including Valiant V
Bomber and Lockheed. £30-50

800

787

Nazi M42 pattern helmet with painted finish
bearing SS insignia and brown leather liner.
£300-400

Two boxes containing various aircraft
photographs both military and civil to include
Supermarine, Short and Saab £30-50

801

788

First World War Princess Mary Gift Tin. £20-40

789

Interesting collection of 1950's / 1950's RAF
ephemera and photographs relating to 576845
P. Osborne, including photographs of the Middle
East and Far East and the recovery of a downed
jet in Bias Bay China. £50-70

Two boxes containing various aircraft
photographs both military and civil to include
Handley Page, Fairey and North American £3050

802

1930/40s Aero Engineering Weekly Magazine:
Complete set of 39 parts featuring Production,
Assembly, Testing, Maintenance and Overhaul
of Aircraft by George Newnes. £30-50

803

Interesting collection of reproduced Second
World War and later aircraft blueprints, together
with two reproduced ring bound files of aircraft
silhouettes circa. 1948 (1 box file) £30-50

804

Collection of aircraft ephemera to include Royal
Air Force year book 1975, No. 83 group 1943/5,
histories of 331 and 333 squadron and other
RAF related ephemera (1 box file) £30-50

790

791

First World War British Military stop watch by
Grimshaw, Baxter & Elliott Ltd. Mark 2, No.
4629, dated 1916 with broad arrow mark
G.W.O., with leather tab and cover, both also
marked with broad arrow. £70-90
Second World War British Military Cyma pocket
watch with white enamel arabic numerial dial.
£30-40
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805

Two albums containing Second World War
official press photographs of ariel bombing,
together with typed annotations (54
photographs) £50-70

806

2393 (Billericay) Squadron Air Training Corps
35th Anniversary of the Battle of Britain dinner,
Friday 5th September 1975 programme, signed
by veterans including Robert Stanford Tuck,
together with three other commorative RAF
programmes (4) £40-60

816

Interesting group of reproduced and bound
Second World War parts catalogues and
manuals and operational flight instructions for
Spitfire, P-38 Lightning, Lancaster and others
(10 items) £60-100

817

Interesting group of reproduced and bound
Second World War parts catalogues and
manuals for planes and aero engines to include
the Wright Cyclone, Rolls - Royce Merlin and
Gryphon and others (1 box) £40-60

807

Three boxes of bound Second World War and
later aircraft magazines and books, to include
Wing Span, Jane's and Air Britain Digest (3
boxes) £30-50

818

Three boxes of bound volumes of Aeronautics,
Flight and the Aeroplane together with bound
volumes of the Second World War (5 boxes) £50
-70

808

Collection of Second World War Air Ministry
Aircraft recognition books, together with
recognition cards and related books (1 box) £5070

819

Large collection of air show programmes,
aircraft magazines and related ephemera (qty)
£30-50

820

809

Essex interest - one box of Essex Aviation
Group News letters together with photographs of
aircraft digs in Essex and related ephemera. £30
-50

Large quantity of assorted aircraft ephemera to
include photographs, histories of aircraft and
other items (qty) £40-60

821

Seven reproduced Second World War pilots log
books, named to 48750 F/LT. R.E. Wilks, Wing
Commander D.J. Evans and R.J Cork £40-60

822

Second World War period brown leather flying
helmet, possibly American, named in liner to D.
W. Cramond together with a First World War
Princess Mary gift tin and naval epaulettes £100
-150

823

Interesting Second World War Royal Navy
Volunteer Reserve medal comprising 1939 1945 Star, Atlantic Star with France and
Germany clasp, Pacific Star and War medal with
M.I.D. oak leaf, together with the medals are a
mentioned in despatches citation named to A
Ty. Lieut Commander John Howard Blunt
R.N.V.R. dated 28th November 1944, two news
paper clippings relating to two awards of M.I.D.,
miniature medal group and four further loose
M.I.D. oak leaves. £60-100

824

Vietnam War era Helicopter pilots helmet with
oxygen mask £200-300

810

Comprehensive RAF 17 Squadron Archieve
comprising reproduced and bound 17 Squadron
Operation Record books from 1914 - 1951 (6
volumes), together with a large collection of
related 17 Squadron photographs and
ephemera. An interesting record. £100-150

811

Interesting group of reproduced and bound
Second World War parts catalogues and
manuals and operational flight instructions for P38H, P-38J, P-38L and F-5B, (5 items) £50-70

812

Interesting group of reproduced and bound
Second World War parts catalogues and
manuals and operational flight instructions for B17 Flying Fortress and P-47 Thunderbolt (6
items) £50-70

813

Interesting group of reproduced and bound
Second World War parts catalogues and
manuals and operational flight instructions for
Bristol aircraft to include the Beaufighter and
Beaufort (5 items) £40-60

814

Interesting group of reproduced and bound
Second World War parts catalogues and
manuals and operational flight instructions for P51 Mustang, Curtiss Kittyhawk and Tomahawk
(6 items) £50-70

815

Interesting group of reproduced and bound
Second World War German Aircraft parts
catalogues and manuals for Mercedes -Benz
aero engine, and FW - 190 (3 items) £30-50
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825

826

827

Highly Interesting and evocative First / Second
World War family resistance medals. The
medals were awarded to two brothers Pierre and
Michel Joassin with a third medal the Medal of
WW2 Armed Resistance awarded to Pierre’s
son Michel Pierre Joassin.
Both brothers were living at Herstal which was
the home of the Belgium arms factory Fabrique
Nationale, the town was over run by the
Germans on the 7th August 1914, ten houses
were destroyed and 27 civilians killed. The
brothers volunteered their services to the British
and are recorded as Belgium agents. Surviving
the War Pierre continued to live in the town and
in 1923 his son Michel-Pierre was born. Pierre’s
services against the Germans would once again
be needed with the declaration of war once
more against German, the arms factory would
once more be a wanted price by the Nazis.
Pierre is confirmed as working for the resistance
with his son, however on the 23rd March 1943
Pierre was arrested and his son was arrested
three days later and killed by the Germans.
Imprisoned by the Nazis, Pierre was eventually
deported to Dachau Concentration Camp
arriving on the 16th February 1945 categorised
as a Political Prisoner, his prison number
confirmed as “141282”. Surviving he was
liberated and returned home to Rue Large Voie
83 Herstal to start the search for his son. The
typed piece of paper is a reply to enquire trying
to locate the circumstances of his son’s death
and his final resting place. Amongst the group
can be be found Pierre’s original cloth uniform
Dachau political prisoners badge and printed
prison number. £2,500-3,500
First World War period mahogany and brass
map plot, stamped Bleriot London to reverse.
£120-150
Second World War Nazi cutlery comprising two
knives, two spoons and a fork, each stamped
with the Luftwaffe Eagle, together with a very
large Swastika, cut from the centre of a flag. £60
-100

828

Two boxes of Soviet cloth and metal badges
together with some medals £40-60

829

Four boxes of military clothing and uniform to
include hats, helmets and jacket and Police
hats. £40-60

830

Four boxes of military clothing and uniform to
include jackets, Police helmets, hats etc £40-60

831

Six boxes of military clothing and uniform to
include jackets, hats etc £30-50
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832

One box containing a very large quantity of
staybrite military badges and buttons. £40-60

833

Collection twenty seven Second World War
Wartime Economy issue cap badges, various
regiments including R.E.M.E., Essex Regiment
and Army Ordance Corps (27 badges) £50-70

834

Collection of eight Victorian and later blue cloth
helmet plates, to include East Lancashire 2nd
Vol. Battn. and Suffolk regiment, mounted on
card (8 badges) £100-150

835

Three cases of Elizabeth II Police helmet plates
and other badges to include Warwickshire,
Dorset and Lancashire (41 approximately
badges) £50-70

836

Collection of British military brass belt buckles
together with American and other belt buckles (1
box) £40-60

837

Four boards mounted with British military cap
badges, mainly Scottish regiments, some
reproductions noted (approximately 69 badges)
£100-200

838

Five boards mounted with British military cap
badges, Lancers, Hussars and Dragoons some
reproductions noted (approximately 130 badges)
£150-200

839

Five boards mounted with British military cap
badges, including two of staybrite badges mainly
various regiments, some reproductions noted
(approximately 146 badges) £100-150

840

Four boards mounted with British military cap
badges, various regiments including Connaught
Rangers, Somerset Light Infantry and Artists
Rifles some reproductions noted (approximately
108 badges) £100-200

841

Four boards mounted with British military cap
badges, various regiments including Guards
Machine Gun Corps, Royal Armoured Corps and
Artists Rifles some reproductions noted
(approximately 95 badges) £100-200

842

Four boards mounted with British military cap
badges, various regiments including Suffolk
Regiment, and Royal Warwickshire Regiment,
some reproductions noted (approximately 103
badges) £100-200

843

Three glazed cases containing a collection of
American, German and British military badges,
some reproductions noted (3 cases) £60-100

844

Three glazed cases containing a collection of
American and British military badges, some
reproductions noted (3 cases) £60-100
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845

One tray containing a large quantity of militaria
to include pen knives, Clinometer, badges and
other items. £40-60

846

One box containing a quantity of replica Nazi
badges and decorations £40-60

847

Two boxes of various military helmet fittings and
cap badge clips. £30-50

848

Imperial German epaulette together with British
medal ribbons, reproduction Second World War
miniature campaign stars and other militaria (1
box) £40-60

859

Unusual lead award medal or plaque for BuSueir Donkey Derby Runners Up 1935. Probably
relating to the RAF Airfield. 9.7cm diameter.
N.B. During the Second World War the airfield,
then known as RAF Abu Sueir or Abu Sueir
Airfield (LG-205) was used as a military airfield
by the Royal Air Force of the United Kingdom
and the American United States Army Air Forces
during the North African Campaign against Axis
forces. £50-70

860

Second World War Naval interest- coconut
tobacco box made from a single coconut with
removable cover, together with a note of
provenance dated 1941: “This nut was picked in
the vicinity of Freetown and was made and
mounted by a torpedo man of HMS Forester the
base is of teak and ebony.” £50-70

849

One box containing a large quantity of mainly
American military badges, buttons and other
militaria. £40-60

850

One box containing a large quantity of American
military badges together with some others (1
box) £40-60

861

One box of Naval cap tallies, together with a box
of various British and other military badges and
others. (2 boxes) £40-60

Victorian bamboo sword stick with square
tapered blade, stamped E, 93.5cm in overall
length £100-150

862

Scottish basket hilt claymore type broad sword,
with wire bound wooden grip, basket hilt and
steel blade, in scabbard. £500-700

863

Eastern sword with rope bound bamboo grip,
steel blade stamped X20 in wooden scabbard,
blade 63cm in length £40-60

864

Antique Eastern silver mounted Jambiya knife
with niello decoration, together with three other
African and Middle Eastern knives and daggers.
(4) £80-120

865

First World War French 1866 pattern chassepot
bayonet in scabbard. £30-50

866

First World War Imperial German Ersatz Trench
knife with wooden grip and tapered blade
stamped Demag, Gesetzlich Geschutzt, in
leather mounted metal scabbard, blade 15.5cm
in length £40-60

867

Japanese tanto dagger in carved bone sheath
with figural decoration, blade 14.5cm in length.
£30-50

868

Second World War British No.4 MK II Spike
Bayonet in scabbard £20-40

869

Victorian Police truncheon of tapered form with
painted crown and VR cipher and ribbed grip,
46.5cm in overall length. £60-80

870

First World War Imperial German Ersatz
bayonet £40-60

871

French 1831 pattern 'Gladius' short sword, with
ribbed brass hilt and brass cross guard stamped
1170, blade with traces of engraving. Blade
47.5cm overall length £60-100

851

852

853

Large collection of assorted military uniform to
include an RAF Great Coat, in a chest on
wheels, together with another chest of uniform.
£40-60
Contemporary Rifle Brigade Officers' Busby £50
-70

854

Royal Artillery Other Ranks Busby together with
three other theatrical / prop busby's (4) £60-100

855

19th century japanned tin military helmet tin
named to Captain G. Searle R.A.S.C, together
with another helmet tin (2) £30-50

856

McDonnell Douglas F4 Phantom Control column
£60-100

857

Antique Naval Bosun’s persuader or cosh, the
flexible shaft finely leather woven over strips of
baleen, weighted with lead at each end. Early to
mid-19th century. N.B. The Botswain was a
senior non commissioned officer responsible for
much of the equipment on board. Such a
weapon could be used to keep sailors in line on
board or to press gang future sailors on shore.
£150-200

858

Second World War Nazi Luftwaffe side cap with
yellow piping £100-150
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872

Arab Jambiya dagger with silver and brass
mounted scabbard and grip, together with two
other Eastern daggers (3) £80-120

873

French children's / practise sword with ribbed
wooden grip, brass pommel and guard, with
curved steel blade, 54.5cm overall length. £5070

874

Second World War Nazi 1933 pattern SS mans
dagger, with black painted wood grip, inset SS
insignia and Nazi Eagle, polished steel blade
etched 'Meine Ehre heisst Treue', in scabbard,
£500-700

884

Second World War period Nazi Police sword,
with wirebound grip, later set with an SS badge,
polished steel blade, in black painted steel
scabbard, blade 80cm in length £500-700

885

Reproduction American cavalry troopers sword
with brass hilt, wire bound leather grip, and
curved steel blade in plated scabbard, blade
89.5cm in length. £50-70

886

Reproduction Spanish Toledo sword with
wirebound grip, and etch blade marked 'made in
Spain, Toledo', blade 83cm in length. £60-100

887

875

Collection of various of knives to include folding
pen knives, Eastern knives and others (12) £60100

Antique Eastern sword with wirebound silver
grip and silver pommel, with tapered steel blade,
blade 80.5cm in length £80-120

888

876

German Hunting knife with horn grips and steel
blade by Anton Wingen, Solingen, together with
another German Hunting knife, British military
knife dated 1952 and other knives. £80-120

Indian military sword with ribbed wooden grip,
brass stirrup hilt with curved polished steel
blade, in brass scabbard, 82.5cm in overall
length. £150-200

889

877

Nazi Parade bayonet (long model) with black
checkered platic grips, polished steel blade
(retaining all original polish) by E. Pack,
Solingen in scabbard with frog, dated 1941.
£150-200

Late Victorian partridge wood sword stick, with
tapered spear pointed blade, 89cm in overall
length. £150-200

890

Colt percussion Pocket revolver .31 calibre,
London Address (worn) and proof marks,
matching numbers 261714 in original oak case
with trade label, accessories including flask,
bullet mould, cap tin etc. The barrel 12cm £600800

891

Victorian percussion transitional revolver with
two stage barrel, German silver frame with
engraved decoration and rosewood grips,
Birmingham proofs in original fitted box with
Blanche & Son retailers label and some
accessories including flask etc. The barrel 14cm
long. £400-600

892

Pair scratch built miniature flintlock duelling
pistols in fitted case with accessories. The
pistols 21cm long £100-200

893

Early 19th Flintlock duelling pistol by S.Nock
London, octagonal musket bore barrel with gold
lined touch hole and roller frizzen, French-style
cock, gold makers name plate to lock, set
trigger, engraved steel and white metal mounts,
finely chequered grip,with ramrod. The barrel
22.5cm, 36 cm overall £200-300

894

18th century Flintock cannon barrel pocket pistol
by Turvey with box lock, turn-off barrel, silver
wire inlaid bag grip, London proofs, 20 cm
overall £200-300

895

Early 19th century Flintlock double barrelled
over and under pocket pistol with tap action, turn
off barrels, Leeds retailer, steel frame with
walnut slab sided grip 20.5 cm overall £200-300

878

Japanese Katana with iron tsuba and curved
steel blade, 63cm in length. 85cm in overall
length. £150-200

879

First World War Imperial German sword, with
Lions head pommel, stirrup hilt depicting the
Kaiser and polished steel blade, in black painted
steel scabbard, blade 80cm in length. £200-300

880

Scarce Victorian 1895 Pattern infantry officers
Sword with pierced hilt with crowned VR cipher,
wire bound fish skin grip, etched blade retaining
a good amount of original polish, in brown pig
skin leather field service scabbard, blade
81.5cm in length. £200-300

881

Victorian Customs / Police Short Sword /
Cutlass with curved fullered steel blade, brass
hilt with ribbed grip, in brass mounted leather
scabbard, blade 61cm in length. £60-100

882

1821 pattern Cavalry Officers sword with three
bar hilt, wire bound fish skin grip and fullered
steel blade by Parker, Field & Sons, 233
Holborn, London, in steel mounted leather
scabbard, blade 79.5cm in length. £150-200

883

Victorian Royal Navy Reserve Officers sword,
brass Lions head pommel, hilt with crowned
R.N.R. badge, folding langet, and bullion dress
knot, etched polished steel blade with crowned
R.N.R. badge, in brass mounted leather
scabbard, blade 79cm in length. £200-300
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896

Early 19th century military Flintlock pistol with
.600 calibre two-stage barrel, London Proofs,
lock marked 'K.B.' walnut with brass mounts with
ramrod. The barrel 23cm, 38cm overall £250350

897

Early 19th century Flintlock pocket pistol by
H.Nock, London with cylinder frame, box lock,
turn off barrel and concealed trigger walnut bag
grip 15cm overall £200-300

898

899

900

901

902

903

904
905

906

907

19th century percussion double barrelled pocket
pistol with revolving over and under barrels,
Birmingham proofs, engraved brass action with
concealed trigger, finely chequered bag grip with
silver lions mask pommel. The barrels 4cm,
15cm overall £200-300
Victorian percussion pocket pistol with turn-off
barrel, brass boxlock frame, finely chequered
bag grip,14cm overall £100-150
19th century Belgian percussion pocket pistol
with brass barrel and frame, engraved on back
strap '1840 W.D.', walnut bag grip, Leige proofs
21 cm overall £80-120
Mid-19th century American percussion bar
hammer derringer pistol with patent dates for
April 1845, turn- off two stage barrel, engraved
frame with walnut bag grips, 12cm overall £100150
Good quality Victorian percussion pepperbox
revolver with six fluted barrels, Birmingham
Proofs, floral scroll engraved German Silver
frame signed 'F.Parry 36 Lench Street,
Birmingham 'and ' Improved revolving pistol',
walnut grips 19cm overall £500-700
Remington New Model Army percussion
revolver with 8" octagonal barrel, stamps to top
strap, army issue inspectors stamp to grip £300500
Replica Colt Navy percussion revolver with
engraved cylinder £50-70
Late 19th century Continental Percussion Pinfire
double barrelled over coat pistol with octagonal
barrels and concealed triggers.22 cm overall.
£50-70
Victorian percussion cavalry carbine bore pistol
with lock marked Crowned EIG and '1867
Birmingham', ordinance marks to barrel and
stamp to stock, swivel ramrod and lanyard ring
to pommel. £300-400
19th century Continental percussion military
pistol with unusual carved lizard mark to stock
38cm overall £60-100
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908

Good quality 19th century Belgian officers
Pinfire revolver retaining most of its original
finish, six shot, floral engraved frame and
cylinder, finely chequered walnut grips with
lanyard ring, Leige proof marks, 24cm overall
£300-400

909

Colt 1860 Pattern Army percussion Revolver
with engraved cylinder, matching numbers
87501, walnut grips with slot in base of grip
frame for shoulder stock, with modern leather
holster £800-1,000

910

Pair of Early 19th century Belgian Flintlock sea
service pistols as used by the British Royal Navy
with crowned DN marked locks, walnut stocks
with brass mounts and lanyard ring pommels
38cm £500-700

911

Victorian Snider rifle, the lock with crowned VR
cipher and '1871 Enfield', ordnance stamps to
barrel, walnut stocked with brass mounts and
steel ramrod. £250-350

912

Victorian Indian percussion cavalry carbine with
Tower marked lock, swivel ramrod, walnut stock,
the barrel 52 cm £100-150

913

Victorian Snider rifle with British ordinance
stamps, walnut stock and steel ramrod. £300400

914

Replica Flintlock Baker rifle with Tower marked
lock £60-100

915

Vintage BSA .22 Air Rifle, stamped B42218 £3050

916

Vintage BSA Improved Model Air Rifle No.
47436 retaining much original finish £60-100

917

Vintage BSA Improved Model Air Rifle No.
S69859 £60-100

918

Large late 19th century decorative brass cannon
on cast iron carriage with dragon decoration 45
cm long £100-150

919

Good decorative plated brass cannon 43cm long
£80-120

920

Small decorative brass cannon on plinth 17cm
diameter £30-40

921

Small 19th century Bronze signalling cannon on
later oak gun carriage, the barrel 16cm £150200

922

19th century Continental flintlock pistol with
carved walnut stock £80-120

923

Good quality leather gun slip by John Shooter,
together with a cartridge bag (2) £80-120

924

19th century percussion shotgun stick with stag
horn handle, Days Patent Newgate makers mark
.40 bore, 89 cm overall £250-300
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925

An old break action air rifle, numbered 41385
£20-40

926
927
928

1011

4x - 16x Burris Signature scope, another scope
and pair of Zeiss binoculars.

Rene Lalique Jaffa pattern clear and frosted
glass bowl, signed on base, 31.5cm diameter
£200-300

1012

Good quality replica American Colt revolver with
leather holster and accessories. £30-50

Lalique Algues Noir plate, signed on reverse,
28cm diameter £60-100

1013

1920's/30's Verlys France amber glass dish,
moulded with three geese and two fish, signed
on, 35.5cm diameter £80-120

1014

Lalique frosted glass Taureau paperweight in
the form of a bull, signed R.Lalique France, 9cm
high £60-100

1015

Lalique clear and frosted glass paperweight in
the form of a Perch, signed R.Lalique France,
10cm high £80-120

1016

Lalique Floreal glass figure of a kneeling nude
female, 8cm high, together with another Lalique
glass nude female figure, both signed Lalique
France (2) £80-120

First World War Officers' Private Purchase
Webley MK VI .455 service revolver, serial no.
134675 named on back strap to A.H. Sayer
16th. War. Regt. Sold with current spec.
certificate of deactivation dated 5th January
2017.
N.B. Captain Alfred Henry Sayer Military Cross
and Bar served along with his brother Leslie
Sayer in the First World War. Leslie was sadly
killed, with Alfred wounded only two days before
Leslie's death. Sold with printed research. £8001,000

929

19th century percussion shot gun stick with bar
hammer and wooden crook stock 90 cm overall
£100-150

1017

1000

Rene Lalique Malesherbes pattern vase in
emerald green, signed on base, 23cm high £500
-700

R.Lalique glass menu holder, together with a
Lalique glass model of a performing bear, 7.5cm
high, both signed (2) £80-120

1018

1001

Rene Lalique Ceylan pattern opalescent glass
vase, moulded with parakeets on branches,
signed on base, 24cm high £400-600

Art Deco style Czech Desna green glass vase
with relief moulded decoration depicting dancing
nude female figures, 12.5cm high, together with
another Desna glass figure of a lady bathing,
6cm high, both signed £80-120

1002

Rene Lalique Ondines pattern opalescent glass
bowl, moulded with six nude female figures,
signed, 20.5cm diameter £400-600

1019

Large Whitefriars green glass bowl with blue
ribbon trailed decoration, possibly by Barnaby
Powell, 16cm high, 29cm diameter £50-80

1003

Rene Lalique Ormeaux pattern opalescent glass
vase, signed on base, 17cm high £300-500

1020

1004

Rene Lalique Coquilles pattern opalescent glass
bowl, signed on base, 23cm diameter £300-500

Art glass vase with blue and green decoration
on yellow ground, signed and dated 2007,
together with two other art glass vases (3) £4060

1021

1005

Rene Lalique Coquilles pattern opalescent glass
bowl, signed on base, 20cm diameter £200-300

R.Lalique glass and gilt metal atomizer with
moulded decoration of nude ladies, signed,
10cm high, in fitted box £100-150

1006

Rene Lalique Coquilles pattern opalescent glass
bowl, signed on base, 12.5cm diameter £100200

1022

1007

Rene Lalique Poissons pattern opalescent glass
bowl, signed on base, 20.5cm diameter £300500

Two Lalique glass Eagle heads, 8cm high,
together with a small Lalique opalescent
drinking glass and an Amber drinking glass (4)
£50-80

1023

Rene Lalique Marienthal pattern opalescent
glass plate, signed on base, 23cm diameter
£100-150

Emile Galle cameo glass vase with floral
decoration on green ground, signed, 20cm high
£200-300

1024

Emile Galle cameo glass vase with leaf and fly
decoration, signed, 17.5cm high £200-300

1025

Emile Galle cameo glass vase decorated with
leaves and flowers, signed, 17cm high £200-300

1026

Emile Galle cameo glass vase with floral
decoration, signed, 9.5cm high £100-150

1027

Emile Galle cameo glass vase with floral
decoration, signed, 10cm high £100-150

1008

1009

Lalique crystal Marguerite pattern bowl with
moulded floral decoration, signed on base,
36cm diameter £200-300

1010

Rene Lalique glass bowl with moulded leaf
decoration, signed on base, 31.5cm diameter
£200-300
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1028

Emile Galle cameo glass vase with trees in
landscape decoration, signed, 18cm high £150200

1045

Rare Royal Doulton figure - The Bather £100200

1029

Emile Galle cameo glass with pink leaf
decoration, signed, with original paper label to
base, 12cm high £150-200

1046

Doulton Lambeth stoneware beaker with silver
rim, together with three Royal Doulton Dickens
items - Bill Sykes twin handled tankard, Picksniff
pot and Weller pot, each with silver rims (4) £4060

1030

Cameo glass vase with thistle decoration on
brass stand, unsigned, 14.5cm high £50-80

1031

Daum Pate de Verre amber glass model of a
dog with green glass ball, signed, 5.5cm high
£50-70

1047

Seven Doulton miniature stoneware items
including jugs, tyg, vase, beaker etc all
decorated with hunting, drinking and smoking
scenes, all with silver rims £50-80

1032

Cameo glass vase with floral decoration on
purple ground, unsigned, 25cm high £60-100

1048

Loetz style Kralik iridescent glass vase with
pinched body, 11cm high £50-80

Rare Martin Brothers miniature stoneware vase
decorated with four birds, impressed marks to
base, 9.5cm high £200-300

1033

1049

1034

Loetz style Kralik iridescent glass vase
decorated with a green flower, 11cm high £5080

Collection of miniature Doulton stoneware
including vases, ewers, jugs etc (46) £80-120

1050

1035

Art Nouveau Loetz or Kralik green glass vase
with silver overlay, 18cm high (a/f) plus a
Caithness vase (2) £40-60

Rare Royal Worcester Diffidence figural candle
snuffer, based on Jenny Lind, 10.5cm high £60100

1051

1036

Two Venetian green glass vases with silver
overlay, 22cm high and 11cm high £50-80

Rare Royal Worcester Diffidence figural candle
snuffer, based on Jenny Lind, 11cm high £60100

1052

1037

Two Venetian glass vases with silver overlay,
15cm high and 9cm high £50-80

Rare Royal Worcester Diffidence figural candle
snuffer, based on Jenny Lind, 11cm high £60100

1038

R.Lalique circular dish/coaster with nude lady
decoration, signed, 14cm diameter £60-100

1053

Royal Worcester dog's head whistle, together
with nine Royal Worcester candle snuffers
including Owls head, Monk etc (10) £50-80

1039

Moorcroft pottery tazza decorated in the
pomegranate pattern on blue and green ground,
on Tudric pewter base, impressed marks and
blue painted signature, 13cm high, 19cm
diameter £100-150

1054

Fourteen Royal Worcester candle snuffers
including Welsh lady, together with seven other
unmarked candle snuffers (21) £50-80

1055

Set of six Royal Worcester James Hadley menu
holder figures from the Down and Out series
£100-150

1056

Four Royal Worcester white glazed male figures
£60-100

1057

Two Royal Worcester figures - Welsh lady and
Welsh gentlemen, 17cm high £50-70

1058

Two Royal Worcester blush ivory figures - man
wearing old English dress and man wearing a
turban £50-70

1040

1041

Moorcroft pottery flambe Tazza decorated in the
Eventide pattern on blue and red ground, on
hallmarked silver base, impressed marks and
blue painted signature, 8.5cm high, 21.5cm
diameter £150-200
Moorcroft pottery octagonal bowl decorated in
the leaves and berries pattern on blue and green
ground, impressed marks and blue painted
signature to base, 25.5cm £80-120

1042

Moorcroft enamel ginger jar and cover
decorated in the Moonlit Blue pattern, 5cm high
£50-80

1059

Two Royal Worcester figures - gentlemen
wearing hats and waistcoats, 17.5cm high £5070

1043

Five Moorcroft miniature vases in different
patterns, all with impressed marks to base £80120

1060

Two Royal Worcester male figures, both wearing
hats, tallest is 17.5cm high, the other is 15.5cm
high £50-70

1044

Eight Moorcroft miniature vases, various
patterns, together with a Moorcroft Macintyre
vase (9) £80-120

1061

Two Royal Worcester figures - lady holding a
dove and lady with bag, tallest is 26cm high, the
other is 16.5cm high £60-100
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1062

Royal Worcester blush ivory jug with basket
weave moulded body and applied lizard
decoration, 14.5cm high £50-70

1080

Royal Doulton Kingsware flagon with silver
stopper, 19cm high, together with a
Nightwatchmen flask, 26cm high (2) £80-120

1063

Royal Worcester cabinet cup and saucer with
hand painted decoration depicting Highland
cattle, signed J.Stinton £200-300

1081

Doulton Slaters Patent stoneware jug in the form
of a leather blackjack, with silver rim, impressed
marks to base, 15.5cm high £40-60

1064

Royal Worcester cabinet cup and saucer with
hand painted decoration depicting Highland
cattle, signed J.Stinton £200-300

1082

Doulton Lambeth Silicon ware jug, made to
resemble a copper riveted jack, with silver rim,
impressed marks to base, 18.5cm high £50-70

1065

Royal Worcester cabinet cup and saucer with
hand painted decoration depicting Highland
cattle, signed J.Stinton £200-300

1083

Doulton Silicon beaker in the form of a leather
studded cup with silver rim, impressed marks to
base, 11cm high £40-60

1066

Royal Worcester silver mounted circular pin
dish, with hand painted decoration depicting
Highland cattle, signed J.Stinton, 8.5cm
diameter £100-150

1084

Doulton Silicon jug with copper studded
decoration and Lion crest, with silver rim,
impressed marks to base, 19cm high £50-70

1085

1067

Royal Worcester cabinet cup and saucer with
hand painted floral decoration, signed K.Blake
£150-200

Rookwood pottery squat vase decorated with
leaves and berries on grey/blue ground,
impressed marks to base, 8.5cm high £60-100

1086

1068

Royal Worcester model - Ram, 4cm high £50-70

1069

Royal Worcester model - Frog, 4.5cm high £5070

Wemmys pottery sugar bowl decorated with pink
flowers, retailed by T.Goode & Co, 5.5cm high
£40-60

1087

Poole pottery freeform vase decorated in the
YCB pattern, 10.5cm wide, together with a
cucumber dish, 32cm wide (2) £80-120

1088

Royal Doulton series ware bowl - Old Moreton,
Belleek vase, Belleek mug, small ceramic bowl,
Halcyon Days enamel box - Honour to the King
and a signed glass paperweight in the form of a
polar, plus another bowl (7) £40-60

1089

19th century French scrambled glass
paperweight , 6.25cm diameter £60-100

1090

Baccarat glass paperweight with lampwork
pansy and star cut base, 4.5cm diameter £80120

1091

19th century French scrambled cane
paperweight, dated 1847, 6cm diameter £80120

1092

Two 19th century scrambled glass
paperweights, together with a another cane
paperweight (3) £60-100

1093

Wedgwood Travel series plate designed by Eric
Ravilious, 22.5cm diameter £100-150

1094

Poole pottery freeform vase decorated in the
PRB pattern, 37cm high £60-100

1095

Small Rookwood pottery brown glazed vase,
impressed marks to base, 9cm high £30-50

Poole pottery freeform vase decorated in the
PRP pattern, 27.5cm high £60-100

1096

Rare Deutsche Zeppelin Reederei cup and
saucer, manufactured by H&C £200-300

Large Emile Galle cameo glass vase, signed,
28cm high (a/f) £50-80

1097

Royal Dux model of a Cockatoo, pink triangle
mark to base, 40cm high £50-70

1070

Five Royal Worcester model animals including
tortoise, rabbit, mouse etc £80-120

1071

Wedgwood Queen Elizabeth II 1953 Coronation
mug, designed by Eric Ravilious, 10.5cm high
£150-200

1072

Large Karl Ens blanc de chine white model of a
kneeling nude female, 32cm high £40-60

1073

Stefan Dakon for Goldscheider a 1930's Art
Deco figure of a lady in pretty dress, impressed
and printed marks to base, 31.5cm high £100200

1074

Rookwood pottery figure of a nude female,
impressed marks to base, numbered 2858,
11cm high £80-120

1075

Three Royal Dux figures - lady in gold dress,
lady with large pot and semi clad lady, all with
pink triangle mark to base £80-120

1076

Twelve Crested ware military models including
tanks, ships, motorcycle and side car, cannon
etc £40-60

1077

Large Rookwood pottery brown glazed vase
decorated with leaves, impressed marks to
base, 26cm high £80-120

1078
1079
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1098

Moorcroft pottery poppy pattern teapot with
matching sugar bowl and milk jug, all with
impressed marks and painted signature to base
£150-250

1099

Stylish Crown Devon Fieldings twin handled
vase decorated with galleons at sea, 16cm high
£40-60

1100

Whitefriars Tangerine Drunken Bricklayer vase,
designed by Geoffrey Baxter, 21cm high £150200

1101

Whitefriars Tangerine textured bark vase
designed by Geoffrey Baxter, 19.5cm high,
together with a damaged Greek key vase, 11cm
high (2) £30-50

1113

Small Moorcroft pottery vase with floral
decoration, 9cm high, together with a small
Moorcroft bowl, 7.5cm diameter (2) £50-70

1114

Moorcroft pottery vase decorated with blue
flowers on white ground, impressed marks and
blue painted signature to base, 8.5cm high,
together with a miniature orange glazed bowl,
5.5cm diameter (2) £40-60

1115

Clarice Cliff Bizarre range plate with stylish
design on blue and green ground, 26cm
diameter £200-300

1116

Clarice Cliff Bizarre range Inspiration vase with
hand painted decoration, 20cm high £100-150

1117

Charlotte Rhead Crown Ducal jug with orange
and blue floral decoration, signed, 25.5cm high
£50-70

1102

Whitefriars Tangerine TV vase, designed by
Geoffrey Baxter, 17.5cm high £100-150

1103

Extremely large 1930's Clarice Cliff vase
decorated in the Inspiration Caprice pattern,
41cm high £600-800

1118

Charlotte Rhead Crown Ducal jug with floral
decoration on green ground, signed, 15.5cm
high £40-60

1104

Clarice Cliff Fantasque bowl with hand painted
decoration, 18.5cm diameter £80-120

1119

Charlotte Rhead Crown Ducal orange and
brown vase, signed, 26cm high £50-70

1105

Moorcroft pottery Flambe jug decorated in the
leaf and berry pattern, impressed marks and
blue painted signature to base, 20.5cm high
£120-180

1120

Charlotte Rhead Crown Ducal vase withblue and
purpledecoration, signed, 14.5cm high, together
with Crown Ducal jug, 21cm high (2) £40-60

1121

1106

Moorcroft pottery Flambe jug decorated in the
leaf and berry pattern, impressed marks, Potter
To HM The Queen, painted signature, 12cm
high £80-120

Carlton ware lustre bowl decorated with trees on
blue ground, 23cm diameter £40-60

1122

Carlton ware lustre vase decorated with bird and
butterflies on orange ground, 24cm high £40-60

Moorcroft pottery Flambe pot and cover
decorated in the leaf and berry pattern,
impressed marks and blue painted signature to
base, 11cm diameter £50-70

1123

Carlton ware lustre vase with geometric
decoration on orange ground, 16cm high £40-60

1124

Carlton ware lustre vase decorated with figures
on orange ground, 13cm high £40-60

1125

Carlton ware lustre shaped dish with floral
decoration on orange ground, 25.5cm wide £4060

1126

Minton red and green glazed Secessionist vase,
12.5cm high £50-70

1127

Royal Copenhagen Fajance vase decorated with
two birds on blue ground, numbered 708/3207,
13cm high £50-70

1128

Royal Copenhagen Fajance vase with abstract
decoration on brown ground, numbered
714/3361, 11cm high, together with another
Copenhagen vase, numbered 1039/759, 8.5cm
high (2) £50-70

1107

1108

Moorcroft pottery vase decorated in the leaf and
berry pattern, impressed marks, Potter To HM
The Queen, painted signature, 8.5cm high £5070

1109

Moorcroft pottery biscuit barrel decorated in the
pansy pattern with plated lid, impressed marks
and green painted signature to base, 12cm high
excluding handle £100-150

1110

Moorcroft pottery squat vase decorated with
foliage on powder blue ground, impressed
marks and blue painted signature to base,
8.5cm high £60-100

1111

Moorcroft pottery squat vase with floral
decoration on blue ground, impressed marks to
base, 8.5cm high £60-100

1129

Moorcroft pottery vase decorated in the pansy
pattern, impressed marks to base, 7cm high £50
-70

Large Carlton ware jug with floral decoration on
yellow ground, 28.5cm high, together with a
Burleigh ware jug, 23.5cm high (2) £40-60

1130

Clarice Cliff Stamford Bizarre range Crocus
pattern teapot, 12cm high £100-150

1112
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1131

Clarice Cliff Bizarre range Crocus pattern sifter,
14.5cm high £100-150

1150

Royal Albert Oriental pattern six place coffee set
- 15 pieces £60-100

1132

Clarice Cliff Crocus pattern trio £60-100

1151

1133

Clarice Cliff Crocus pattern cup, saucer and milk
jug £60-100

Minton Haddon Hall tea and coffee service - 39
pieces £60-100

1152

Three Clarice Cliff plates, together with a Celtic
Harvest preserve pot (4) £50-70

1: Royal Albert Old Country Roses tea and
coffee service - 75 pieces approximately £50-70

1153

Moorcroft pottery bowl decorated with pink
flowers on cream ground, impressed marks to
base, 16.5cm diameter £30-50

Collection of Caithness limited edition glass
paperweights, most with certificates (16) £60100

1154

Set of six limited edition Cafe Chic Wedgwood
Clarice Cliff coffee cans and saucers - May
Avenue, Red Tree, Blue Firs, Windmill,
Summerhouse and Autumn £60-100

1155

Clarice Cliff cylindrical vase with ribbed body,
decorated with flowers and trees on beige
ground, 13cm high £50-70

1156

Three Carlton ware novelty money boxes
including cat and owl £40-60

1157

Lalique glass elephant calf, signed Lalique,
France, numbered 1179300, 8cm high £60-100

Three Carlton ware novelty money boxes
including pig and girl £40-60

1158

Lord John Russell Stoneware flask, 18.5cm high
£50-70

Three Carlton ware novelty money boxes
including train and Noahs Ark £40-60

1159

Clarice Cliff Bizarre range two-tier cake stand
hand painted with a crinoline lady, 25cm high
£80-120

Portmeirion Magic City coffee set - 15 pieces
£30-50

1160

Art Deco glass spirit decanter and six shot
glasses £40-60

1161

Three silver mounted glass decanters £60-80

1162

Thirteen Royal Doulton and NAO figures,
including Gail HN2937, Southern Belle HN2229
and Rachel HN2936 £100-150

1163

Two sets of Wade Natwest pigs (10) £50-70

1164

Royal Albert Old Country Roses pattern tea set 22 pieces £50-70

1165

Coalport limited edition Millennium Ball figure Sun, no. 1305 of 2500, boxed with certificate
£100-200

1166

Five Beswick dogs and a sheep (6) £30-40

1134
1135

1136

Moorcroft pottery vase decorated in the Clematis
pattern, impressed marks and blue painted
signature to base, 16cm high £80-120

1137

Collection of 18 Crummels enamel boxes
including Glad Tidings, Christmas 1987, Queen
Elizabeth II Golden Jubilee etc £80-120

1138

Eight Halcyon Days enamel trinket boxes and
one Crummles, including cats, Winnie The Pooh
and Gleneagles (9) £60-100

1139
1140
1141

1142

1143

Doulton Lambeth stoneware Toby jug, shown
holding a jug and mug of frothing beer, 17cm
high £30-50
Pair of Wedgwood amethyst glass tankards set
with Wedgwood jasperware panels
commemorating the Silver Jubilee 1952-1977,
with profile busts of Queen Elizabeth II and
Prince Phillip Duke of Edinburgh. Etched mark
to base. Approximately 10.5cm high. £30-50

1144

Regency engraved glass rummer, 15cm high
£50-100

1145

Modern glass hand engraved punch bowl, 21cm
diameter, 16cm high £50-100

1167

1146

Rare Bourne Denby Danesby ware jar with
abstract decoration on grey ground, 17.5cm high
£50-70

Very large Bernard Rooke pottery vase
decorated with insects and leaves, 38cm high,
41cm wide £30-50

1168

1147

A Waterford Crystal World Globe with cut-glass
decoration within chromium support upon a cutglass circular base £200-300

Large Bernard Rooke pottery vase decorated
with dragonflies and leaves, 32cm high, 30cm
wide £30-50

1169

1148

Isle of Wight pink azurene glass fish vase, 23cm
high £50-70

Three Bernard Rooke pottery vases, tallest is
32cm high £40-60

1170

1149

Collection of six Isle of Wight glass
paperweights, some iridescent and two scent
bottles (8) £60-100

Two stylish Bernard Rooke pottery vases with
abstract decoration, 25cm high, and 18cm high
£40-60
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1171

Bernard Rooke pottery model of a cockerel,
32cm high £40-60

1186

Four Royal Copenhagen porcelain chickens,
numbered 1126, 1127, 2192 and 2193, together
with a Copenhagen Cockatoo, numbered 2178
(5) £40-60

1172

Bernard Rooke pottery model of a frog, together
with two Bernard Rooke dishes (3) £40-60

1173

Two Royal Worcester limited edition models Wall Creeper and Dippers, together with other
bird ornaments (15) £60-100

1187

Seven Royal Copenhagen animal models rabbits 518, rabbit 1019, mouse 511, duck 1902,
dove 4787, mouse 510 and pig 1400 £50-80

1174

Nine Minton porcelain figurines - Meadowsweet,
Cowslip, Sea Breezes, Geisha, The Sheikh, The
Fisherman, The Sage, Grecian Dancer and Tom
Thumb £80-120

1188

Pair Victorian Vaseline glass tuliphead vases,
two vases with crinkle and waved tops and pair
spill vases £100-150

1189

Good quality Elizabeth Graydon-Stannus
'Graystan' mottled green and white art glass
vase, 25cm high, signed £150-200

1190

Sklo Union, Czech clear pressed glass vase by
Frantisek Vizier, 25cm high £30-50

1191

Wedgwood Kutani Crane teapot, 13.5cm high
£30-50

1192

Royal Crown Derby Imari pattern tea set, pattern
number 6149, 32 pieces £80-120

1193

Coalport limited edition Millennium Ball figure Four Seasons, no 862 of 2500, boxed with
certificate £150-200

1194

Coalport limited edition Millennium Ball figure Time, no 341 of 2500, boxed with certificate
£150-200

1195

Coalport limited edition Millennium Ball figure Rain, no 1050 of 2500, boxed with certificate
£150-200

1196

Coalport limited edition Millennium Ball figure Moon, no 1584 of 2500, boxed with certificate
£150-200

1197

Royal Crown Derby Imari teaset, pattern no
2451, 19 pieces £60-100

1198

Collection of Murano glass animals (qty) £50-80

1199

Collection of Murano glass animals (qty) £50-80

Three Royal Copenhagen porcelain figures - boy
on marrow, numbered 4539, bow with watering
can, numbered 2546 and boy sharpening a
stick, numbered 905 £60-100

1200

Collection of Murano glass animals (qty) £50-80

1201

Royal Albert Berkeley pattern tea and dinner
service - 101 pieces £150-250

Three Royal Copenhagen figures - boy with top
hat, numbered 4524, boy and girl reading,
numbered 1567 and lady with goose, numbered
528 £60-100

1202

Wedgwood 'Runnymede' dinner, tea and coffee
service, approximately 100 pieces £100-150

1203

Royal Crown Derby Imari coffee set, pattern no
2451, in fitted case £80-120

1184

Three Royal Copenhagen cats, numbered 422,
1803 and 727, together with a modern
Copenhagen cat, numbered 687 (4) £40-60

1204

Pair of Royal Crown Derby Imari candlesticks,
pattern no 1128, boxed £200-300

1185

Three Royal Copenhagen dogs numbered 453,
2072 and 1452, together with a Copenhagen
stag (4) £30-50

1205

Set of six Royal Crown Derby tea knives with
Imari pistol grip handles, in fitted case £30-50

1206

Four Royal Crown Derby paperweights - two
Teddy bears playing drums and two Polar bears
£30-50

1175

1176

Set of six Stuart & Sons crystal glasses
enamelled with borders of fruit. Etched to
undersides 'Rd.681649 Made in England'. circa
1930-1935. £60-80
Three rare late 19th century fine crystal beakers
with sand blasted etched scenes 'Souvenir De
Londres 1893' La Bastille, also etched with
Caduceus, 'A present from Hastings made in
Belgium, Rd.212679, and a 'Souvenir London'
depicting a Ferris Wheel, signed W. Collieson.
Approximately 9-10cm (3) £30-50

1177

Four Wade "Snippet" figures to include Hansel,
Gretel x 2 and Gingi £50-70

1178

Mintons Art Deco model of Mary by R. Bradbury
£40-60

1179

Shelley Mable Lucie Attwell teapot decorated
with pixies, together with a milk jug and a babies
bowl (3) £80-120

1180

Royal Copenhagen porcelain vase and cover
with floral decoration on blue ground, numbered
2366/888, 24cm high £40-60

1181

Royal Copenhagen vase decorated with a
Robin, numbered 4879, 15cm high, together
with another vase, numbered 2688, 6cm high (2)
£30-50

1182

1183
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1207

Royal Worcester Queen Elizabeth II Golden
Jubilee rectangular dish, boxed £20-40

1223

Seven Lladro and Nao porcelain figures
including girl pushing a Wheelbarrow with two
dogs inside it £50-80

Peter Smith hand painted fruit pattern miniature
china on tray, 9 pieces, together with similar
iitems £30-50

1208

1224

Group of collectible figure and animal ornaments
including three Royal Doulton ladies - Paisley
Shawl HN1988, Michelle HN2234 and Opal,
Doulton and Beswick character jugs, Beswick
dogs, Lladro and Nao etc £50-80

Selection of Imari pattern china including
Davenport biscuit barrel with plated mounts, two
Aynsley jugs, Pointons cup and saucer etc (14)
£40-60

1225

Rare Royal Crown Derby figure - The Fishwife
£100-150

1226

Collection of approximately Victorian Prattware
pot lids and three similar Prattware plates and
pot, together reference book by K. Mortimer
£300-500

Royal Doulton figure - Votes For Women
HN2816 £60-100

1227

Four Royal Doulton figures - Clarinda HN2724,
Flirtation HN3071, Idle Hours HN3115 and Eve
£40-60

1228

Wedgwood Florentine pattern part teaset - 12
pieces £40-60

1229

Wedgwood Cathay pattern coffee set - 15
pieces £40-60

1230

Six Rye pottery figures depicting characters from
the Canterbury Tales £60-100

1231

Four Lladro porcelain figures, together with a
Nao figure group (5) £50-80

1232

Royal Doulton 16 piece Art Deco coffee set,
Gem pattern D5285 £30-50

1233

Susie Cooper 'Leaping Deer' pattern jug, 21cm
high, together with a Susie Cooper plate and two
Clarice Cliff plates (4) £60-80

1234

Art glass orange and blue vase, 29cm high,
together with a selection of mixed ceramics (18)
£40-60

Group of Ruskin pottery to include a pair of
lustre glazed candlesticks (5) £60-100

1235

Three Ruskin pottery coffee cans and saucers,
decorated with lustre glazes £40-60

1217

Royal Crown Derby Imari Cross, 20.5cm high
£150-200

1236

Three large Lladro figures of girls, largest is
43cm high £50-80

1218

Royal Crown Derby Imari trinket box and cover,
pattern no 1128 £50-80

1237

1219

Aynsley Orchard Gold plate, signed D Jones,
26cm diameter, together with six smaller plates,
signed by the same artist, 21cm diameter, and
another plate, signed N Brunt, 26cm diameter
(8) £100-150

Good quality Thomas Webb finest crystal Ship's
decanter in original box, together with another
decanter (2) £40-60

1238

Pair of Waterford Crystal Seahorse candlesticks,
boxed, Waterford horse, Waterford Swan and a
Waterford Dolphin (5) £60-80

1239

Three large Lladro porcelain figures - man
lighting a street light, photographer, and
composer, all boxed £80-120

1240

Three Lladro porcelain figures - lady reading,
lady sewing and lady with rabbit, all boxed £80120

1241

Five Lladro porcelain figures of children, four
boxed £50-80

1242

Five Lladro porcelain figures of girls, all boxed,
together with a Royal Doulton figure - Laurianne
HN2719 (6) £60-100

1209

1210

1211

1212

1213

Midwinter Stylecraft Zambeze pattern coffee pot
and plate, together with another nine Midwinter
plates including Tonga, Savanna, Patio, Elstee,
Bolero, Flower Mist etc £50-80
Norwegian Stavanger handpainted pot and
another shaped dish, Swedish Laholm vase and
a pot and cover made in Finland, and an Italian
vase (5) £40-60
Susie Cooper tankard, Ringwood Ware
Hedgerow coffee pot and other decorative
ceramics (11) £40-60

1214

Sally Tuffin for Dennis China Works Rhinoceros
plate, No 7, 24.5cm diameter £40-60

1215

Rosenthal Eduardo Paolozzi plate - Homage to
George Orwell, 26cm diameter £80-120

1216

1220

Pair of Baroness China fruit pattern plates,
signed R Everill, 26cm diameter £30-50

1221

Selection of Aynsley Orchard Gold items
including two jugs, trinket box and cover, three
dishes, cup and table lighter, some signed D
Jones (8) £50-80

1222

Selection of Royal Crown Derby Imari items to
include coffee cans, milk jug, shaped tray,
teacups, plate etc, various patterns including
2451, 6149, 2614 and 1128 - 16 pieces £50-80
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1243

Large collection of Portmerion The Botanic
Garden tableware including storage jars, plates,
vases, teapot, bowls, jug etc - 105 pieces £150250

1244

Moorcroft pottery plate decorated in the fruit and
finch pattern on blue ground, impressed marks
and painted WM, 26cm diameter £60-100

1245

Two Lorna Bailey models - Cats in relay and Cat
shot putting £30-50

1246

Three Lorna Bailey models - Cat with fish, Cat
with mouse and Cat with beach ball £50-80

1247

Three Lorna Bailey model cats including one
with Artware sign £50-80

1248

Three Lorna Bailey model cats, each with
walking cane £50-80

1249

Collection of ten large Royal Doulton Character
jugs - Lobster Man, Merlin, Lumberjack, Don
Quixote, Dick Whittington, The Lawyer, arriet,
The Falconer, The Sleuth and Beefeater £60100

1250

Collection of ten large Royal Doulton character
jugs - The Poacher, Mark Twain, The Lawyer,
Old Salt, The Busker, Rip Van Winkle, Mine
Host, Neptune, Cardinal and Sairey Gamp £60100

1258

Royal Doulton miniature rabbit HN2594 together
with a Royal Doulton miniature duck HN907 (2)
£20-40

1259

Royal Crown Derby dolphin paperweight,
Bunnykins figure - Summer Lapland, Nao
porcelain figure, Royal Doulton character jug Lumberjack, two snow globes, Bunnykins
certificates, other china and glass £30-50

1260

Branksome China model of a polar bear,
together with other animal ornaments and some
figures £28-40

1261

Beswick Huntsman on rearing horse, model no
868, together with a Beswick fox and three
hounds (5) £50-70

1262

Beswick girl on Pony, model no 1499 £50-70

1263

Beswick boy on Pony, model no 1500 £50-70

1264

Beswick Huntswoman, model no 1730 £80-120

1265

Four Lladro polar bears £40-60

1266

Two Lladro porcelain polar bear groups,
together with an Eskimo with polar bear (3) £4060

1267

Three Swarovski Magic of Dance figures Antonio, Isadora and Anna, all with boxes, and
plaques £100-150

1251

Collection of ten large Royal Doulton character
jugs - Jockey, The Walrus & Carpenter, The
Busker, Apothecary, D'Artagnan, The Lawyer,
Gone Away, arriet, The Falconer and The
Poacher £60-100

1268

Six Coalport Ladies of Fashion figures - Happy
Birthday 2005, Jenny, Diane, June, Henrietta
and Kate, together with two other Coalport
figures - Token of Love and Happy Birthday and
a Royal Doulton figure - Diana (9) £80-120

1252

Nine large Royal Doulton character jugs - Henry
VIII, Catherine of Aragon, Smuggler, Long John
Silver x 2, Pied Piper, Tom o'Shanter, Granny
and Farmer John £50-80

1269

Eighteen small Coalport Ladies including
Rosalind, Birthday Wishes, Chloe and Amy £60100

1253

Set of twelve Wood & Sons Dickens character
jugs £20-40

1270

1254

Collection of fifteen medium Royal Doulton
character jugs to include Robin Hood, St George
and The Lumberjack £40-60

Nine Coalport Ladies - Evening Romance, Just
For You, Endless Love, Birthday Wishes, Flora,
Regina, Melody, Peaceful Wish and Coming of
Age £80-120

1271

Eighteen Coalport Ladies including Heart To
Heart, Kim, May Ball and Fascination £60-100

1255

Collection of fifteen medium Royal Doulton
character jugs to include Viking, The Angler and
Merlin £40-60

1272

Collection of W.H. Goss crested China and other
W.H. Goss, plus two Carlton ware Australian
design gift sets £40-60

1256

Collection of nineteen small Royal Doulton
character jugs to include The Sleuth, The
Guardsman and Catherine Howard, together
with five other character jugs (24) £40-60

1273

Royal Albert Lavendar Rose pattern teaset - 25
pieces, plus a Hammersley cup £50-70

1274

Okra vase with blue iridescent design, 21.5cm
high £60-80

1275

Six 18th century Dutch delft tiles, including a
polychrome horse and rider, tulip, etc £50-70

1276

Very large Japanese charger, decorated with
figures in shaped panels, 47.5cm diameter £60100

1257

Nine various Royal Crown Derby animal
paperweights, mainly cats, together with a Wade
tortoise £150-250
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1277

Art Nouveau majolica table centre / comport,
shell-form top, decorated with sinuous floral
motifs on a blue ground, marked to base,
Wilhelm Schiller & Son, 42cm high £200-300

1295

Royal Doulton bowl painted with Linlithgow
Castle, 13cm diameter and a Royal Doulton
vase decorated with a ram, 10.5cm high (2) £3050

1278

Decorative Loetz style vase with fluted body,
14cm high £40-60

1296

1279

Japanese Satsuma vase with warrior decoration,
37cm high £200-300

Pair of Wilkinson's Oriflamme lustre vases with
fish decoration, 6.5cm high together with a
larger pair with butterfly decoration, 15cm high
(4) £40-60

1280

Pair of Worcester blush bottle vases decorated
with roses , model number 1748, 18.5cm high
£300-400

1297

Six Border Fine Arts and Country Artists model
birds including Blackbird, Owl and Kingfisher, all
boxed £30-50

1281

Worcester blush vase with rose decoration,
model number 248 and other marks to base,
35cm high £150-200

1298

Collection of Swarovski and other similar crystal
items including Toucan, Peacock, Stag, Rocking
Horse etc (qty) £100-200

1282

Two Royal Worcester dishes by W. Powell,
painted with pheasants, one round and the other
oval, the latter measuring 28cm wide £600-800

1299

Group of five Vintage perfume bottles including
Murano £30-50

1300

Royal Worcester figure - Elizabeth, three Royal
Copenhagen models - chicken 1024, Penguin
1283 and ducks 363, together with other items
£40-60

1283

Royal Worcester Swan vase and cover painted
by Charles Baldwyn, shape 1683, 27cm high
£2,000-2,500

1284

Worcester tapered vase decorated with fruit,
signed Ricketts, model number G 923, 22.75cm
high £600-800

1301

Large Moorcroft vase decorated in the Anenome
pattern, impressed marks and blue painted
signature, 33cm high £40-60

1285

Worcester tapered vase decorated with
pheasants, model number G 923, 19cm high
£200-300

1302

Four pieces of Royal Crown Derby including pair
of vases, goblet and trinket box with lid, all
pattern no 1128, all boxed £50-80

1286

Royal Worcester vase decorated with
pheasants, signed by Stinton, 13.75cm high £80
-120

1303

1287

Hadley's Worcester leaf and berry vase, with
moulded decoration around the shoulder,
12.5cm high £150-200

Set of six Royal Crown Derby Eggs of the World
- Greece, India, Japan, Italy, England and
Russia, all with gold stoppers, all boxed, plus
some other Royal Crown Derby items £50-80

1304

Extensive Spode Romany service for six place
settings (one coffee can missing) £50-100

1288

Four Lladro figures including lady with goose
£50-80

1305

Collection of Port Meirion Botanic Garden
tableware £100-150

1289

Lladro fox and cub, Cow and rabbit together with
Nao cat and duck (5) £50-80

1306

1290

Two Lladro figures of girls with kittens, plus a
dog and a bird (4) £40-60

Large Country Artists limited edition sculpture The Journey no 72 of 550, boxed with certificate
£30-50

1307

1291

Royal Doulton figure - Southern Belle HN2229,
Royal Doulton dog with ball and three
Winstanley cats (5) £40-60

Six Country Artists sculptures - Kestrel,
Sparrowhawk, Silent Wings, Great Crested
Grebe, Falcon and Snipe in water with reeds,
four boxed £40-60

1292

Five Whitefriars and other Elizabeth II 1953
Coronation commemorative glasses £60-80

1308

Pair of Worcester pheasants vases, of baluster
form, 10.75cm high £200-300

1293

Herend porcelain model of two rabbits together
with five Lladro items and an Oriental figure (7)
£60-100

1309

Pair of Royal Worcester covered vases, painted
with pheasants and peacocks by Jarman and
Powell respectively, 25cm high £800-1,000

1294

Collection of twenty Swarovski crystal items
including rocking horse, butterfly, tortoise, swan
etc, all boxed £60-100

1310

Graingers Worcester vase, of bottle form,
decorated by Stinton with ducks in flight, 22cm
high £300-400

1311

Pair of Chinese rams head vases, polychrome
painted with pheasants, 25cm high £80-120
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1312

Border Fine Arts sculpture - Emergency Rations,
boxed £50-80

1313

Border Fine Arts sculpture - A Helping Hand,
boxed £50-80

1314

Country Artists limited edition sculpture Autumn Evening, boxed £40-60

1315

Country Artists limited edition sculpture Summer Days, boxed £40-60

1316

Five Borders Fine Arts sculptures - Upsetting
The Apple Cart, Donkey, Charolais Calves,
Highland Bull and Swaledale Ram, all boxed
£60-100

1317

Four Border Fine Arts sculptures - Lion, Tiger,
Cheetah and Leopard, all boxed £50-80

1318

Five Border Fine Arts sculptures - Elephant and
baby, Hippo and baby, Gazelles, Giraffes and
Rhino and baby, all boxed £60-100

1319

Border Fine Arts limited edition sculpture - Stand
Off, no 505 of 1750, on plinth base £60-100

1320

Border Fine Arts limited edition sculpture Belgium Blue Family, no 1048 of 1250, on plinth
base £60-100

1321

Four novelty teapots including one in the form of
an espresso machine together with an Aynsley
baby seal (5) £20-40

1322

French opalescent glass bowl, of wide shallow
form, moulded with kingfishers and fish, 35cm
diameter £50-70

1323

Four Lladro porcelain figures, three of girls in
spotty dresses, the other carrying oranges £4060

1324

Four Lladro porcelain figures of ballerinas £4060

1325

Five Lladro porcelain figures including clown
and girl with balloons £60-80

1326

Set of three Beswick Peter Scott Mandarin
Ducks 1591-1, 1591-2 and 1591-3, all boxed
£150-200

1327

Group of glass to include signed studio glass
bowl, Victorian opalescent glass items and
others £50-100

1328

19th century paperweight, possibly by Clichy
with a sulphide portrait of a young Queen
Victoria to the centre. £60-100

1329

Interesting art glass paperweight with central
panel depicting a balloon in flight, captioned
'Von Luttdendorff 24-8-1786' £60-100

1330

Continetal porcelain cup and saucer of square
form, with simulated column decoration and
hand painted scenes. £40-60
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1331

Large cut glass vase, 29.5cm high £40-60

1332

Art Deco Shelley teaset with blue and silver
banded decoration - 15 pieces £40-60

1399

Stamps GB Mint Collection 1977-2018 period
including commemorative and definitive issues,
prestige and folded booklets, Smilers sheets,
postage & go sheets, London 2012 Gold Medal
Winners st plus some used examples plus some
cigarette cards (qty) £400-600

1400

Postcards - An extensive collection in four
albums. Many early cards and real photographic
cards including Military regiments, camps,
parades, sports, Military Hospital, good
animated street scenes and shop fronts, schools
and colleges, identified school groups,
Colchester heritage sites, Castle, Prioy, St
John's Abbey Gate, Churches. Laying the
foundation at Eld Lane Church with onlookers
1923, transportation trams, charabanc, sign
written trades horse and carts - Lyons Tea,
Cheshire Family Butcher. Early motor vehicles J Sainsbury, Kent & Blaxill, Colchester Borough.
Views of the Hythe and Colchester Port, Grimes
and Emma and others. Oyster fisheries ans
feast. Gathering and Parades, 1912 Bergholt
Golf Course early aircraft taking passenger for
paid rides. Disasters Floods Air Raid, Cromer to
London wrecked carriages and people 1913
(x9). 1937 Coronation celebrations and parades
and many other cards. This is a comprehensive
social history record. (1000+) £1,000-1,500

1401

Colchester- A collection of books relating to
many aspects of Colchester including
Directories, Pageant, Villages, Schools and
Colleges, History, Maps and some Essex books
and postcards. £30-50

1402

Postcards - Military including Gale and Polden
History and Tradition, Harry Payne artist drawn,
Real Photographic bridge building, Regimental
groups, camps, activities, 2nd 24th Queen's
Police, POW Soltau Germany church service,
athletics display and gatherings (x5) and other
cards. £40-60

1403

Postcards - Shipping collection included many
identified liners, steam ships, wrecks, stranded
vessels, Naval, submarines, Tuck's Our Navy
and others. ( 200) £80-120

1404

Colchester Oyster Feast Menus, Toast Lists,
Programmes etc. Earliest item dated 1896 then
1901,1905,1907, 1908, 1911, 1912, 1913, 1919
- 1927 and a selection from 1930's to 2000's
(70+). Gurney Benham Colchester Oyster Feast
book and a 1902 Coronation Tea
Commemorative handkerchief. £80-120
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1405

Postcards- World selection loose in shoe box.
Many early cards including black and white and
coloured vignettes, undivided backs, 1890's and
early 1900's, real photographic cards, town and
village life working and trading, includes better
cards. (350+) £60-80

1406

Old Bus Tickets in two shoe boxes £20-30

1407

Postcards - WW1 Silk Embroidered including
Military R.E., A.S.E., R.F., South Lancashire,
Royality etc. (50+) £60-80

1408

Postcards - Art Deco artist drawn cards by C. E.
Shand including The Cigarette, The Fairy
Queen, Madame Pom-Pom, His First Proposal,
The Nautch Girl and other. (30). £60-80

1409

Postcards loose in shoebox. Mainly GB
topography, views, landmarks, windmill, street
scenes, early cards, lifeboat launch Southport,
real photographic social history cards and
others. (400) £60-100

1410

Stamps - large World accumulation in albums,
loose and on stockcards including 1840 1d
Black used, One Country Collections of
Australia, Germany and others (QTY) £250-350

1411

Stamps GB & World selection in albums S/B etc.
including omnibus issues mint & used, loose
on/off paper etc. (Qty) £40-60

1412

Postcard album containing mainly Naval
destroyers plus steam ships and liners. Some
real photographic Military and Naval cards. £60100

1413

1936 Berlin Olympics real photographic and
artist drawn postcards in album and book. £100150

1414

Album of Early 20th century postcards to include
bathing belles and glamour. Includes French
cards. £40-60

1415

Four Harry Potter books including paperbacks,
The Chamber of Secrets ISBN 0-7475-348-4,
The Philosopher's Stone ISNB 0-7475-3274-5,
The Prisoner of Azkaban ISBN 0-7475-4629-0.
Hardback The Cursed Child ISBN 0-7515-65355 £20-25

1416

1940s Football autograph book including 1947
Chelsea team, Stanley Matthews, Denis
Compton, Fulham team 1949-50, Roy Burgess
Spurs and others. £60-100

1417

A box containing Kensitas silk flag cigarette
cards (41). £40-60
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1418

A group of ephemera including 1896 Illustrated
Map "Dr. Nansen's Polar Expedition" by J Krum,
1916 War Saving Certificate, 1881/82 New
Zealand Consolidated Stock- £4 per share to the
value of £7,000 and £10,012 with associated
letter, 1888 Paper-lace Valentine and Love
Letter, Silk Postcard Card, Special Operations
Lincheon Savoy Hotel I960 programme and list
of speakers, fornt cover designed by Jean
Cocteau and other items. £80-120

1419

Chinese photograph and postcard black lacquer
album, circa 1920s. Peacock and cherry
blossom front cover and handpainted pages. In
wooden box. £100-150

1420

Stamps G.B. and World selection on stock
cards, albums and loose ideal for thematic
collectors £50-70

1421

Postcards selection to include World War I Silks,
good real photographic Ulster Volunteer
Hospital Belfast, street scenes and others plus a
selection of general world stamps £50-70

1423

Collection of 1970s comics including Roy of the
Rovers (including 1st issue) Tiger, Scorcher and
annuals £40-60

1424

Stamps selection of mint 1st class definitive
issues face value £400 plus £150-200

1425

Stamps selection of mint 1st class definitive
issues face value £ 340 plus £140-160

1426

Postcards in large album including real
photographic Colchester bus decorated as
Colchester Castle, animated street scenes and
shop front with Police, Police group 1908,
Polstead W.I. Sports 1922, Tendring Hall
Ploughing Match woman with horse drawn
plough, other cards include shipping, 1905
printed Open-top Tram Colchester to West
Mersea, Louis Wain, comic, greetings, Tucks
Fox Hunting, topography etc. £80-120

1427

Postcards in large album including 1912
Colchester High Street Parade, 1910 Saffron
Walden Elections, Animated Street Scenes plus
Suffragettes Cat 1908, Social History,
Greetings, Comic, early cards, Wreck of Cromer
Express Witham, Shipping, Tucks 'Harrods',
Finch Mason Write away £80-120
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1428

Postcards in album Military cards including
WW1 Silk Embroidered Cards (13), real
photographic Bridge Building Chatham, Xmas
1911 Multiview Brompton Barracks, WW1
French cards including Street Scenes, Prisoners
Allemends, Arras Market Day, some greetings
cards. Correspondence to sweetheart on
reverse of many cards. Naval cards include real
photographic ships, ships being bombed by J
Obree Ship's photographer, HMS Sheffield
bombed, several cards stamped Passed for
Transmission only (not for Publication). Plus
some cigarette cards. £40-60

1429

Film poster, My Fair Lady, 1964, in glazed frame
£50-70

1430

17th Century Framed and Glazed Indenture,
Bound Volume The Times 1924 and a large
bound Office Accounts. £20-30

1431

She's a Leyland Lady- original calendar
mounted in glazed frame, by The British Colour
Printing Company. £30-50

1432

Collection of original Chinese Communist
propaganda posters £50-80

1433

One box of Japanese language ephemera £2040

1434

Quantity of ephemera, including Autograph Lord
Stanfordham on Buckingham Palace headed
notepaper 1928, Autograph Maxwell Reed Film
Star 1947, 17th century Indenture Earls Colne,
Essex,First World War Serviceman's
documents, cartoon cuttings and other items.
£20-40

1435

1436

1437

Postcard album of War memorials and other
First World War interest cards including Lord
Kitchener, Silk Edith Cavell, HM Queen
Alexandra and HM King of Belgium, plus some
local cards. £40-60
Postcards mainly Military including real
photographic, comic, French bomb damage,
song cards, portraits, patriotic,Military leaders
plus Royalty and other cards. £60-100
Selection of silk items including 1845 Pictorial
Times, Silk Notaries cigarette cards by Godfrey
Phillips, two Royal silk and some WW1
embroidered postcards. £60-100

1438

Stamps collection of World and GB. £30-40

1439

Stamps including Canada and Hong Kong £3040

1440

Stamps World Selection in box. £30-40

1441

Stamps World Stamps including albums and
loose. £30-40
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1442

Stamps World selection in albums and stock
card. £30-40

1443

Stamps World selection including albums stock
books etc. £30-40

1444

Stamps World selection including 19th century
USA £30-40

1445

Stamps World Albums and Junior collections.
£30-40

1446

Stamps World selection including 1d Reds. £4050

1447

Stamps GB and Channel Islands including
Jersey and First Day Covers plus some
Cigarette cards 1930's onwards including
Cricketers. £40-60

1448

Collection of US stamps in albums and loose.
£30-50

1449

Collection of stamps GB and world selection
including first day covers and hand stamps and
England winners sheet. In large box and
suitcase. £30-50

1451

Postcards loose accumlation incluidng a good
quantity of early cards, black and white and
coloured Gruss Aus cards, Celly d' Astra
Tattooed lady, Lapland family 1900, 1917
German Wine advert, early GB cards, other
cards include many Continental Topography,
greetings, real photographic cards, Comic,
Ramsgate Lifeboat, Tucks Mayfair hotel, street
scenes, some modern cards. £100-200

1452

Postcrds Frinton on Sea Collection in Album
including street scenes some real photographic,
multiviews, beach scenes, games on the beach,
families, Frinton lifeboat, sheep on the green,
town views, some later cards. (281) £80-120

1453

Postcards Colchester Collection in Album
including heraldic, street scenes, landmarks,
multiviews, early vignettes, some real
photographic and other cards.(276) £80-120

1454

Postcards Colchester Collection in Album
including historical buildings and landmarks,
street scenes, some real photographic, social
history and other cards. (309) £80-120

1455

Postcards Colchester and Villages including
barracks, early cards, street scenes, hotels,
colleges, some real photographic and other
cards. (248) £80-120

1456

Postcards Colchester animated street scenes
with shop fronts, trams, people, early cards,
hotels and other cards.(248) £80-120
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1457

Postcards Clacton Collection in album real
photographic street and beach scenes, band
pavilion with crowds, social history, early card,
printed cards and other cards. £100-150

1458

Postcards Clacton Collection in album, including
good street scenes, busy beach scenes, early
cards, Butlins 1950's and 60's, hotels and other
cards. (340) £100-150

1459

Postcards Southend District and Canvey
Collection in album including multiviews, pier
and lifeboat station, crowded beaches, good
street scenes, social history, real photographic
cards, early vignettes and other cards. £100-150

1474

Large quantity of 'Boxing News' publications
circa late 70s to early 80s £30-50

1475

Mixed ephemera including postcards, four dance
cards with attached pencils, Carreras Fortune
Telling cards, Nell Gwyn playing cards, Tucks
small books. Plus a cigar box containing
draughts and domino pieces. £30-50

1476

One album of postcards (East Anglian) including
topography, artist drawn, real photographic, £50
-70

1477

Field Marshal Robert Napier, 1st Baron Napier
of Magdala 1810 - 1890. A prominent Indian
Army officer who began his military career in
1828. Napier commanded the Bombay Army
and was Commander-in-Chief of India and a
veteran of the First Anglo-Sikh War, Second
Anglo-Sikh War, the Indian Mutiny, Second
Opium War and the Expedition to Abyssinia.
Napier also later served as Governor of Gibraltar
from 1876 - 1883. The cut document is signed in
ink, the rare period CDV photograph dating to
the 19th century also. Photograph 10.5cm high
£50-70

1478

First World War photograph of a Punjab Soldier
of the Indian Army, signed and dated 1916. By
Bourne and Shepland, India. Framed. 26.5 x
19.5cm. £50-70

1460

Postcards Ipswich, Dedham, and other Suffolk
cards, street scenes, crowds, black and White
vignettes, the Docks, real photographic cards
and some modern cards. (336) £80-120

1461

Postcards Collection of Heraldic cards published
by Ja Ja. (231) £80-120

1462

17th century glazed indenture, dated 1642,
framed, together with another dated 1709, and a
collection of unframed indentures £100-200

1463

Group of period Vanity Fair lithographic prints of
Military figures and Architects (14), together with
various engraved prints £50-70

1464

Group of period Vanity Fair lithographic prints of
clergy and academics by Ape, Spy and others
(18) £80-120

1479

Group of period Vanity Fair lithographic prints of
Teachers, Academics by Spy, Ape and others
(19) £80-120

Green postcard album including early and
vignette cards, glamour, topography, french
cards and other cards. £50-70

1480

Group of period Vanity Fair lithographic prints of
notable Americans, artists and bankers, by Spy
Ape and others. (18) £80-120

Isle of Wight holiday 1947 photograph and
postcard album including handwritten account of
the holiday events. £30-50

1481

Postcard album of India and the far East
including early cards, people and their work,
cigar rolling, working elephants, snake
charmers, village market, street scenes and
other cards. £80-120

1465

1466

1467

Group of period Vanity Fair lithographic prints of
Military figures by Spy, Ape and others. (20) £80
-120

1468

Group of period Vanity Fair lithographic prints of
Military figures (20) £80-120

1482

One boxed of mixed ephemera to include farm
labourers books and diaries. £30-50

1469

Group of period Vanity Fair lithographic prints of
Bankers (17) £80-120

1483

Postcards Two envelopes of Essex topographic
cards £80-100

1470

Group of period Vanity Fair lithographic prints of
Ambassadors and Diplomats (12) £60-90

1484

1471

Group of period Vanity Fair lithographic prints of
Celebrated figures, scientists, military and
others, by Spy, Ape and others (20) £80-120

Collection of miltary ephemera and postcards
including Tuck's European Wars, real
photographic, silk embroidered. £80-100

1485

Two envelopes of Kent and Sussex postcards
etc £30-50

1472

Collection of Penthouse magazines £50-70

1486

1473

Postcards vintage motorcycles and riders, some
with sidecars. Includes real photographic,
Pamlin Prints, some reproduction.

Two envelopes of Bristol and West country
postcards £30-50

1487

Three envelopes of London and Home Counties
postcards, mainly topographic, some real
photographic. £50-70
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1488

Two envelopes of Midlands and the North
postcards, topography, greetings, real
photographic, £30-50

1503

Essex interest - green album of postcards and
RPs Clacton on Sea, Harwich, Dedham (approx
70 cards) £25-30

1489

1930's photograph ablum including Highland
Gathering and Dancing, Coronation Day, family
photographs, mostly annotated. Doctor's
correspndance, Military ephemera and other
items. £30-50

1504

Collection of WWII and other maps £40-60

1505

Midnight Express Film poster £40-60

1506

Stamps GB and World selection in folders and
loose, GB mint including definitive sets 1984
onwards, Japan mint, duplicated range of
modern Chinese and others. £60-100

1507

Stamps Collection of stamps and First Day
covers, Presentation Packs in albums and two
tins. £60-100

1508

Selection of world stamps in albums cigarette
cards and postcards.. £50-70

1509

Postcards Zeppelin Wreck East Anglia June
17th 1917 three real photographic cards,
different views plus Zeppelin bought down off
East Coast 28th November 1916 £20-30

1510

Free Nelson Mandela Wembley 1988 Concert
poster with provenance £100-150

1511

With the Grand Fleet by Muirhead Bone, large
folio of signed prints £200-300

1512

Football programmes selection 1996 World Cup,
various magazines including Charles Buchan
and an interesting West Hamstead United FC
Subs book with photographs 1950's and other
items. £30-50

1513

Scarce original T. Rex 1969 A5 sized concert
poster / flyer £200-300

1514

Luxurious Bathing print folio 1879 £30-50

1515

Collection of 18 Colchester Tattoo posters and
programmes from 1970's - 1990's together with
a collection of other Colchester related
ephemera. £20-40

1490

1491

1492

Photograph album Grand Tour views, street
sledges some with oxen, Chinese text with
photographs, hand drawn map, small concertina
album of photographs and Pictures of Indian Life
published by the Times of India, Bombay. £4060
Two 1940's photograph albums of Jerusalem
and surrounding area plus two albums of Lisbon
and the Canaries 1930. Both with annotation.
£40-60
1970's hard back portfoilo, Colour Schemer 'A
Mood for Every Room' featuring Dulux, Waflair,
Vymura and ICI products in room settings and
on mood boards. Good research resource for
interior designer. £30-50

1493

Postcards in album including real photographic
social history, ship wreck Lowestoft, Zeppelin
wreckage Lowestoft, topography, animated
street scenes and other cards. £60-80

1494

Box of original Film Posters, Bollywood/Asian
together with Russian propoganda posters (12)
£30-40

1495

Tall album of Military postcards, early HMS
Ganges, Nazi, WW1, Submarines (approx 200)
£40-60

1496

Burgundy album of topographical RPs and
Postcards by J Salmon & Sons, Cobham, Barley
Esher (approx 170) £30-40

1497

Box of Cat Postcards (approx 200) £20-30

1516

1498

Shoebox of vintage unposted postcards (approx
300) £20-30

Extensive collection of Private Eye magazines
together with box of paperback books £50-70

1517

1499

Tall blue/green album of GB topographical,
Walton on Naze, Colchester, Jaywick Sands,
Cromer (approx 80) £25-30

Group of albums relating to writer Douglas V
Duff, his own reference materials and cuttings
£30-50

1518

Large collection of ephemera relating to
Berkshire County Rugby Club 1930s - 1970s,
club photographs and scrapbooks. £40-60

Large vintage ledger with red leather spine and
marbled page edges, of maritime interest
'Sunderland Port Health Authority' £30-50

1519

1501

Collection of nude/portrait drawings by Peter
Collins (approx 43) £60-80

Stamps world selection including good range of
G.B. first day covers (Qty) £50-70

1520

1502

Comic Postcards by Barnforth (approx 60) £2030

Look and Learn Comics, four volumes starting
with issue No.2 £30-40

1521

Original early 20th century poster for 'The Pilot
Insurance Corporation Ltd' £30-50

1522

Set of three rare 1920's guides to Brazil £50-70

1500
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1523

Autograph HRH Edward Duke of Windsor
(formerly HM King Edward VIII) signed
bookplate with five portrait photographs of the
Duke in various uniforms and as a midshipman
£60-100

1707

Dirk Bogarde - - A Particular Friendship, signed,
and two others, one bearing a signature £30-50

1708

English Garden Flowers, John Nash, published
Duckworth November 1948, with dust jacket £80
-120

1524

King Edward VIII Coronation Souvenir booklet
and typed abdication speech £30-50

1709

1525

Autograph HRH Edward Prince of Wales (later
HM King Edward VIII) mounted in glazed frame
with portrait photograph £60-100

Miniature bookcase glazed, with complete works
of Shakespeare published by Charles Tilt.
C.1830 £60-90

1710

Autograph HRH Edward Prince of Wales (later
HM King Edward VIII) inscribed and signed
Christmas card 1927 with St James's Palace to
cover in glazed frame £60-100

W. Gurney Bentham, Colchester Oyster Feast,
pub. 1902, original cloth binding, 32cm high £20
-40

1711

Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde, R L
Stevenson, Longmans Green and Co 1886
Seventh Edition. £40-60

1527

Stamps, G.B. and world selection, loose, in
albums and in packets £20-40

1712

T. V. L. Staveley - The New Whole Art of
Confectionary, published 1826 £30-50

1528

Stamps G.B. collection in two Stanley Gibbons
albums including 1840 1d black, surface printed
Queen Elizabeth II commemoratives mint and
used plus some world in exercise books £60100

1713

Pishey Thompson - History of Boston, 1856,
illustrated with one hundred engravings, tooled
cloth binding £50-70

1714

Markham, Gervase - The English Husbandman.
1635. Sm 4to Contemporary vellum, lacking title,
text frayed. W.A.F.
Provenance: From the collection of Professor
Robert ("Bobby") Boutflour, CBE (1890-1961),
Principle of The Royal Agricultural College,
Cirencester and an important Agricultural
reformer. Thence by family descent. £60-100

1715

Group of antiquarian books £60-100

1716

Desiderius Erasmus - Moriae Encomium Cum
G. listeii Coment, Amsterdam 1629, very small
volume, approximately 2 x 3 inches,
contemporary full leather £80-120

1717

Run of mid 20th century Jazz Book Club books,
in excess of 50. £70-100

1526

1529

Original Amy Winehouse 2011 Brazil Tour
information pack (with provenance) £60-80

1530

Mickey Mouse paraphernalia circa 1930s
onwards to include an enamel Mickey Mouse
Chums badge £40-60

1700

Joseph Granville - Saducismus Triumphatus, or
Full and Plain Evidence Concerning Witches,
1681, in two parts, second part incomplete (text
finishes at p320) but otherwise mostly complete,
page 103/4 missing, three further pages trimmed
to top edge losing text, some holes, and repairs ,
engraved frontispiece to section two only is
present, rebound, some antique leather £200300

1701

Adrian Bell - Men And The Fields, illustrations
by John Nash, first edition 1939 with dust jacket
£40-60

1718

J R Tolkien set of Lord of the Rings Trilogy 10th
/ 7th impression box set, together with a group
of Folio Society books £70-100

1702

Walter Scott - Ivanhoe, published Archibald
Constable & Co, Edinburgh 1820, 1st edition in
3 volumes, marbled board ends, bindings
deteriorated £150-250

1719

Collection of early 20tg century Girls Own
annuals £30-50

1720

Ward [Mary Augusta] The Writings of Mrs
Humphrey Ward, 1911-2, 16 vols.,
Westmoreland edition numbered 24 from an
edition of 250, vol 1 signed by the author,
illustrated, original cloth.
NB Mary Ward (nee Arnold), the first president
of the Anti-Suffrage league, was the first woman
journalist to visit the Western Front £50-70

1721

Box of Rupert Annuals and publications £60-100

1703

Collection of Folio Society books - 1 box £50-70

1704

Large collection of children's annuals and books.
(2 boxes) £30-50

1705

Through the Looking Glass, 1940 edition with
colour illustrations by Tenniel, together with
Clora in Blunderland, 1902 edition, together with
4 vols on modern teaching by Enid Blyton and
others £30-50

1706

Small box of decorative leather binding £30-50
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1722

Two boxes of art reference books, including
George Cruickshank by William Bates, 1879 2nd
edition, with presentation inscription and letter
from the author £40-60

1739

Samuel Cooke - The Complete English
Gardener: or, Gardener's Monthly Chronicle...to
which is added, The Compleat Bee-Master...,
undated but possibly the first edition, known to
be a very scarce book, marbled boards £400600

1723

Complete set of Dickens London Edition, 30
vols. £40-60

1724

Two boxes of decorative cloth bound literature
£40-60

1740

Group of four fishing books, including Sir
Humphry Davy - Salmonia, 1829 second edition,
Isaac Walton - The Complete Angler, Bagster's
second edition, 1815, two others. (4) £80-120

1725

Five boxes of reference books, predominantly
world history art and literature £100-200

1726

Group of signed hardback biographies etc £3050

1741

William Shakespeare - Comedy of Errors, 1632,
taken from the second folio, modern marbled
board binding, trimmed and with some patch
repairs, pen inscriptions, complete, pages 85100 £1,500-2,500

1727

Wendell Holmes - Three volumes, 1890s in slip
case £30-50

1728

Naomi Royde-Smith - Private Life of Mrs
Siddons, Victor Gollancz, 1933; with letter and
corrections by the Author £40-60

1742

Large collection or reference books, Including
History, various others. (5 boxes) £100-200

1729

Henry M Stanley - In Darkest Africa, two vols.,
1890, original tooled cloth £80-120

1743

Large collection or reference books, including
Theology, biography, Jewish studies, etc (5
boxes) £100-200

1730

M J Farrelly - Settlement after the War in South
Africa, Jutta 1900, signed by Baden Baden
Powell £50-70

1744

Large collection of reference books, literary
study and others, (5 boxes) £100-200

1731

L M Ericsson - 100 years, 3 volumes, Arthur
Altman, Jan Kuuse, Ulf Olsson £30-50

1745

Large collection of reference books, (4 boxes)
£80-120

1732

Eglin Air Force Base 1954 manual £30-50

1746

Large collection of reference books, state
papers, etc, (4 boxes) £80-120

1733

R H Mottram - Castle Island, signed limited
edition numbered 92/160, 1931 Chatto &
Windus, first edition £49-60

1748

Walter Tyndale R.I., An Artist in the Riviera,
tooled cloth binding, 28cm high £20-40

Freemasonry interest: John Robison - Proofs of
conspiracy against all the religions and
governments of Europe, carried on in the secret
meetings of Free Masons, Illuminati and
Reading Societies. London: T. Cadell, 1798,
fourth edition, modern binding, together with
1827 collected works of Byron and Robert
Thompson - Gardener's Assistant. (3) £40-60

1734

James Wood Brown, The Dominican Church of
Santa Maria Novella in Florence, 1902, tooled
cloth £50-70

1735

1749

1736

John Speed - History of Great Britain, published
London 1611, with engraved title page, board
ends £150-200

Ernest Hemingway - Death in the Afternoon, first
UK edition, original orange cloth, frontispiece by
Juan Gris intact, Jonathan Cape, 1932 £40-60

1750

1737

Works of Francis Fenelon, translated by Richard
Houghton, published Dublin 1822, two volumes,
with Tolpuddle Martyrs interest: both with pen
signatures and dated for George Loveless and
possibly by the Tolpuddle preacher of that
name, half calf. £200-300

Vicar of Wakefield, illustrated by Arthur
Rackham, 1929 first edition, tooled cloth
binding, plates all present £50-70

1751

Game Birds and Wild-Fowl, illustrated by
Archibald Thorburn, 1923, folio, cloth binding
(outer faded but contents ok) £100-200

1752

Collectable books including Washington Irving,
Old Christmas 1876, three Alice in Wonderland
books, A Treatise on the Theory and Practice of
Seamanship, London 1808, (lacking beyond p.
230), two Jorrocks books and other items £5070

1753

Six boxes of cricket books and magazines,
including Ian Botham, Andrew Flintoff and
Michael Vaughan, some items signed £50-70

1738

History of the City and County of Norwich, 1768,
published John Crouse, two volumes bound in
one, complete with eight plates, three of which
are folding, modern full calf £70-100
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1754

Novelty music box book £30-50

1801

1755

Bob Fisher - An Absorbing Interest, America's
Cup - A History 1851-2003, 2 vols, slip case
(Volume 1 signed) £30-50

Steoff 2004 Bierwagengespann 'Four-in-hand
Beer Coach'. Limited edition no.185/500. With
certificate. £100-150

1802

Steiff 2015 Queen Elizabeth 11 EAN 664786
White, 60cm, limited edition 9/100 pieces.
Original retail £1952. Boxed with certificate.
£300-400

1803

Steiff 1994 Teddy Bear 1908 White 65cm.
Limited edition no. 3927/7000. Boxed with
certificate. £100-200

1804

Steiff 2005 Teddy Bear Red Brown 1906 replica,
404405, 70cm. Limited editon 654/1906. Boxed
with certificate. £100-150

1805

Steiff 2004 1921 Replica White 70cm, 407291.
Ear button and chest tag. Boxed with certificate
£60-100

1806

Steiff 2002 Teddybear Workshop diorama,
limited edition no. 688/1902. boxes for
accessories and outer box for diorama, with
certificate. £100-200

1807

Steiff Eight bears for Harrods Years 2008 2015. £100-150

1756

Cusiniere bourgeoise, new edition, Paris 1762,
full calf binding £50-70

1757

Marcel Proust - A La Recherche Du Temps
Perdu, 15 Vols, published 1919-1927,
Gallimard, and Gallimard publications of Gide,
Satre and others £100-150

1758

Nureyev, an autobiography, foreword Alexander
Bland, signed and dedicated by Nureyev £30-50

1759

Collection of Folio Society books, approximately
21 £50-70

1760

Box of Little Grey Rabbit books £30-50

1761

Box of Folio Society books £20-30

1762

Box of signed autobiography books £30-40

1763

The Ecologues and Georgics of Virgil. Published
in Amsterdam in 1656, 11cm high, full calf £100150

1764

The History of the Kings of France, complete 16
volume set, published in Nuremberg 1756,
marbled boards £200-300

1808

Steiff College Bear 653162 and Extravagance
Musical Bear 653179, both with certificates and
boxes. £60-80

1765

Boswell in Holland 1763-64, published 1952 by
Heinemann, limited edition of 1050 copies, cloth
ends, tooled calf spine £20-30

1809

Steiff Bear 2009 Joseph Haydn 657047 and
1995 Galeries Lafayette 657931. Both boxed
with certificates. £60-80

1766

East Anglian Magazines, 22 bound volumes.
From Vol 6, 1946 £100-150

1810

1767

Thomas Snelling - Coins of Great Britain,
originally published by the author, collected into
one volume, London 1823 £40-60

Steiff Bear 1993 Victorian Musical Bear 650680
and 1992 Harrods Musical Clown Bear 011894.
Both boxed with certificates. £60-100

1811

Herbert Cescinsky - English Furniture of the
18th century, three vols, together with various
Robert Louis Stevenson publications £30-50

Steiff Bear 1996 Blond 43, 654411, 2000 Rose
Tavern Bear 653261 and 2001 Teddy bear 1922
406898. All boxed with certificates (3). £60-80

1812

Donald Mennie - Glimpses of China: A Series of
Vandyck Photogravures illustrating Chinese Life
and Surroundings, 30 tipped-in photogravure
plates, captions on mounts, published Shanghai,
A.S. Watson & Co. Ltd £300-500

Steiff Bear 2012 Ice 036842, 2005 Green Teddy
Bear 1908 408540 and 2001/02 Dark Brown
Teddy Bear 1950 420245. All boxed with
certificates (3). £60-100

1813

Steiff Bear 2001/02 Xenia 660467 and 1992
Harrods Musical Bear 011924 . Both boxed with
certificates. The Harrods box has no lid. £60-100

1814

Steiff Bear 1997 Picnic Bear 420108, 1996
Dicky Brown 1935 420078, 1995 Baby Blond
420054 and 1994 Original Bear Blue 420047 .
All boxed with certificates. (4) £60-80

1768

1769

1770

Three antique leather bound volumes,
photographic/topographical and Architectural
£20-40

1771

Decorative cloth bindings and childrens
illustrated books, one box £50-70

1815

1800

Steiff 2007 Chess Set Thirty Two jointed bears
with veneeered chess table. Limited edition.
£400-600

Steiff Bear Horst Lichter 674471 in box with
certificate and Hotel Sacher bear 660603 in
wooden box with certificate. £50-70

1816

Steiff Bears Archie 660832, Edward 660313 and
1999 Blond Bear 670374 with boxes and
certificates. £60-80
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1817

Steiff Bear 2015 Artie 664366, boxed with
certificate. £80-120

1832

Steiff 2002 Bear 404009 boxed with certificare.
£60-100

1818

Steiff Bears, Georgina 661181 in soft bag with
certificate and outer box, 2005 Red Brown Bear
661990, Alfonzo 677007 and Winter Bear SnowWhite 21cm 654817 £50-70

1833

Steiff 2014 Grand Old Bear 682728, boxed with
certificate. £80-120

1834

Steiff 1997 Henderson Bear 653780, boxed with
certificate. £60-80

Steiff Bears Anna with Hobby Horse 667800,
Vienne Opera 672445, both in soft bags with
certificates Schloss Schonbrunn 661266 and
Vienna Ballerine both in soft bags but no
certifcates. Teddy Clown 421204 and Brown
replica 1950 421198 both boxed with
certificates. (6) £50-70

1835

Steiff 2010 Grizzly Bear 036361, boxed with
certificate. £80-120

1836

Steiff Bear 1999 Club Edition 1999 replica 1912
420160, 1999 Polar bear on Wheels 420177,
1998 Club Edition School Starter 420139 plus
Balloon Bear (paper balloon deteriorating)
670619, all boxed with certificates. Steiff Club
1999 420184 (5). £50-70

1837

Steiff Bear 1999 Club Edition Black Bear
420160, 2000 Harlequin Bear 420214, 2002
Club Edition 37cm Bear 420290 and 2000
Century Bear 420221. Allboxed with certificates.
(4) £60-80

1838

Steiff Drummer Bear 037368, 2005 Side To Side
Bear 038242 plus Red Brown Alpaca Bear
662751. All boxed with certificates. £80-120

1839

Steiff 1999 Club Bear Scottish Bear 654732,
2003 Artist bear 660986, 2002 Decade Bear
420320, 2001 Growling bear 420252. All boxed
with certificates. £60-80

1840

Steiff 2016 Nicholas Faberge Inspired Bear
664977, boxed with certificate. £60-100

1841

Steiff 2006 Alexander 662430, Bobsleigh Set
672848 both boxed with certifcates. Andrew
661761 and Steiff Club 2004 Franz both in soft
bags with certificates. (4) £60-80

1842

Steiff Bear Marianne Meisel 420771, English
Teddy Bear 660979, Hudson Bay 667237,
Richard Steiff 420467 and George 654749. All
with soft bags and certificates. (4) £60-80

1843

Steiff Willy Wonka 664939 and Charlie Bucket
663420, both boxed with certificates. £80-120

1844

Steiff Tannenbaum Musical Bear 682926,
Winnie Pooh 355004, Frederick 02175 and Baby
25cm 421211. All boxed and with certfifcates.
(4) £60-100

1819

1820

1821

Steiff 1998 Poet bear 653186, Teddy Bears in
Motorboat 037405, Jack in the Box 037818 and
2001 Musical Bear 670961. All boxed with
certificates. £60-80
Steiff Bears Swarovski Summer 690273,
Autumn 663397 and Spring 690242. Plus The
World's First Teddy Bear 664946 and 2017
Harrods Teddy 690419. All boxed and with
certificates. (5) £60-100

1822

Steiff Bear 2011 Musical Dorothy The Wizard of
Oz 681998, boxed with certificate. £60-80

1823

Steiff Bears 2006 Mini Colour Splash 038310,
boxed with certificate. £40-60

1824

Steiff Bear 2004 Musical Rosalia 661655, 2010
Replica Teddy Bear 1912 421181 both boxed
with certificates and Coca-Cola Polar Bear
670336 box has no bottom but with certificate.
£40-60

1825

Steiff Bear Musical Anton 006388, boxed with
certificate. £60-80

1826

Steiff Bear Carlotta 034763, boxed with
certificate. £40-60

1827

Steiff Club Year Mini Bears 1997, 1998, 1999,
2000 x2, 2001, 2002 boxed, 2003, 2004 boxed,
2005, 2008, 2009, 2010 boxed, 2011x2
cinnamon boxed, 2013 boxed, 2014 boxed,
2015, 2016 boxed, 2017 boxed, 2018 bxed,
2019 boxed.
Also some Steiff Club Year boxes. £60-100

1828

Stieff Bears 1999/2000 Romeo and Juliet set
653193, boxed. £30-50

1845

1829

Steiff Bear 2002 Organ Grinder 671005 plus
2006 Coalman 656248. Both boxed with
certifcates. £40-60

Steiff Radetzki 657696, Matrjoschka 034190
and Mrs Santa Claus 021381. All boxed and
with certificates. £60-100

1846

Steiff Winnipeg grizzly Bear 036637, Yes/No
Bear 656569, Holly 034282, all boxed and with
certifcates. 2003 Teddy Bear Club Edition
420351 in wooden crate with certificate. (4) £5070

1830

Steiff 1995 Musical Centenary Bear 653148,
Steiff 1994 Musical Edwardian Opera Bear
653131, both boxed with certifcates. £80-120

1831

Steiff 2001 Teddy Bear with Hot-Water Bottle
406621, boxed with certficate. £60-80
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1847

Steiff 2011 Sooty 663932, boxed with certificate.
£60-80

1865

Diecast boxed selection of GPO telephone
vehicles (qty) £40-60

1848

Stieff Musical The Sound Of Music 682919,
boxed with certificate. £60-80

1866

Diecast boxed selection of Atlas Edition Great
British Buses £60-80

1849

Steiff Sommelier 674037 and 2016 Harrods
Steiff Bears (Mia and Rose) 690099, both boxed
and with certifcates. (2) £60-80

1867

Diecast boxed selection of EFE Buses £30-50

1868

Diecast boxed selection of buses, trains and
underground tube models various manufacturers
to include Corgi, Matchbox, Lledo etc (3 boxes)
£60-80

1869

Diecast boxed and unboxed selection to include
larger models Corgi heavy haulage and others
(3 boxes) £50-70

1870

Railway 00 gauge selection of unboxed
locomotives, tenders, rolling stock from various
manufacturers (Qty) £50-70

1871

Railway 00 gauge boxed selection of
locomotives and rolling stock including Triang,
Rivavossi, Jouef etc (Qty) £40-60

1872

Railway selection of accessories, buildings,
photographs, prints, station masters hat and
sundries (Qty) £40-60

1850

Railway Hornby 00 gauge Mighty Mallard Set
R542, High Speed Inter City Set R695. Eurostar
set all boxed (3) £50-70

1851

Railway Triang 00 gauge Express Goods set
RS606 and Express Passenger Set RS609 both
boxed (2) £40-60

1852

Railway Triang 00 gauge The Blue Pullman set
RS52 plus Triang Pullman Express RS90 both
boxed (2) £40-60

1853

Railway Hornby 00 gauge Marks & Spencer The
Royal Train set R1091 boxed £30-50

1854

Railway Triang Wrenn 00 gauge Sir Nigel
Gresley W2212 boxed £40-60

1855

Diecast boxed selection of Atlas editions and
Corgi Eddie Stobart models (19) £50-70

1873

1856

Diecast boxed selection of Atlas editions Eddie
Stobart models (20) £50-70

Two boxes of unboxed models of yesteryear
model cars £20-30

1874

Railway four boxed Hornby 00 gauge
locomotives R396, R861, R057, R353 (4) £3050

Britains Lead Farm Animals and Figures plus
fencing and buildings. £30-50

1875

Railway Hornby 00 gauge Class B17 locomotive
'Manchester United' R053, Class 49/1
locomotive 'Cheshire' R378, BR locomotive
Class 2 R857 all boxed (3) £30-40

Railway O Gauge Tin Plate Selection of Bong
Locomotives (2) and Rolling Stock plus track.
£60-100

1876

Selection of Action-Man including figures,
clothing, helicopter plus Six Million Dollar Man
figure boxed. £50-70

1877

Polistil Grand Prix Niki Lauda Racing Set in
original box. £40-60

1878

Selection of Children's computer and board
games including Sinitron Space Invaders,
Stylophone, Grand Stand Video Entertainment
Center and others. In six boxes. £40-60

1857

1858

1859

Radway Hornby 00 gauge Class A4 locomotive
Seagull R372, Silver Fox R099, LNER 4-6-2
locomotive, Mallard R327 all boxed (3) £30-50

1860

Railway Hornby 00 gauge Diesel locomotives
R2037, R2120, R800, R307 all boxed £40-60

1861

Railway diesel locomotives 00 gauge Lima
205105, 5121M, Mainline 37-050, Airfix 54100-6
all boxed £40-60

1879

Railway 00 gauge mainline locomotives 37-053,
37-057, 37-055, Lima 5101M, Airfix Tank 54153
plus one other all boxed (6) £40-60

Steiff 2005 Roller Set 672019 and Roadster Set
656255, both boxed and with certificates. £5070

1880

Steiff 2017 Bear 691050 and 2017 Club Edition
421396, both boxed and with certificates. £60100

1881

Steiff 2006 Black Watch Musical Bear 662386
with soft bag and certifcate, 2003 Percy Musical
Bear and The House of Windsor Bear 664861,
both boxed with certificates. Plus 1989/90
Musical Bear 0291/26 box with missing lid and
certficate. (4) £40-60

1862

1863

1864

Railway Triang Hornby 00 gauge Evening Star
R861, 4-6-2 Brittania locomotive R259 NS,
Class 3MT Tank R595, LNER Flying Scotsman
R855, GWR 0-6-0 PT locomotive R515 all boxed
£60-100
Railway 00 gauge boxed selection of Hornby,
Mainline, Bachman carriages and rolling stock
(2 boxes) £60-100
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1882

Steiff 2005 Howard Musical bear 662133, 2008
Teddy bear Scrapbook 420009 and 2006 Mozart
(missing quill and manuscript) 657108. All boxed
with certficates. £50-70

1883

Steiff Replica 1926 Bear 407215, Harrods
Musical Bear 650369, Pocket Alfonzo 66429
and Little Elephant Pincushion 420313. All
boxed and with certifcates. £50-70

1884

Steiff Auctioneer 672507, boxed with certificate.
£40-60

1885

Steiff Paddington 664632 and The Vienna Boys
Choir 659966, both boxed with certificates. £4060

1886

Steiff 2003 Christmas Musical Box boxed with
certificate, 037795. £30-50

1887

Steiff Group of small bears and toys, unboxed
and no certificates. Including Diamond 035715,
670527, 002960, 650772, plus four other small
bears, an elephant and a pig. Three unrelated
Steiff soft bags. £30-50

1888

Steiff Group including 1997 Teddy 670152,
406225, 999765, 1997 Bear 670206, Steiff
Jubilee 671036, 0230/28, 0210/41. No boxes, no
certificates. £40-60

1889

Steiff Meyers Diamond Jubilee 0208/15. £20-40

1890

Designer bear selection including large Polar
Bear by Kate's Country Bears, large Deans
bear, two small B J Bears plus two other bears.
£20-40

1891

Steiff 2004 Christmas Bear 037665, 2012
Christmas Musical Bear 035333, 2009
Christmas Bear 036149. All boxed with
certificates. £80-100

1899

Diecast Unboxed selection various
manufacturers including Matchbox, Corgi and
others. Two boxes. £30-50

1900

Star Wars, Star Trek and other related toys and
figures including Bandai lazer tank mostly all
boxed £60-100

1901

Selection of Teddy Bears including a small
golden mohair teddy amber glass eyes and
rexine pads. A much loved bear plus another
teddy. A Chilten's toy bear with amber glass
eyes, rexine nose, possibly originally has
wheels. Also a mohair dog. £40-60

1902

Diecast large selection of Atlas Edition models
of trains and planes in original boxes (Qty) £60100

1903

Diecast selection of boxed items including
Matchbox, Lledo, Chad Valley, Burago 1/24
scale plus an unboxed selection of various
manufacturers (Qty) £40-60

1904

Diecast boxed selection of Lledo, Matchbox
Hero Highway, Britians, The Cat Battery
operated loader, wooden flyover station etc
(Qty) £50-70

1905

Matchbox carry case with contents and some
unboxed models including Britain farm models
£30-50

1906

Selection of 8 boxed merit kits in various stages
of construction (one box lid only) plus Grand Prix
Series kit also boxed £80-120

1907

Scratch built dolls house with contents. £30-50

1908

Diecast Corgi boxed selection including racing
cars, Corgi classics, sports cars etc (Qty) £60100

1909

Diecast boxed selection including Britains farm
vehicles, outdoor action and task force, Corgi
farm vehicles (Qty) £40-60

1910

Diecast boxed selection of various
manufacturers including Solido, Matchbox,
Norev, Corgi and others £60-100

1892

Steiff Nutcracker 034480, 2013 Steiff Club
Loyalty Bear 421327, Sweet Santsa 006562 and
2009 Stratford Bear 662959. All boxed with
certificates. £50-70

1893

Steiff 2016 Christmas bear 021671, boxed with
certificate. £60-100

1894

Schuco clockwork model of a pig playing the
violin, together with a German clockwork rabbit
(2) £50-70

1911

Dinky international road signs set No. 771, lamp
standard No. 756, road hoarding No. 765 all
boxed £40-60

1895

Hornby clockwork speedboat, together with an
antique doll £40-60

1912

1896

German Märklin doll and pram set, boxed as
new, No. 1611 £50-70

Triang Thames clockwork cruiser, speed boat,
Scalex Derwent cabin cruiser, Triang Mimic
diesel flyer all boxed plus unboxed Hornby
speedboat £60-100

1897

Tri-ang Tin Plate Long Distance Transport Lorry
£50-70

1913

Diecast unboxed selection of military vehicles
including Dinky and Britain £50-70

1898

Tomy and other children's toys including Care
Bears, My Little Pony and others. £30-50

1914

Diecast unboxed selection of military vehicles
including RAF, Dinky, Corgi, Solido etc £50-70
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1915

Diecast unboxed selection of military vehicles
including Dinky, Corgi, Solido etc (Qty) £50-70

1916

Diecast boxed selection of tractors including
ERTL Case 'L', John Deere, Britains Fordson
Major E27 N x 2, and other boxed models £6080

1917

Diecast boxed selection of military vehicles
including Solido, Corgi and others (2 boxes) £50
-70

1918

Diecast unboxed selection military (mostly tanks
& jeeps) including Dinky, Solido, Britains etc £50
-70

1934

Two late 19th century bisque porcelain head
dolls together with an early 20th century child's
toy stove with paraffin burner £30-50

1935

Scratch-Built Wooden Model Railway
Accessories including Shops, Station etc. £3050

1936

Selection of Meccano with Instruction Booklets.
£20-30

1937

Two Teddy Bears including 1950's Golden
Mohair bear. £20-30

1938

Collection of Lego, all constructed with
instructions and model numbers including petrol
station and tanker, police station and vehicles
and others. £60-100

1919

Selection of Del Prado military figures in glass
display cabinet (50 plus figures) £30-40

1920

Diecast scratch built model of a military jeep,
various figures, paints and accessories £30-40

1939

Fabric Character Mice in three boxes. Made by
a crafter. These are not toys. £30-50

1921

Diecast boxed selection of military vehicles
including Corgi, Dan Toys, Solido etc (2 boxes)
£60-100

1940

Fabric Character Mice and other animals in five
boxes. Made by a crafter. These are not toys.
£40-60

1922

Diecast boxed selection of Military vehicles
including Cararama, Solido, U T Models,
Schuco, various scales including larger plus
unboxed Wily jeep models (Qty) £60-80

1941

Fabric Character Animals in three boxes. Made
by a crafter. These are not toys. £30-50

1942

Fabric Character Animals in two boxes. Made by
a crafter. These are not toys. £40-60

1923

Diecast selection of Atlas edition Dinky models,
TV related models, Wily jeep etc, all boxed plus
air ranger remote control model (Qty) £30-40

1943

Fabric Character Animals in three boxes. Made
by a crafter. These are not toys. £30-50

1924

Lego 810 construction set in original box with
lego outer packaging dated 3/11/67 £80-120

1944

Fabric Character Animals in two boxes. Made by
a crafter. These are not toys. £40-60

1925

Dolls house containing furniture, three stories ,
hinged roof. £80-120

1945

Fabric Character Animals in two boxes. Made by
a crafter. These are not toys. £40-60

1926

old painted child's horse on wheels £20-30

1946

Fabric Character Animals in three boxes. Made
by a crafter. These are not toys. £30-50

1927

Two 1970s Topper Dolls, two similar dolls 'Made
Exclusively for Debenhams', one Zodiac Toy
and good selection of outfits £50-70

1947

Fabric Character Animals in two boxes. Made by
a crafter. These are not toys. £40-60

1928

Sindy dolls 0333390, 033055 x 2 plus another
Sindy Doll and a quantity of outfits. £80-120

1948

*Withdrawn*

1949

1929

Sindy - House, Furniture and accessories,
Swimming Pool, Pram, Dog, Stable and Horse,
Beach Buggy £60-100

Two glass display cabinets containing Britains
lead military figures on foot and horseback (Qty)
£100-150

1950

Corgi James Bond Aston Martin No. 270 boxed
£40-60

1951

Corgi Mercedes-Benz 350SL No. 393, Jaguar
XJ 12C No. 286, Mercedes-Benz 240D No. 285,
Ford 3 litre Capri GT No. 331, all boxed (4) £60100

1952

Dinky Jones Fleetmaster cantilever crance No.
970, Muir Hall 2-WL loader No. 437, Police
Patrol Range Rover No. 254, all boxed (3) £5070

1953

Corgi Volkswagon 1300 Motor School No. 401
boxed £30-50

1930

Two boxes of vintage dolls mainly small dolls
plus two bisque head doll including Heubach.
Two old mohair bears and a little panda. £40-60

1931

Three boxed Tobnka Toys, Japanese Battery
Operated Tractor and Ertl Toys Are Us Lorry.
£25-35

1932

Large Selection of Action-Man Figures and
Accessories including some boxed. £50-70

1933

Three boxes of children's toys including teddy
bear, railway, die cast models and others. £3050
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1954

Corgi London Taxi No. 418, Ford Cortina Police
Car No. 402, Elf Tyrell Project 34 No 161,
Hesketh 308 FI No. 160, all boxed (4) £50-70

1955

Dinky Princess 2200 HL Saloon No. 123, Rolls
Royce Phantom V No. 124, Alfa Romeo 33 Tipo
Le-Mans No 210, Cadillac Eldorado No. 175, all
boxed (4) £50-70

1956

Dinky Spectrum Patrol Car No. 103 in blister
pack £40-60

1957

Dinky selection of boxed models Ford Escort
Police Car 270, Police Accident Unit No. 287,
Routemaster Bus No. 289, Mini Clubman No.
178, Jensen FF No. 188, AA Service No. 412 (6)
£60-100

1969

Corgi boxed selection including 496 Escort, 499
Escort, Saab 900, C106 plus others and a
selection of various boxed items including
Matchbox M.O.Y. Lledo, Ford etc (Qty) £50-70

1970

Dinky AEC Artic Transporter with helicopter No.
618, boxed £50-70

1971

Dinky boxed selection including Foden tipping
lorry 432, London Scene Souvenir Set 300,
Cinderella Coach 111, Silver Jubilee coach,
Happy Cab No. 120 £40-60

1972

Dinky Star Trek VSS Enterprise No. 358 boxed
£40-60

1973

Corgi Vegas Ford Thunderbird No. 348 boxed
£30-40

1958

Diecast boxed selection including Matchbox
Speed Kings x 3, Solido, Britains and others
plus a Matchbox carry case with contents and a
selection of Dinky and Corgi catalogues £50-70

1974

Dinky Lamborghini 189 Hesketh 308 Racing Car
222, Plymouth Yellow Cab 278, Mercedes Benz
128, Bell Police Helicopter 732 plus others (Qty)
£50-70

1959

Selection of mixed children's games including
Bayko, 8mm children's movies, dolls tea set,
Knights of the Sword Castle set (Boxed) etc £30
-40

1975

Collection of approximately 30 items of late
Victorian dolls house furniture, mostly late 19th
French gilt metal £100-150

1960

Selection of plastic Wild West models and
figures including Cowboys, Indians, Confederate
& Union Army, both on foot and horseback (Qty)
£50-70

1976

Del Prado Cavalry of The Napoleonic Wars
figures and magazines (1-120) complete £200300

1977

Collection of Lead Soliders of Irish Fusiliers £3050

1961

Selection of plastic various military figures
including some hand painted (Qty) £40-60

1978

1962

Selection of Lord of the Rings plastic figures £20
-30

Scratch built miniature engine, on plinth base,
18cm long £80-120

1979

1963

Britains boxed sets including The Vueroys
Bodyguard 40180, City Imperial Volunteers
00261, North Gate Diorama, World War II
Breakout Normandy 1944 17767, Panzer IV
Tank 17460, plus Fusilier miniature toy soldiers
£60-100

Dolls including German bisque head large doll
Adolf Kelller AH 70, brown sleeping eyes
painted lashes, brows and lips, open mouth four
top teeth showing. Heubach Koppelsdorf 30270. Plus a composite doll, black Rosebud doll
and Ell An Bee Patsy Baby doll. £40-60

1980

Selection of toys including Finecast metal steam
engine, Forces of Valor tank and tank carrier
both boxed, Tamiya construction kit, leopard A4
tank and metal figures etc £60-100

Selection of boxed toys including Pyramid
Patience, Greyhound Table Racing, Race Game
(horse racing) also Magic Flote, miniature cast
metal projector etc. £30-50

1981

1965

Steiff Baby Bear Set no. 654497 in wooden case
with certificate. £60-100

Sasha Doll English 1960's- 70's Blonde hair,
blue gingham outfit. £50-70

1982

1966

Military selection of made construction kits
including Tamiya some with instructions mostly
tanks (Qty) £40-60

Mamod live steam steam roadster in original box
£20-40

1983

1967

Matchbox Battle Kings selection of boxed items
including K-112, K105, K115, K110, K108,
K103, K113, K102, K109 (Qty) £60-80

Brooklin Models Ford Model A Coupe No. 5,
1937 Chevrolet Coupe No. 4, Chrysler Newport
No. 8, Western Models 1978 Arrows A 1 WRK
19, 1979 Tyrell WRK 18 all boxed (5) £60-100

1984

Diecast unboxed selection including Dinky,
Corgi, TV related etc (Qty) £30-50

1985

Diecast selection of unboxed Dinky, Britains and
other models, plus some template friction
models and a Baylco set £40-60

1964

1968

Matchbox Sea Kings boxed selection including
K302, K303, K309, K305, K303, K306, K307
(Qty) £40-60
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1986

Bears including Deans Dick and Ernie, Claude
by Scallywagz, Redabear by Bearability plus
one other. £40-60

2017

1960s Jaguar MK II leaping cat mascot on
display stand £40-60

1987

Designer Bears - Mint by Louisa Kemm,
Chelsea by Hardy Bears, Popsie and Paddy
Panda both by Kay Turmeau. £40-60

2018

1930s Guy Motors Ltd Red Indian Chief '
Feathers in our cap' lorry mascot on cap 12 cm
high £30-40

1988

Diecast boxed selection including Polistil, Eligor,
Solido, Corgi etc (qty) £80-120

2019

Collection classic car badges, various makes
and periods (100 plus) £50-70

2000

Gentlemen’s Pashley Roadster Sovereign
bicycle, frame no. 186850, purchased new 29th
May 2014 and in very good order having seen
little use. £200-300

2020

1970s Rolls Royce and Bentley chassis
numbers booklet together with a Rolls Royce
Silver Cloud III badge, Triumph badge and Rolls
Royce booklet (4) £30-50

2001

Ladies Pashley Britannia bicycle, frame no.
188028, purchased new 29th May 2014 and in
very good order having seen little use. £200-300

2021

Collection of Rolls-Royce reference books
including Coachwork on Rolls-Royce, The RollsRoyce Phantom II Continental, Rolls-Royce in
America etc - (6) £80-120

2002

Raleigh Chopper Mod Edition, circa. 2015
believed to be one of a limited edition of 500.
£250-350

2023

Nineteen volumes of the "Automobile Quarterly"
journal with list £50-60

2003

Unusual children's pedal Vespa scooter with
solid tyres, marked Dash. £60-100

2024

1930s Morris 8 radiator grill with mascot and two
steering wheels (3) £30-40

2004

1950's children's Tri-ang Major pedal tractor £60
-80

2025

Three boxes automobilia including car speedos,
clocks, badges, grease guns, inspection lamp
etc £60-80

2005

1950's children's Tri-ang Midget pedal tractor
£40-60

2026

Vintage petrol can £30-50

2006

Unusual Vintage children's hand operated tin
plate go kart £30-50

2027

Rare collection of early motoring ephemera
including bills for 1908 Humber cars and
Humber motorcycle bills, 1920s Norton Motors
bills, other motoring ephemera including 1920s
Motor Cycle magazines £50-70

2007

Vintage shops bicycle with named centre panelCooper Stores £50-70

2008

Vintage shops ice cream tricycle with wooden
box to front £80-120

2028

Lot framed Vintage motoring advertisements
and framed motor racing posters (mostly
reproduction) £30-50

2009

Two early American Car Licence plates, 685344 N.Y. 1921 and Commercial 958. 591 N.Y.
1926 (2) £40-60

2029

Vintage Harrods oil can with tap £30-50

2010

Lot motoring books including Bugatti by HG
Conway, Grand Prix Bugatti by HG Conway,
Frazier Nash by David Thirlby £50-70

2030

Collection of eight Rolls Royce and Bentley
badges for models to include Silver Spur and
Silver Spirit (8) £30-50

2011

Lot vintage car racing books including history of
Brooklands (one box ) £30-40

2031

Collection of four vintage Castrol oil jugs,
together with two AA badges, Duckhams oil can
and other vintage tins etc. £40-60

2012

Veteran car lamp, klaxon hooter and sundry
automobilia £40-60

2032

Three boxes of Arai and Honda branded
motorcycle helmets £40-60

Five boxes of various classic car workshop
manuals to include Haynes manuals and others
(5 boxes) £60-100

2013
2014

2033

One box of assorted motorcycle boots and
clothing together with a Jack Barclay Rolls
Royce and Bentley umbrella £30-50

Tri-ang children's pedal car, fully restored to an
excellent standard and finished in Old English
White. £800-1,200

2034

Collection of 1950's The Leyland Journal
magazines, together with car handbooks,
Goodwood Revival packs and related
automotive ephemera. £40-60

2035

1970's Aston Martin '1921 - 1976, a thoroghbred
then and now' poster, 54.5 x 35.5cm £30-50

2015

Honda Hondacare parts garage sign £30-50

2016

1920s Royal Automobile Club Associate Manchester Automobile Club car badge with
central enamel badge with original paper year
badge in reverse for 1925, 11.5cm high £60-100
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2036

Collection of 1950's and later motorsport
programmes, to include 1951 and 1952 British
Grand Prix and others, (approximately 40) £6080

2063

Dunhill Accessories including silk scarf new in
cellophane, boxed black leather wallet, grey
leather credit card case, black leather cigarette
case and two belts. £40-60

2050

Antique Chinese embroidered cream silk shawl
with polychrome scrolling flowers and fringing.
130cm x 130cm approximately (not including the
fringing). £150-200

2064

2051

Selection of mainly silk scarves, makes include
Christian Dior, Odile St Germain Paris, Liberty
abstract design by Belloth, other Liberty scarf,
Hilca, Bellino, Richard Allen, Cornelia James
etc. £60-100

2052

Vintage accessories including felt cloche hat,
various leather and sheepskin gloves, fur
collars, painted Lily of the Valley fan, gold lurex
evening bag, Liberty wool scarves. £40-50

Collection of antique lace including Brussels and
French lace, 19th century Rose Point de gaze
Fall Cap, a very fine early bobbin lace collar with
flowers and leaves, a heart motif at the centre
point and plaited bars with single-thread loop. A
length of pretty needle decorated net lace,
needle decorated net lace bonnet veil, tambour
lace flounce, pair of Honiton lace pieces
possible cuffs. Bobbin lace on net ground length
(3m). Plus a 19th century lace box from Mrs
Treadwell English Lace Manufacturer to the
Queen. £100-200

2065

Antique lace and linen including Maltese lace
lappet, similar deep flounce (1m approximately),
Maltese lace square mats, small quantity of
other lace mats. Black Chantilly lace panel and
various lengths including a table cloth edging,
two small pulled thread printed hankies The Mad
Hatter and The Queen of Hearts. Plus a small
suitcase of worked linens. £30-50

2066

Vintage items including Edwardian black shoes,
Art Deco steel bead evening bag, two antique
red velvet jewellery / trinket caskets, babies
handmade lace cap, buttons. Plus a Victorian
Lorgnette folding glasses in leather pouch
Dollond London. £30-50

2067

Selection antique and vintage of sets, part sets
and odd buttons including pierced and enamel
buttons, some Paris, micromosaic, glass,
mother of pearl and others. £40-60

2053

Small quantity of Tatting and Crochet mats of
various sizes, four porcelain half dolls (one is a
pin cushion). Vintage Girl Guide badges and
pins. £20-30

2054

Three Waldybag Handbags, large expanding
Waldybag bag, two Jane Shilton bags and one
other Kelly style bag.
(Qty: Seven) £40-60

2055

Waldybag handbag selection, three in Waldybag
boxes, black leather with chrome fastening,
brown lizard skin, brown leather with gilt metal
fastening.
(Qty: Six) £40-60

2056

Liberty floral shirts and similar by James Mead
mainly size 18 (x14) plus some new and
packaged tops. £40-60

2057

19th Century Chinese embroidered brown silk
robe with Horse Hoof cuffs, five Dragons and
pale blue silk lining. £2,000-3,000

2068

Finely embroidered wall hanging on wood
frame, 98cm x 35cm
(Qty: 1) £80-120

2058

Victorian Blue Satin Silk Cropped Jacket with
matching belt and bow, stated to have been
worn at Queen Victoria's Jubilee 1887 £40-60

2069

Flat weave tapestry/kelim on frame 167cm x
90cm
(Qty: 1) £100-150

2059

Victorian Crocodile Skin double sided wallet for
gloves and handkerchiefs with silver claspes
and corner. Import silver mark 1898. £100-150

2070

2060

Display case of mainly antique silver and white
metal buckles. £100-150

Pair of gentlemen’s dark tan leather Barker
tassel loafer shoes size 10(as new), together
with a luxury Loake shoe cleaning kit in wooden
case. The shoes have Barker wooden shoe
trees. £50-70

2061

Two covered trays of antique paste and steel-pin
buckles. £60-100

2071

2062

Dunhill silk ties new in cellophane. Designs
include paisley, stripes, heraldic, dots etc. Plus
three used ties and one Dunhill London Forest
terylene tie. £60-100

Versace 19.69 Sportivo Harlow Satchel handbag
in mock croc black leather. Unused in soft bag.
£30-50

2072

Radley Brown Leather Hardwick handbag,
unused in soft bag. Radley Raspberry Pink
Leather bag plus a Dents bag and Osprey bag.
£40-60
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2073

Shops mannequin torso with jointed arms and
wig. £30-50

2074

Aspinal of London black patent handbag with gilt
hardware and dust bag, similar style Jasper
Conran bag and Parfois black cross body bag
with chain strap (3) £40-60

2075

Babies Silk Christening gown with lace inserts
and tiered lace hem plus a babies nightdress
with hand pleating to bodice and skirt and lace
trims. Also a cream vintage handbag and a lace
umberella. £20-30

2076

Antique Paisley shawl, 160 x 160 cm.
approximately. £100-150

2077

Mulberry Crocodile effect leather despatch bag /
document. £100-150

2078

Mulberry Crocodile effect Tan Leather Credit
Card Wallet. £30-50

2079

Vintage Fijian Tapa Bark cloth painted in
traditional design £40-60

2080

Chinese Cream Silk embroidered piano shawl
with long fringing. 120 x120 cm approximately.
£100-150

2081

19th century Suzani textile worked in panels and
re-stitched together. Hand stitched silk thread
embroidery over drawn pattern on linen
foundation cloth. Traditional floral design. (150 x
240 cm approximately. £600-800

2082

KG111 Needlework Sampler Garden Scene
Frances Allord April 1st 1811. Plus a large
perforated paper sampler Anne Lawrence 1902
£60-100

2083

KG111 Needlework sampler with Alphabet, The
Lord's Prayer and decorative borders. Ann
Robson 1807 Age Seven £60-80

2084

Vintage musquash fur coat, 1970's brown suede
and leather coat and a fur wrap and 1960's
Chinese silk blue evening gown. £20-30

2085

Hand woven floral wool on canvas rug. 150 x
200 cms approximately £100-150

2087

Two boxes of table linens mainly white cotton
and starched, some with lace and pulled thread
work plus a box of embroidered and appliqued
cloths, flowers crinoline ladies etc. £30-50

2088

Box of lace including bobbin lace large fall cap,
Maltese lace lengths and other items, bobbin
lace wide collar and length, decorated net lace
plus some lace table linens. £30-50

2089

1920's and 1930's dress beaded fringing, insets
and embellishments loose and in chocolate
boxes, good quantity. £40-60
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2090

A box of antique and vintage dress clips
including paste, glass, filigree metal work,
enamel, bakelite etc. Plus a quantity of buckles
and buttons. £40-60

2091

Two boxes of lace trims and lengths including
metallic thread, embroidered net, beaded net
etc. Plus a black bowler hat by Dulcis size 6 3/4
and some spools of thread in box. A manicure
set in mahogany case in the form of a book.

2092

Large circular Chinese embroidered silk panel
depicting cockerel and chicken in rocky
landscape with trees and flowers. Embroidered
signature. Framed and glazed. Diameter 120cm
approximately. £300-500

2093

Liberty Christmas Gifts 1932-1933 catalogue.
Coloured pages, scarves, ties, silk shawls, fabric
household items, handbags, dressing gowns,
soft furnishings, leather goods etc. In envelope
stamped ' With the compliments of Liberty &
Co....' A good reference resource.

2094

1970's Laura Ashley Dress Made in Wales label.
Size 12. £30-50

2095

Patchwork Hand and machine made green and
floral hexagon quilt with makers name and date
1988 180cmx240cm approximately, similar pink
quilt 1996 180cmx236cm approximately. Plus
three patchwork quilted decorative panels. £3050

2096

Fabric art picture, water colour, applique and
embroidery garden scene. 60x60cm
approximately. £20-30

2097

Victorian jacket with nipped waist, flared
peplum, trim with black braid. A Victorian black
under-bust corset with steel boning and black
ribbon lacing plus a Victorian cropped black
blouse with lace edging. £60-100

2098

Victorian gentlemen’s black tuxedo jacket with
waistcoat and trousers plus a Victorian
gentleman's black evening coat and matching
waistcoat. £50-70

2099

Victorian white damask tablecloth arts and crafts
design woven pattern, patent no. 2196 AD 1881
woven in the savage edge 220cm x 180cm
approximately. Plus some lace trimmed cloths
and vintage fabrics. £40-60

2100

Vintage luggage a leather trunk, leather lined
and with removable tray plus a suitcase, floral
lining with pockets. £30-50

2200

The Three Degrees framed platinum record,
presented to nightclub owner Chris George £3050
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2201

Frankie Knuckles framed platinum record,
presented to nightclub owner Chris George £3050

2225

Four boxes of Jazz books and VHS tapes,
together with a large quantity of Jazz Journal
magazines £30-50

2202

Barry White framed platinum record, presented
to nightclub owner Chris George £30-50

2226

2203

Phoenix clarinet in case £30-40

Three boxes of mainly Jazz books, together with
a box of Jazz CDs including Sidney Bechet and
Lester Young £30-50

2204

Late 60s and early 70s music magazines Melody Maker x 25, New Musical Express x 57
& Sounds x 4 £100-150

2227

Three boxes of mainly Jazz LP records,
including Gene Krupa and Artie Shaw £30-50

2228

Three mounted displays of a record and CD's for
Diana Ross, Kate Bush and others £40-60

Two boxes of Jazz CDs and cassettes, including
Duke Ellington and Louis Armstrong £20-40

2229

Kenwood All Mode Transceiver TS-590 with
headphones and Nissei MS-1228 Switch Mode
25 Amp Power Supply £200-300

Three boxes of Jazz magazines and ephemera
£30-50

2230

Three boxes of Jazz ephemera and magazines,
etc £30-50

2205
2206

2207

Late 19th century German cello, recently
refurbished, together with bow, cased £500-700

2231

Three boxes of mainly Jazz LP records including
Billie Holiday and Duke Ellington £30-50

2208

Early 20th century student violin, with two piece
14 inch back, makers label, with two bows, in
case £30-50

2232

Three boxes of mainly Jazz LP records including
Count Basie and Fats Waller £30-50

2233

2209

Electric guitar and GA-15 amplifier £40-60

2210

Antique violin, single piece back, total length
59.5cm, with two bows in wooden case £50-70

Nine boxes containing Record Collector
magazines (many complete years), Q magazine
and Record Collector Price Guides £50-70

2234

2211

Antique violin with bow in case, two-piece back,
total length 59cm £50-70

Six boxes of Record Collector magazines, many
complete years including 80's, 90's and 2000's
£50-70

2212

Antique German brass rotary tenor horn in hard
case £70-100

2235

2213

Antique silvered euphonium by Lincoln £50-70

2214

Antique Eb bass tuba £150-250

Two boxes of CD's totalling approximately 200
including Fleetwood Mac, Fairport Convention,
Tim Harden, Jimi Hendrix, Coleman Hawkins,
Bert Jansch, Janis Joplin and John Lee Hooker
£40-60

2215

Worldmaster accordion in case £30-40

2236

2216

Bang & Olufsen Beocenter 5000 record player
and pair of stylish floor standing speakers £100200

Three boxes of cassettes totalling over 200 and
including original and home recordings. Artists
include Beatles, Led Zeppelin, Eric Clapton,
Billy Fury, Kinks, Hendrix, Del Amitri, BB King
and Rolling Stones £50-70

2217

Bowers & Wilkins Zeppelin mini stereo with iPod
Touch £30-50

2237

2218

Kenwood Hi-Fi system, including CD, cassette,
turntable, tuner, amplifier £30-40

Three boxes of CD's totalling around 250,
including Pink Floyd, Tom Petty, Carl Perkins,
Art Pepper, Rolling Stones, Lou Reed and
classical £50-70

2219

19th century German copy of a Jacobus Stainer
violin, with 14 inch back, two bows, cased, label
dated 1888 £500-700

2238

Three boxes of music related DVD's, video's and
books etc, including The Beatles, John Peel,
Mick Farren and compilations £50-70

2220

Good quality German 15 1/2 inch German viola,
by Roderick Paesold, numbered 0073-1 and
dated 2000, together with bow, cased £500-700

2239

Box of approximately 130 CD's including Bob
Dylan, Downliners Sect, Cream, Miles Davis, Dr
Feelgood, The Doors and Colosseum, together
with a box of DVD's and a box of books £40-60

2221

Clarinet in case - Thibouville-Lamy 1955 £50-60

2240

2222

Turkish Zaz with instructions £25-35

2223

Banjo, Gremlin 4-string as new with soft case
£120-150

Three boxes including CD's by Beatles, Earl
Hooker, Van Morrison, Fleetwood Mac, A Stack
of Northern Soul, The Birth of the Blues etc,
vintage MNE's and books £40-60

2224

Five boxes and three further cases of jazz
cassettes and VHS tapes £30-50
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2241

2242

Box of miscellaneous items including concert
tickets, ephemera etc, together with box of
magazines including copies of Vox, Mojo and
Punch. Also includes a box of CD's, VHS tapes
(Clockwork Orange) and books £40-60
Two boxes of CD's including The Beatles (30
plus) Graham Bond, David Bowie, Led Zeppelin,
John Mayall, Leadbelly, Kinks, Rolling Stones
and Love, totalling approximately 200 plus £6080

2243

Four cases of music cassettes including John
Martyn, Van Morrison, Moody Blues, Procol
Harum etc together with a box of home
recordings including rare 60's singles £30-50

2244

Two boxes of CD's approximately 250 including
Yardbirds, Taste, Who, Robin Trower, Muddy
Waters, Sorrows and Spooky Tooth, together
with an array of compilations - Northern Soul,
Mowtown etc £60-80

2245

Three boxes of CD's including Small Faces,
Misunderstood, extensive collection of Van
Morrison, The Move, Memphis Slim, Martin
Simpson and Savoy Brown £40-60

2253

Early 20th century silvered Hawkes and Son
tenor saxophone, model 1234-A, in fitted case
£50-100

2254

Box of approx. 50 LP records including The
Beatles, Traffic, Jack Bruce, Blood Sweat and
Tears, Eric Clapton, Fleetwood Mac, The Nice,
Sade, Johnny Winter and compliations etc. £80120

2255

Selection of 11 LP records including Rolling
Stones (Exile - Complete with postcards),
Humble Pie, Ten Years After, The Younf
Tradition, Groundhogs and Rory Gallager (11)
£80-120

2256

Selection of LP records by Jimi Hendrix (7) and
Cream (5), all vinyl appears to be in ex.
condition. £80-120

2257

Box of LP records (approx 35) some 12" singles
and a vintage case of 78's. Artists include Duran
Duran, Eagles, Elvis Costello, Stevie Wonder,
America and Motowl compliations, most vinyl
appears to be VG and Ex. £20-30

2258

Three boxes of LP records and 12'' singles,
including Ralph Mitchell, Francoise Hardy,
Diana Ross, Madonna, Abba, Child, John
Denver, Smokie, Marmalade, Cliff Richard and
classical albums, together with carrying case
and box of single and programmes for Cliff
Richard & The Shadows. £40-60

2246

Four boxes of assorted music related items
including books, DVD's, video's etc - artist's
include Jerry Lee Lewis, Hollies, Pink Floyd,
Cream, Blind Faith, Yardbirds and Adam Faith
£40-60

2247

Three boxes of music related books including
Beatles, John Lennon, Eric Clapton etc, also
VHS video tapes featuring Led Zeppelin and
Eric Clapton £40-60

2350

Quantity of cameras, including a Yashica-E,
Olympus OM10 with telephoto lens, Canon FTB
with lenses and flash, and assorted binoculars
£50-70

2248

Three boxes of music related items including
books, DVD's videos and magazines featuring
Rolling Stones, Bob Dylan, The Who and Jethro
Tull etc £40-60

2351

Group of cameras, including a Boxed Coronet
Three-D with multi-coloured finish, an unusual
Tikka pocket camera in the form of a pocket
watch, and other miniature cameras £50-80

2249

Teac - LP-R5500SB CD recorder with turntable
and cassette player, plus VHF cordless TV/Hi-Fi
headset and a box of earphones £60-100

2352

Collection of cameras and accessories,
including a Pentax P30 and lenses, Lumix G1,
camcorders, etc £40-60

2250

Box of music cassettes including Bob Dylan,
Eric Clapton, Paul Simon, Dire Straits, Simon &
Garfunkel, Genesis, Joni Mitchell, Ry Cooder
etc (50) £20-40

2353

Canon EOS 1100d with lenses, together with
other camera equipment and binoculars £50-70

2354

Group of cameras and lenses, including several
Praktica, Kodak Retinas, Bolex cine camera,
etc, in 2 hard cases £100-150

2355

Group of cameras and lenses, including Edixa,
Exakta, Zeiss, Voigtlander, etc, in two hard
cases £100-150

2356

Large quantity of camera lenses and other
equipment, including Dallmeyer, Voigtlander
and many others (4 boxes) £100-150

2357

Two boxes of cameras and binoculars, including
a Canon A1 £20-40

2251

2252

Two boxes of vinyl records including
approximately 45 LP's and 100 plus singles
including Iron Maiden, The Battle of Bristol
1986, Eddie and The Hot Rods, Dr Feelgood,
Metal Dance Industrial Post Punk, Bowie, Who,
Searchers, John Entwistle, Pete Townsend and
Moody Blues, most discs in VG and Ex condition
£60-80
Corton clarinet in case, together with a lesson
book £20-40
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2358

Group of cameras, lenses, accessories and
binoculars, including a Nikon EM, Pentax SP
1000, box cameras, digital cameras, etc (3
boxes) £40-60

2418

Chinese cloisonné jardinière, decorated with
dragons chasing a flaming pearl, with a carved
wooden stand, 16cm high without stand £60-100

2400

Victorian oil lamp, with cranberry balloon design
and etched shade, total height 52cm £60-100

2419

18th century Tooth Key with straight shaft and
Ebony handle, marked on the key Blanc A Paris.
13.5cm overall length £50-80

2401

Five glass domes, one with a dried flower
display, another with a central column, the
largest approximately 50cm £50-100

2420

Victorian pewter tankard by Watts & Harton,
London, engraved Borough Regatta, 14th Aug,
1854, R.O. Day, with cut glass base £40-60

2402

Newlyn copper tea caddy, the pull-off cover with
loop handle, the body relief decorated with
galleons, stamped mark to base, 13.5cm high
£200-300

2421

Late 19th century German green glass roemer
with fine quality enamelled and gilded
decoration and applied glass prunts £100-150

2422

2403

Dunhill combination compact and lighter with
engine turned decoration £100-150

Coronation Souvenir - 16 photographs of the
Royal Family in a nutshell, boxed, together with
three pocket knives £30-50

2404

Three Pears Soap enamel signs, 47cm x 7cm
£120-150

2423

2405

Staunton type chess set in box, King 3 1/2" £3050

Set of 66 white and 67 black 19th century
Chinese Wei or Go stones, together with
bamboo pots. £40-60

2424

London Transport badge together with a
collection of various pin badges £30-50

2425

Husun lacquered brass sextant in case £60-100

2426

Victorian Chubb & Son safe / strong box with
painted naming to front- Spectacle Makers
Compy., 25cm across £100-150

2427

Jean Roulette President clock, with inset date
and day to dial together with world and Zodiac
sign circular guards and original receipt dated
26/3/97 for the sum of £975 £30-50

2428

Franz Hermle brass skeleton clock, with conical
glass dial and key, 34cm total height £60-100

2429

A pair of patinated bronze busts, each depicting
a classical lady on a socle, one signed 'Marin',
the other 'L.V.E. Robert', 22cm high £100-200

2430

Victorian Coromandel sewing box together with
a Paris sewing box, measuring 30cm and 22cm
wide respectively (2) £60-80

2431

Pair of antique silk embroidered panels in oval
frames, each 31.5 x 26.5cm £40-60

2432

Black Forest type caved hanging cabinet, with
figures, foliage and a stag, 61cm high x 44cm
across £40-60

2433

Vintage brown leather cricket bag with brass
lock and stamped initials £30-50

2406

Desk model of Concorde, 64cm long £50-70

2407

19th century Chinese silver cotton spool in case,
19th Chinese paintings on rice paper in original
box, 1947 Chelsea Football programme with
ticket, three Victorian glass scent bottles and
sundries £50-70

2408

Surveyors theodolite by Hilger & Watts in case
£30-50

2409

Three incomplete boxes of cigars: King Edward
Imperial, Dunhill Samanas and Dunhill
Valverdes £40-60

2410

Two late 19th century French novelty sewing
accessories in the form of pistols £40-60

2411

*Withdrawn*

2412

Royal memorabilia, including vulcanite and
brass vesta cases, Queen Victoria Diamond
Jubilee book, etc £50-70

2413

Vintage Midgetronic radio in blue-coloured case
£30-50

2414

A late Victorian carved oak case chiming mantel
clock, the case carved with figural and floral
ornamentation, the arched brass dial with
slow/fast and chime/silent subsidiary dials, brass
W & H movement, 50cm high £150-250

2415

Vintage Limit desk fan, Made in England £30-50

2434

2416

Two Mid century Metamec wall clocks (2) £3050

Silvered relief plaque of an Alpine Ibex, 45cm x
34cm £40-60

2435

2417

Contemporary table globe with semi precious
hard stone inlaid decoration. £30-50

Boxed 1950s medical equipment, including
syringe, stethoscope, etc £40-60

2436

Contemporary Maori greenstone mere, of typical
paddle form with pierced terminal £50-70
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2437

Matthew Norman brass carriage clock, with
original box and reciept purchased 1976 £50-70

2456

Group of Mauchline ware, late 19th/early 20th
century, including boxes, pocket watch holder,
egg timer, money boxes, etc £60-100

2438

Collection of military badges, map measure,
enamel box, cross, buttons and sundries £60100

2457

Underwood & Underwood stereoscopic viewer
and boxed set of South African War cards,
together with two other viewers and another box
of cards £60-100

2458

Sundry items, including tinplate trains, model of
Queen Mary, two Great Western Railway
puzzles, etc £40-60

2459

William IV rosewood tea caddy, of sarcophagus
form, with mother of pearl inlay, two division
interior and turned ivory knobs, 22.5cm wide
£60-100

2460

Group of Mauchline ware boxes, late 19th/early
20th century £50-70

2461

Rare early 20th century Ticker Tape Machine by
The Exchange Telegraph Co. Ltd. Number
1426, on circular cast metal black enamel base
£100-150

Sundry items, including two boxwood netsuke, a
framed penny black stamp, a Limoges enamel
cherry box, a Queen Victoria vulcanite vesta
case, and a specimen of Blue John £40-60

2462

Rare early 20th century brass ticker tape
machine on mahogany base £100-150

Bronze figure of a dog signed Mene, 10cm wide,
together with a bronze figure of a hare £50-70

2463

Georgian tea caddy with two covered
compartments flanking a central area for mixing
bowl, 35.5cm across £40-60

Victorian Mauchline Tartanware card case, in
McPherson tartan, with an oval scene of Ellen's
Isle, Loch Kathrine, 11.5cm x 8cm £100-150

2464

Mappin & Webb chinoiserie Elliott clock, with
original receipt purchased 1973, 20.5cm high
including handle £100-200

Five pieces of Victorian Mauchline Tartanware,
including three boxes, a needle case, and a
thimble case with thimble £80-120

2465

Rare Victorian Mauchline ware snuff box, with a
penwork scene entitled 'John Anderson my Jo',
the outside with foliate patterns, 8.5cm across
£100-200

2466

Rare Victorian Mauchline ware snuff box, with a
penwork scene entitled 'Tam O'Shanter', the
outside with foliate patterns, 8.5cm across £100200

2439

Vintage Stanley Theodolite in case £40-60

2440

Antique cast iron novelty money box 'Punch &
Judy Bank' with original painted finish, made by
Shepard Hardware Co., Buffalo NY, USA, 19cm
high £60-100

2441

Olet tin opener in the form of a bull, together
with a 'Little Duke' set of miniature playing
cards, old spectacles, snuff box, etc £60-100

2442

Rare early 20th century Ticker Tape Machine
'The Exchange Telegraph Co. Limited Patent' by
M. Theiler & Sons, London numbered 5041.
£300-500

2443

2444
2445

2446

2447

Dukwin Automatic watch winder £70-100

2448

Two boxes of Magic lantern slides £40-60

2449

Limited Edition Dunhill GMT lighter (656/1884)
£60-80

2450

Black Forest carved wooden box, the cover with
a family of partridges, the sides with foliate
decoration, on four scrollwork feet, 39cm wide x
25cm deep x 37cm high £60-100

2467

Swiss music box, the case measuring 60cm
across £100-200

Rare Victorian Mauchline ware snuff box, with a
penwork scene of a hunting scene, the outside
with foliate patterns, 8.5cm across £100-200

2468

Rare Victorian Mauchline ware snuff box, with a
penwork titled scene from the 'Tam O'Shanter',
9cm across £100-200

2469

Rare Victorian Mauchline ware snuff box, with a
penwork carriage driving scene, the outside with
foliate patterns, 8.5cm across (box is sealed
shut) £50-70

2470

Rare Victorian Mauchline ware snuff box, with a
penwork scene entitled 'Scotch Washing', the
outside with foliate patterns, 8.5cm across £100200

2451
2452

Two very large roll-up canvas maps, one of the
Manor of Lavenham £50-80

2453

Mounted 1920s Map of the Underground
Railways of London £80-120

2454

Large London Underground Chancery Lane
enamel sign, 71cm x 56cm £200-300

2455

WMF Art Nouveau style dish, relief decorated
with a woman holding a bird, marks to base,
32cm high £50-70
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2471

Rare Victorian Mauchline ware snuff box, with a
penwork scene entitled 'The Antiquary' from
Robert Burns, 7.5cm across £100-200

2472

Rare Victorian Mauchline ware cigar case, with
a fine penwork scene of a gentleman drinking a
glass of wine, the outside with foliate patterns,
13cm high £100-200

2493

Brass & Gunmetal Ebony Wedge 3½ x ½
Shoulder Plane £30-50

2494

Brass Rebate Plane 5 3/8 x ½ £30-50

2495

Brass & Wooden Padsaw £20-30

2496

Spiers Stewart metal Smoothing Plane £40-60

2497

Stanley No 113 Flat Plane £40-60

2498

Marples Smoothing Plane £40-60

2499

Atkin & Son Smoothing Plane £40-60

2473

Three Tunbridge ware stamp boxes, and
another Mauchline type stamp box £60-100

2474

Three Tartanware stamp boxes and one
Tartanware stamp holder (4) £60-100

2500

2475

Two large replica Mont Blanc lithographic prints,
each rolled, image approximately 100 x 70cm
£40-60

Millers Falls Planes No 9, No 14, No8, No10 &
one other (5) £60-100

2501

Marples Gunmetal & Ebony Bullnoze Plane (1)
£60-100

2476

Stanley No 55 combination plane with 55 cutters
£40-60

2502

Salter Gunmetal & Mahogany Bullnoze Plane
(1) £60-100

2477

Two Stanley 60 1/2 low angle planes, and a
Stanley 220 low angle plane (two in original
boxes and one in wooden box) £50-80

2503

Gun Metal Chariot Plane with walnut handle £60
-100

2478

James Howarth & Sons brass and wood brace
£50-80

2504

Record No 077A Shoulder Plane £40-60

2505

Stanley Balile Planes No 4½ & No 3 £30-50

2479

William Marples brass and wood brace £50-80

2506

Five Steel squares Ebony & Brass £30-50

2480

G.T. Rowe brass and ebony brace, with ivory
ring £50-80

2507

Record No 073 Shoulder Plane £30-50

2508

Boxed Shoulder Plane £30-50

2481

Group of twelve moulding planes by Mosely £40
-60

2509

2482

Brass and Gun Metal Shoulder plane by Nurse
& Co £80-100

Mathieson Screw Arm Plough Plane with
handel. £40-60

2510

Griffins of Norwich Plough Plane £20-30

2483

Group of sixteen moulding planes by Griffiths of
Norwich £40-60

2511

John Mosely Wooden Rebate Plane £20-40

2512

2484

Early Sash Fillister Plane with Handle by A
Mathieson & Son, Glasgow £40-60

Tenon Saws Buck & Hickman and two
Mathieson £20-40

2513

20 Wooden Moulding Planes £40-60

2485

Three Plough Planes / Sash Fillister Planes by
W Greenalade Bristol, Mathiesen & Son
Glascow, Moseley & Son London. £60-100

2514

Four Nelson Moulding Planes £30-40

2515

Two Bristol Greenslade Moulding Planes £20-30

Four Plough / Sash Fillister Planes by Isaac
Green Pimlico, Moseley & Co London, Griffith
Norwich and Marples & Son Sheffield. £60-100

2516

Union Factory Moulding Plane £20-30

2517

F G Pearson Wooden Moulding Plane £30-40

2487

Wood and brass adjustable jack plane £100-150

2518

Irwin Auger bits in original box with label £40-60

2488

Group of planes, including six various moulding
planes by Preston plus an adjuatable sash plane
by Griffith Norwich. £30-40

2519

2 Steel Squares Ebony & Brass £20-30

2520

Turner Wooden Kack Plane & Wooden Plough
Plane £20-30

2489

2 Brass Chariot Planes £40-60

2521

2490

3 Marples Chisells £30-50

Brass and Gun Metal Shoulder plane by Buck &
Ryan £80-100

2491

Jack Plane by Spiers £60-100

2522

2492

Western Works, 1850-1881 Henry Brown Jack
Plane Brass £60-100

Objets vertu, including a snuff box with image of
a hen and cock, a miniature brass set of
dominoes in box, card case and thimble box,
lacquered snuff box and a miniature Rob Roy
book with Mauchline style cover (6) £40-60

2486
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2523

Five pieces of Tunbridgeware, 19th/20th
century, including three boxes, a purse and a
dish £40-60

2524

Collection of Mauchlineware, including boxes,
thimble holders, pin cushions, Menthol
Applicator and Arnica Plaster boxes, etc £80120

2525

Art Deco green-patinated metal figure of a nude
woman dancing, on marble base, signed 'Denis'
and 'Made in France' to base, possibly designed
by Max Le Verrier, 27cm high £200-300

2541

Dunhill Shell 41031 pipe with bamboo shaft,
appears unsmoked £40-60

2542

Dunhill Shell 5109 pipe, very light wear £40-60

2543

Dunhill Shell 4104 F pipe, appears unsmoked
£40-60

2544

Dunhill Tanshell 3202 pipe, appears unsmoked
£40-60

2545

Dunhill Black Briar 211 pipe, appears unsmoked
£40-60

2546

Josef Lorenzl cold-painted bronze figure a
woman, shown wearing a suit and standing with
hands on hips and legs apart, on onyx base,
signed 'R. Lor', 13.75cm high £100-200

Dunhill Root Briar 3109 pipe, appears unsmoked
£40-60

2547

Dunhill Shell 1109 pipe, appears unsmoked £40
-60

Josef Lorenzl Art Deco Braine figure of a nude
woman dancing, on an onyx base, signed
'Lorenzl / Real Bronze / Made in Austria',
20.5cm high £200-300

2548

Dunhill Cumberland 4135 pipe, appears
unsmoked £40-60

2549

Dunhill Shell 41011 pipe with silver collar,
appears unsmoked £40-60

Josef Lorenzl Art Deco cold-painted bronze
figure of a woman, shown wearing a flapper
dress and striking a pose, on an onyx base,
signed 'R. Lor', 10.75cm high £100-200

2550

Dunhill Bruyere 4103 pipe, appears unsmoked
£40-60

2551

Dunhill Cumberland 32031 pipe, appears
unsmoked £40-60

2529

Josef Lorenzl bronze figure of a dancing woman,
on an oval onyx base, signed 'Lorenzl', 12cm
high £100-200

2552

Dunhill Dress 3108 pipe with silver collar,
appears unsmoked £40-60

2553

2530

Art Deco silvered bronze figure of a nude
woman dancing, on an onyx base, 18cm high
£100-200

Dunhill '75 Years of Pipe Craftsmanship' pipe
with silver collar, light signs of wear £40-60

2554

Dunhill items, including a pipe bowl, two
cigarette holders and five stems £40-60

2531

Dunhill Chestnut 3108 pipe - appears unsmoked
£40-60

2555

2532

Dunhill Shell 4103 pipe with bamboo shank,
appears unsmoked £40-60

2533

Dunhill Shell 4102 BS pipe, appears unsmoked
£40-60

Dunhill pipe rest, two Parker combination
lighters / pipe tampers, Dunhill cigar cutter, and
other smoking paraphernalia, including Dunhill
pipe cleaners, etc, together with a book on
Dunhill by Michael Balfour £40-60

2556

Dunhill Cumberland 4103 pipe, appears
unsmoked £40-60

Quantity of pipes, many unsmoked, including
Ben Wade, Grosvenor, Carey, etc £60-100

2557

Late 19th/Early 20th “Tam O’Shanter” Penknife
Hone in a Mauchline Ware case, with Trade and
1885 Gold Medal Exhibition stamps, and hinged
cover with illustrations of Alloway Old Kirk and
Burns Cottage. 21.5cm overall length £50-70

2558

Jean Renet brass cased carriage clock, 15cm
high including handle £60-100

2559

Large brass cased carriage clock and key with
Corinthian column decoration, the dial signed
'Saint Suzanne France', 19.5cm high including
handle £150-250

2560

Collection of exotic sea shells £40-60

2561

Collection of boxes by Halcyon days and others
£100-150

2526

2527

2528

2534
2535

Dunhill Chestnut 26 churchwarden's pipe,
appears unsmoked £40-60

2536

Dunhill Root Briar 4117 pipe, appears unsmoked
£40-60

2537

Dunhill Root Briar 3108 pipe, appears unsmoked
£40-60

2538

Dunhill Cumberland 4124 pipe, appears
unsmoked £40-60

2539

Dunhill Chestnut 5103 pipe, appears unsmoked
£40-60

2540

Dunhill Root Briar 1102 pipe, appears unsmoked
£40-60
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2562

1940's / 50's travelling chemistry / chemists set
in vinyl covered travelling case £60-80

2563

Two pieces of Victorian Robert Burns related
Mauchlineware, including a cotton reel
dispenser and a money box in the form of a
cottage £40-60

2564

Vintage enamel advertising Wills Woodbine
sign, 91cm x 61cm £50-70

2565

Large German 'Osnabruck' carbide lamp,
together with a 1943 Eastgate railway lamp and
a Drydex lamp (3) £40-60

2580

Vintage Campbell's Soups cafe machine £40-60

2581

Collection of mixed pipes - Peterson's, Carey,
etc, including silver mounted £40-60

2582

Breweriana interest - a collection of beer tap
signs £30-50

2583

Acacia Lodge Masonic Gavel £30-40

2584

Large Victorian copper twin-handled cooking pot
and cover, 33cm high including handle £40-60

2585

Three miniature mahogany chests of drawers
and a miniature bureau £60-100

2586

Late 19th century Japanese mother of pearl
inlaid games counter / card games box, with six
interior boxes, measuring 35cm x 29cm £100150

2566

Agricultural interest: 'The Definite Sheep Killer' two boxed livestock tools, together with 'The
Orginal Patent Crumbly Cutter' £40-60

2567

19th century music box, playing 20 tunes £100200

2587

The 'Peall' Record Break 3304 snooker cue £4060

Aitchison of London brass three-drawer
telescope with leather cover £40-60

2588

Dairy crest milkman's satchel £20-40

2569

'The Cannon Match' snooker cue in case £40-60

2589

2570

Three Joe Davis 'Champion' snooker cues £5070

Antique ships wheel, measuring 83cm diameter
£50-70

2590

Two Joe Davis 'Club' cues and a Permac Club
snooker cue, with case £50-70

Rare late 19th century nursery symphonion with
25 discs £120-140

2591

Collection of various sized samples of Paesina
Stone slices (Ruin Marble) from Italy that, when
polished, give the appearance of landscape or
architectural views. (Qty) £60-80

2592

1920s/30s Starkie’s cast alloy “Gentleman with
Top Hat” mechanical money box, with moveable
arm, tongue and eyes, holes in back of head.
Marked STARKIES PATt NO 152588. 18cm
overall height. Base plate absent. £40-60

2593

Early 20th century cast iron money bank (Patent
Mar 14, 87), with moveable arm, eyes and
tongue, together with one smaller. Larger money
bank 17cm overall height. (2) £60-80

2594

19th century dinner gong on bamboo stand, total
height 1m £80-120

2595

Astral 400 telescope on tripod stand £30-50

2596

Victorian brass bound mahogany writing slope,
30cm wide £30-40

2597

Victorian Tunbridgeware sewing box, the top
with inlaid picture of a cottage, with geometric
patterns, lift-out interior, measuring 21.5cm wide
£60-100

2598

Victorian walnut tea caddy with banded
decoration to edges, two-division interior, 18cm
wide £40-60

2599

Collection of 48 menu holders, including
souvenirs pieces, oriental examples, etc £60100

2568

2571
2572

2573

A singing birdcage automaton, 20th century,
brass-cased, with a dome top, the two singing
birds, in yellow and red, amongst leaves and
foliage, the circular base cast with garlands of
flowers, raised on three short turned brass feet,
key wind under base, 27 cm high £200-300
A singing birdcage automaton, 20th century,
brass-cased, with a dome top, the yellow and
blue singing bird amongst leaves and foliage,
the circular base cast with garlands of flowers,
raised on three short turned brass feet, key wind
under base, 23 cm high £100-200

2574

Tunbridgeware sewing / work box, the top
decorated with a floral spray, the border and
sides with floral patterns, 23cm x 18cm £50-80

2575

Antique lead Sun fire insurance plaque - number
669570 £40-60

2576

Unusual Eastern rocking wooden figure, painted
and decorated with glass beads, 64cm long £60100

2577

Chris Eubank signed boxing gloves, trophy,
Lonsdale shorts, etc in glazed frame measuring
127cm x 94cm £100-150

2578

2579

Palakona 'The Reservoir Fly' split cane fly
fishing rod in case, together with a net and
accessories £40-60
Collection of magic lantern slides and negatives
£40-60
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2600

Cold painted bronze model of a greyhound,
signed with the mark for Frank Bergmann,
5.5cm high £100-150

2617

Near pair of antique bronze bells, one with
suspension loop (total height 30cm) £80-120

2601

Scottish Arts and Crafts copper picture frame,
embossed with lines by Robert Burns, 'Some
hae meat and canna eat ...', the corners
decorated with thistles, inset with a print after
Dobson, 61.5cm x 52.5cm, together with a
similar frame embossed with the words 'When
night a radiance borrows', 64cm x 54cm £50-80

2618

Very large ship's bell, titled Buteshire, probably
the passenger Refrigerated Cargo Ship,
launched in 1893, torpedoed during WWI and
broken up in 1929, the bell 43cm high £300-500

2619

Ships bell, titled and dated 'M V Seaforth
Minara, 1983, 25cm high £50-70

2620

Collection of 14 vintage advertising menu
holders, including Bass, Carling, Buchanan, etc
£60-100

19th century bronze bell, numbered 18, 23cm
high £70-100

2621

Antique bell, stamped 2G, 30cm high £60-90

2622

Collection of malt whisky miniatures etc,
including 75cl Christmas Bells decanter,
miniatures including Speymalt from Macallan
distillery £150-250

Two similar antique cast bells, both
approximately 26cm high £60-90

2623

Three cast bells, the largest 28cm high £80-120

2624

2604

Collection of bird paintings on silk, each in
glazed frame. (10) £50-70

WMF three piece Jugendstil coffee set, marks to
bases, the pot measuring 25cm high £150-200

2625

2605

Pair of polished fossil wood bookends £40-60

German 'Frieling Zinn' twin-handled pewter
plate, 25.5cm wide £30-50

2606

Bulkhead barometer by Bottomley and Baird,
together with a ships clock £60-100

2626

WMF table centre piece, art nouveau style, with
loop handles and glass insert, 31cm wide £150200

2607

Ship’s binnacle compass, 24cm high £60-100

2627

2608

Antique plane by Norris of London, together with
another similar bullnose plane, moulding plane
and various antique tools £200-400

Art Nouveau style pewter bowl with blue glass
liner, pierced design, 14.5cm diameter £30-40

2628

Pair of white metal candlesticks set with amber,
with pierced design, 32cm high £80-100

2629

Charles Rennie Macintosh pewter spill vase, of
square form, with simple design, 15.5cm high
£20-40

2630

Art Nouveau silver-plated on brass dish with
nude female, 21cm high £80-100

2631

Silver plated swing handled dish, with clear-andcranberry glass insert, 14cm wide £30-40

2632

WMF Art Nouveau plaque, depicting a woman in
classical dress filling a jug of water, numbered
381 to reverse, 38cm high £500-700

2602

2603

2609

Killarney inlaid book slide, together with antique
gingerbread moulds, Japanese papier mâché
card box, set of bowls, antique collecting books,
antique keys and sundry works of art £60-100

2610

Small silver bowl, mirror and brushes, together
with various silver and plate £50-70

2611

Group of pottery models of Churches and
cottages, together with an antique Delft tile,
sherry barrel and a studio pottery sculpture £4060

2612

Large turned wooden lamp, with shade, together
with a collection of turned wooden bowls and
other items £60-100

2633

WMF two handled spill vase with clear glass
liner, stamped marks to base, 21.5cm high £6080

2613

19th century microscope case, with various
lenses etc, box of microscope slides, balance
scales and boxed set of weights £40-60

2634

Art Nouveanu WMF cup with green glass liner,
with pierced decoration and profile portraits,
stamped marks to base, 11cm high £80-100

2614

Two Sony microphones, one Grundig, one
Pamphonic, one Reslo (all boxed), together with
a s Sinclair ZX81, chromatic tuners, etc £50-70

2635

African red ivory wood figure of a seated
monkey, in the style of the Baboon Master of
Southern Africa, 21cm high £100-200

2615

In the style of Robert Mouseman Thompson
carved hardwood ashtray, 22cm long £40-60

2636

2616

19th century cast bronze or bell metal church
bell, dated 1804, 32cm high £200-300

Art Nouveau pewter spill vase modelled as a
basket with glass liner, marks to base, 25cm
high £150-200
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2637

Art Nouveau table centre with green cut and
etched glass liner, of lozenge form with two
handled, stamped number 252 to base, 41cm
wide £250-300

2656

Regency miniature mahogany linen press, and
an Edwardian miniature mahogany bureau £80120

2638

Art Nouveau pewter vase with green glass liner,
twin-handled and standing on four feet, 18cm
high £100-120

2657

Monopol and five discs £100-200

2658

Collection of Masonalia, including medals,
pouches, aprons and regalia etc, in two cases
£50-70

2639

Art nouveau table centre / planter, signed 'A.
Perron', 38cm wide £300-400

2659

Group of carved African figures, masks,
headrest, etc £50-80

2640

French gilt clock with enamel dial, 30cm high
£40-60

2660

Group of carved African figures £50-80

2641

Pair of Chinese cloisonné vases, 24cm high £60
-80

2661

19th century wheel barometer £40-60

2662

Large African wooden mask with four eyes,
traces of polychrome, together with a smaller
female African mask (2) £50-70

2663

Three gilt picture frames, together with mauchlin
ware, tartan ware and other items £40-60

African Baule red-painted Goli mask, 48cm high,
together with another African polychrome mask
with geometric patterns, 42cm wide £100-150

2664

2644

Trinidad Mastic Asphalt advertising desk weight,
together with lighters, silver sugar tongs and
sundries. £40-60

Quantity of African masks, together with an
African elder's chair, a bow, arrow and spear,
together with three Indian temple masks £50-70

2665

2645

Black Forest carved wood figual nut cracker,
26cm in length £30-50

2646

Art nouveau glass and silver-painted figural
centre piece, 52cm high £80-120

African items in case, including 8 boxes of
slides, glass beaded necklace, beaded knife
pouch with knife, 16 iron bracelets, carved
figure, fly swat, and warthog tusks £50-80

2666

2647

Eastern cast metal figure of a seated Buddha,
31cm high £150-200

Vintage glass fronted cabinet with label for
'Aspinall's Enamel - The Original & Best', 110cm
high x 76cm wide £50-70

2648

Cantonese enamel vase, of baluster form,
painted with panels of birds and flowers on a
floral patterned ground, 38cm high £80-120

2667

Vintage advertising enamel Stephens Ink for all
temperatures thermometer, by J.A. Jordan &
Sons, Bilston, marked 3/08, trade mark 164860,
Reg. 168235-8. 93.5cm in length £150-200

2649

Collection of vintage political badges c.1980s,
including unions, Poll tax protests, etc £20-40

2668

Signed 2021/22 Chelsea FC shirt with COA and
hologram £400-600

2650

Quantity of Parker pens and one Sheaffer pen,
some with gold nibs £40-60

2669

2651

Sundry items, including brass and pewter
casters, Goss, vulcanite vesta, set of weights in
mahogany box, plate camera slides, etc £40-60

19th century mahogany cased 8 day long case
clock with painted enamel dial, by Woller,
Norwich £80-120

2670

Pair of contemporary hardwood display plinths
with chromium plated bases, purchased from
Marina Home Interiors, Dubai £60-80

2671

Commodore Vic 20 Colour computer in original
box. £40-60

2672

Two Waterman ballpoint pens in original boxes
£30-50

2673

Set of four Lapalma sled base bentwood chairs
designed by Antti Kotilainen £250-350

2674

Sundry metalwares and other items, including a
fender, Middle Eastern coffee pot, fireplace
accessories, etc £60-100

2642

2643

2652

Collection of silver plated ware to include Tyg
engraved 'U.C.S. Bicycle Race', pair of chamber
sticks and cutlery sets together with a brass bell
(1 box) £40-60

Two early 20th century fairground displays,
painted with Native North Americans and
incorporating flints and arrowheads £80-120

2653

Antique Indian carved wood Dowry chest,
carved with geometric patterns, 39cm wide £80120

2654

WMF super nickel Green glass biscuit barrel
with Silver plated mount £100-150

2655

Art Nouveau Biscuit barrel with green glass liner
£100-120
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2675

Pair of carriage lamps, copper railway lamp, two
standard lamps, large copper street light, etc
£50-80

2676

Quantity of oil lamps, including several with
glass reservoirs £50-80

2677

Three boxes containing glass oil lamp shades
and chimneys £40-60

2678

Quantity of items to include leather cases,
aviation prints, silver flatware etc £30-50

2679

Collection of antiquities and curios, including
Roman pottery, worked flints, quern stone, etc
£100-200

2680

Good group of worked Neolithic and other flint
and stone tools £100-200

2681

Two boxes of fossils and natural history
specimens £100-200

2682

Box of rock specimens and fossils, including
meteorite moon dust, etc £60-100

2683

Good group of metalware antiquities, metal
detecting finds etc, including some postmediaeval £100-200

2684

Natural History specimens, including three
ostrich eggs, taxidermy piranha, cased insects
etc £50-70

2685

Classical pottery vessels and fragments £80120

2686

Collection of antiquities, including mosaic tiles,
flints, lead weights, metalwares and sundries.
£70-100

2687

miscellaneous items, including automobilia,
steel printing plate, books, large pulley, other
items (2 boxes) £100-150

2688

Collection of Vintage telephones £40-60

2689

Group of Classical style statuettes, other items.
£100-200

2690

Vintage Singer cast iron machinists stool with
wooden seat £60-100

2691

Vintage Singer cast iron machinists stool £50-80

2692

Chinese famille verte ginger jar, Chinese scroll,
Chinese ivory puzzle ball and stand, Persian
miniature chest of drawers, lead tobacco jar with
figure of Napoleon, box of Cuban tobacco,
Russian school painting and a stevengraph £4060

2693

Vintage A.West & Partners theodolite in original
transit case £60-100

2694

Four Royal Mint Chubb brass vault detector
locks (two with keys) £80-100
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2695

19th century mahogany brass bound decanter
box with Bramah lock, blue velvet lined interior
containing two cut glass decanters with
engraved silver labels- Whiskey and Brandy
(Birmingham 1857), 21.5 x 12.5cm. £100-200

2696

Large late 19th Century marble and slate mantel
clock with a visible escapement, French
movement striking on bell, visible pendulum in
monumental case 53 cm high, 60cm wide £120150

2697

Collection of ten preserved Puffer fish, largest
approximately 22cm long £50-80

2698

Collection of vintage CB and HAM radio
equipment and a compass £50-70

2699

Collection of oil lamp bases and burners £60100

2700

19th century spirit flask made from a gourd with
metal mounted cork and woven suspension
loops, the surface decorated with scratch
engraved floral design and scene of bandits with
a dog, signed Ajaccio, Bandits. 13cm diameter.
£20-40

2701

Large collection of oil lamp chimneys £60-100

2702

Collection of various lamp parts and fittings
£100-150

2703

Pair of Carl Zeiss 10x50 W binoculars in original
leather carry case £50-80

2704

Turned chess set together with two novelty
chess sets £30-50

2705

Pair of Arts & Crafts copper beakers by Keswick
School of Industrial Arts, with foliate decoration,
stamped marks, 10cm high £50-70

2706

Newlyn School Arts & Crafts copper lidded jug,
of square tapered form, relief decorated with
cormorants, 18.5cm high £60-100

2707

Collection of vintage spectacles, some in cases,
together with a silver open faced pocket watch
and albert chain. £40-60

2708

Collection of erotic and other reel to reel films
include June Palmer 'Danger Girl' and 'The
Castaway' (approx 10). £50-80

2709

Collection of Chinese carved hardstone animals,
Japanese boxwood and resin netsukes and
other virtu items £60-80

2710

Canteen of silver plated cutlery, together with
other silver plated ware to include hot water pot
and cased and loose cutlery. £50-70

2711

Old painted pine carpenters tool chest
containing various hand tools. £50-70

2712

Collection of 9 various scratch built and other
model boats £50-70
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2713

Collection of 3 scratch built model boats to
include The Mayflower and others £40-60

2714

Finely crafted, handmade watchmakers clamp,
together with five others £80-120

2715

Collection of various watchmakers and other
tools, watch parts, radio link remote controls and
sundries £40-60

2716

*Withdrawn*

2717

20th century station masters wall dial clock with
roman numeral dial. £100-150

2718

Two 20th century carved Bamboo brush pots (2)
£40-60
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